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The people of the newly independent states of ' 

Asia-and Africa^ are currently facing-the'-tremendona. .. 

chailehge :of nation^biiilding a,nd'^ioe3Srre^nMitZdb^ . • 

opment. l-Jhile the aspirations of the people and'their . 

leaders are often great, the prospeo-bs for rapid and- 

successfdl...attainnienp of the goals toward which they--.- 

.aspire are not necessarily encduraging.' Most of these 

societies face a; situatipn.Ar,..lw.h.lQ.h'there areTlimite

material and human- resources. currently available with.. ’ *

which to meet rapidly escalating'demands;. In light of

this situation two of the many questions confronting"

. governing elit^ are: (1) what policies can be formu- 

lated-which will meet the most critical%emands' of the . 

society; and (2) what patterns of organigs^ion can be 

established which wi-ll-enable successful implementation 

/ , ofytpe pplicy ;a achieve the desired'results? . ‘

These questions are asked by governing"'elites through- ■' 

out the; world, but they are doubly signif icant--ln trans-^.^ - 

itional societies where rapid progress is seen as a 

necessity and where resources for attaining- suCh pro- 

■ gress ;are in.‘Scarce supply^^
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The ^purpose of 'this‘ disser.tation is to '^xpiore..

'Certain selected problems 'of policy' implementation in '

transitipnaj societies through an Intensive'ca^e study ;

;■ of one program, the Kenya National Youth Service, de'

signed to meet certain social,' .political, and economic
• 1 • - ■■

probl^s 'in lina^tmnsitipnalr'spciety of African- sIn-this

."i-

r.v

.. . r-v

V ,
work prbblems-of policy implementation are vleifed in ,

' terms' of problems of development administration, 

the •’conclusions drawn in this study' are .based: upon the 

study of only one operating program in one trahsitional 

• society, it is felt that the conditions in Kenya have- 

■ ^been similar to those, in many transitional sooleties

and.that the cpnclusiphs may have relevance for a broader 

’■ context

• ? . n-

:Aile-
V:.

t t

influenced the decision by the 

elite in Kensra to order the creation of the

;iCehya National Service and the difficulties en-
■ ' ■ , ■

countered by the administrators in formulating and im-.. 

plementing the plan of the service made the youth S'ervice

.*

:r; r-'

a particularly good, example of problems of development 

administration in a transitFo'nal'-s’ooiety.. However, util

ization-of'''this particular program as a source of resea'rch
■ .•■ ■ - ■ ■ '

data was not •v.w’ithout-certain problems. It ..was and is a
'lit;

.-i;'

relatively delicate•subject on which to do research*

example, during the initial years of operation the youth
'-1 *

For •;

■service was a.significant political issue in Kenya. It
f*--. ;• '1^v

. It.
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vjas forrauLated In part to incorpoi-ate into-the nation .. 

■buildins' effort youth who wsre. memhers of -the youth vjings.
■-V

. These -youth wings were''connected with the various' political . 

parties and political'factions inyKenya,. Given t^ 

ti-^e; RqMtioal: 1 -in a government, organization: 4
dealing/with-youtti-of divetsa pdXitical leanings, research 

into the origins and operations -of the yo-uth'.s-ervice ■was^y^^;:

'^somevrhat more difficult than might, hav'e been desired.
. . . . . .  ' .y

Secondly, -the ■yhole mtt of the L.rblations b^yween the - 

. United States Goyernment and the youth seryioeypreated 

certain problems, iis related in the dissertation, although 

the servic.e^^x-ras largely' financed, by - the United States Agency 

. for':,Ihternationai 'Development, ^ n^^hei 'the United State's - 

Governraeht nor the Kenya-Government desired an American, 

physical presence in ;the,--y(5ut^ ' Ohe primry reason

for this was the''ieS'

; rclientele of the

y.

t

S.
h>-:

\ . ■\

A

sii^^^given the highlyv nationalistic -y 

e^rvice, -tb.' avoid overt American influence 

in the. forraa-bioh of policy for the service and in-Advising 

the day to day/operations'of the service. Although the ,
•r.

writer was. able to disassociate himself fully from the t.

/
united States Government and was granted clearance for the 

' project 'hy'^thV'Kenya Government, 'not-'air'pbtenfel so^^^
.yy;- ■iyy'.y.

\.h

Interviews, for example,; with 

. members of the Kenya Parliament and with the rank and file 

■ ■ members of the youth .service could not be carried out.

. However,'.alternative sources to fill in many of the gaps

■ bt tdata ; were;^
y-:
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in data were f.ovind 'and it is felt that the difficulties

y

encountered were not of a nature ^hat seriously detracted 

vr-ferpm the validity 'Of^ t^^ . •••

I •wish to acknol^ledge my'apphhGiation to'^he - 

Government of Kenya for.permission to carry out;reaearch ' . 
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t'

!
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V
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TNTIipDUGTiOir,T;

The first few months fallowing the attalnme.ht of 

independence by Kenya in, December, I.963 were a time of 

political and economic instability. Aibitter contest • 

for politlbai ;power betwj^^ the two main Africain political- 

parti es , the_ Kenya Af r^ Uni on'and the Kenya-

African Democratic IJnion, had characterized.the-final- : '

Conflict

V.-
•?

three!years of the struggle for independ^ce. 

between supporters;0 parties continued into

■ the Independence period with factions liJ'ithin each 

party. Competing for leadership.

s«ch as the youth wings, sought rewards for the actlve- 

- ■ support they, had provided durinr^he^pblitical campaigns. 

The economy of the country was stagnating as A-result of

natural disasters and the emigration, of large numbers of'
■■

Europeans whose technical skills and capital formed the 

backbone of the monetary sector of the economy:.

ty __0f.,. JohS-r. JLed.. t o_.:inor.easing-..di s sat is fact ion-on -the 

part of work seekers,

Viewing these conditions as t

. Wi;,,.'.'.

Party affiliates.

.7

If

. - A scar-/

••4;

a threat to its own'

position and the orderly ecohomic and political develop-
. . . . . •

a number
- . ment 'of Kenya, the KANU-ied Government initiated £

. • '•A

•' - ‘

---- - ■ ‘

/, 'vi/■t'
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of programs designed to^^ f polltleal stability and •

economic' development. One program'estsiblished an ;

called the Kenya National Youth Service.

^ . This-organization was to Cohitrlbute to the -economic

‘ deyelopment of the coL^ through public works :pro- 

; jectsi: ahd-m designed to helclfeijeve the uh^pioy 

ment problem among youth in Kenya. The youth service 

was to .absp;^ primarily, thotigh not entirely, iinemployed 

members, of t^ and other unemployed young

political;activists. Skilled in the techniques Of 

. revolution .they had utilized during the independence 

period, the members of the youth wings were "seen'-by ■

■T'.. V .

.r

-.'•-'.“r-'T

•V

the KANU Government'-^as a potential source of disaffec

tion and dlsruptlony By means of the youth service, 

the Government sought to, obtain a measure of control '

^ their energies into construe-'

tlve enterprises,:to alleviate their unemployment problem, 

and to provide them with vocational training.

■ Implementation-cf the youth service schemeli&as '
. ^ 5 .. _ '

given top-priority. American and,British,promises of

■ ’■ aid were quickly forthcoming., The Government expressed -

the' desire^operational by April 1964

.*

•v

I

y

“"-and-Vo"have"'--!hducted lO, OOO -youths by 'the endrof I965V,.

Durlngi-the period.from-January 1964-tof December 

1966, when the research for this work was completedi many 

of the expectations of the governing elite were not

v'

>-■:

:;y 'v

r'

•:V-
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fulfilled "by the servlcei Lengthy delays in the imple

mentation of specific youth service programs were encoun- 

•. tefed. For example,. it was -nolf until. July I966 that *^the’ 

vocational, training program was Ihltiatedi’^ T service ' 

was. sT^Ject to^^'^eat deal of unrest. from the youth- ' 

recruited into a^;^es^llt of^ the; unrestv; emphasis •

on the ■recruiting of members of the youth-wings .and other ^ 

'politically; active youth was phased out in favor, of other ' 

unskilled,' unemployed youth, the ma jority of whom-were , ' 

not political activists,

-Research on the--'d^velopment of • the youth service , ' •

'diiringtheperiod 196^1966'indicated that iinportaht factors’ 

contributing to the problems encountered by the service 

• t;, wete in tha^^^^P^ Ih the implementation, of the

, youth .seiyice plan. Thus, this work is not only a study 

Of an organizatiori designed to meet the challenge of 

ihcorporatihg a potentially disruptive element of the:.

. popuiatibh: into the. nation building effort in one devel- 

■Oping country, but is also a case study in "development 

; ■ sidministration. felt that the problems encountered

V"‘' I'
:■

•>-

v;:

/-

i
i

in the program, established and implemented', under crisis 

■; conditions with inadequate resources, are characteristic'.fy

;; ’ j'"df t^iose ; encpunt er<^ by admii in "many dev^opihg^'^^"

countries. As such it. is hoped that the work, stud.ying 

'se^^ aspects of development admlnlstratlGn, will .

.contribute to the body of data and knowledge on this subject.

:

iv
•i,
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The first section of this chapter presents some 

definitions of the term development administration and a ‘ 

brief ■ survey of general. approaclies and stiatCgles to^^

. ./ • Study of development administration. This ia fplicwed

•by a'^pres.entation of the theoretical framework utili2ed 

in the" disiertpldh.^^^' propositions of- the

dissertation are then set forth followed by a concluding 

section dealing-with the techniques utilited for data 

, ■gathering. -

:J' 1V,

7 i,
■</

'
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Development Administration ..t -f ■

i

Definition Of the Term

Fred Biu:*e has recentO^ called attention to the 

• renewed'interest on the part of scholars of African 

'politics and government to the problems of admihistra- 

tioni More-significantly, • he noted that the renewed . 

concern for. administration has adopted a different- focus 

than was, previously employed fn the study of administra

tion in Africa. Bather than focus' on the analysis.^pf 
: • • ■ • • . " •

; ' . ... ' ■ . 
static- structures whose purpose ip the maintenance of law"

P'.' .

.'It

.*

/

■r.:

-r-'-.'" . . . ... . , . ■

and order, the new trend focuses on the "dyimmlc admihi- 

• stration of development, the management.of rapid change, 

- and the‘evolution of new forms'of bureaucratic, behavior.

• *'>
1

'i

^Pred Burke, Public Administration in African The. 
Legacy-of Inherited Colonial Institutions, paper presented 
to-the World Congress of International .Political'Science 

* Association, Brussels, Septe&ber 18-25, 196?, P* 3* Burke 
notes that prior,to the 1950*s a pollcy-orlentqd scholar
ship was primarily directed at the study of structures

'■BB:

:7.

-'■rV

n
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The ahbVe' trend rioted riy Btu^e In the; African 

context Is illiistrative of the fact that an increasingly > 

large number of scholars Interested in the developing 

arerid of the world, and in £m increasingly .conscious 

manner, are beginning to adopt as/ a focus of rribearch the 

• study of development; administration. Its adoption has .. 

become - sufficiently widesprea for at least orie writer 

to speculate about the study of, development adMnistrar 

tion as'a .pbteritial subdiscipline,

A number of- definitions of development admlriistra- 

tlon have been proposed. E. W. Weidner, for example, has 

' defined:the term as referring‘"to the processes of guiding 

an orgariizatiori toward the achievement of!progressive

• T'

f.

.'i

.«

/ .•

/

y ■■/•
.r /Of administration—a classic example being Lord Hailey,

' An African Survey (London»: Oxford University Hresa., 1938). 
./During the 1950's^ and early i960*s the dpmiaant concern -was 
■with the transfer: of power and conflicts between traditional 

/ . and mbd/ern political-economic institutions. . While these
conCerinsihaye not disappeared,,Burke discerns a new trend 

■focusing ori problems of administration of development.

/•

-;:r
f

j:

barren Ilchman, ^Rising Expectations arid/bhe 
= .Revolution of Development^ Admirilstration, ” Public^'^Admlnistra- 
tron Review. XXV (December 1965)» 315» Ilchman's article 
Illustrates, among other things, the Widespread use of 
development administration as a fo.cus, for. stuping; admini
stration in developing countries. See also Eerrel Heady, 
Bureaucracies in Develouing Countries 1 Internal Holes arid
ExterrialrAssistance. Occasional Paper, ComparatlveAdminis- 

-'^—-tratl:OrigSroup>--University Of -Michigan (InstituterOf-P^lic 
Admiriistisat iori, 1966) and E. W. Weidner, ”D evelppment 
Administratibnj A/New Focus for Research.» Pacers in 

: Gomuarative PtAIic Administration, ed. Perrel Headv and 
Sybil Stokes (Anri Arbori University of Michigan, Institute 
of Public Administration, 1962).

v-v'-'

r '■i'
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• political, economic and socl-al objectives'that are. ,
. '• ;■ ,1 :

authoritatively determined in one manner or another."

For.'.^arren Ilchman development administration is con- .

- cerned With "Increasing the-capacity of the state to •

; producer >^^dr assist the ;p:rivate sector to p^

good^ and’services to meet and indhce ^changing.a.hd^ "

increasing demands." A. third definition, proposed by :

-Merle Fainsod, defines development admlhis-tration as i

... a carrier of Innovating values.It embraces 
'the array of. new functions assumed by devel^plh^’ /

■ cpiuitries hmbar(bhng path of moderhlzatloh^and .
indubtriallzatlon.; Development admlnlstpatioh ■

■ ordinarily ihvdiye's the establishment of ^ohlnery ^ 
for planning economic growth and mbbllizlhg ar^ 
allocating resources to expand national indoah.^ .

The common core of these and other definitions of

developnieht adkinistratiOrt is that it is administration,

whioh has as .,its ob jective the achievement of various

in doing so, facilitates, major,

often rapid, changes in the political, social, and economic

;v;

< “

r

r

^Weidner, op. ci't.. p. 98. - In another work^^Ldner 
’ defines development adminis'tration as /’the process of' guiding 

an organization toward the achievement of development ob
jectives. It is action oriented, and it jslaces administra
tion at the center in facilitating the atT;ainment of 
development; objectives." E. M. V/eidner.. Technical Assistance 
in Public Administration Overseas: The Case for Developmeht
Administration (Ohioago;"public Administration service,
1964-), pp. 199-20.0._ _  _ _

^Ilchman, loc. cit.

^Merle'Fainsod, "The Structure, of Development 
Administration," Development Administration; Concepts and 
Problems. ed. Irving Swerdlow (Syracuse; Syracuse University 
Press, 1963), P* 2.

■i.;;;

i-
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behavior of the people residing within the territory
i.

controlled by a given.unit of- government.^ It is this

identifying aspect of development administration ap a 

governmental process which scholars ha-ye utilized in 

distinguishing administration in mosb developing cbun- , 

tries today from administration in the more highly
r-

developed countries.^ Based upon this distinctipni they

^It is tebbgnizbd that the term development has 
been.given a number of definitions and may be sublect^^t^^ 
charge, that it lacks clarity. The use of the term is in
escapable when discussing development admihlstratlon. For 
the purposes of this dissertation the meaning of the.term 
will be the broad meaning given it by is. W. tfeidner. He 

. describes deveippment as involving a forward look, a desire 
to imprpve man's ipt in the woiid. - „It may involve many 

; aspects s\ich as the increase in psr ca.plta income and the 
* improvement of health standards. There need npt bp agree

ment on exactly what elements Ideally go to make up devel-r 
opment or on the means to achie-\re it. What is crucial for 

' the study of development administration is that there be 
progressive political, econpmic and social deveippment 
goals and that these be determined in some authoritative 
manner. Finally, he sees development as never being com
plete. It is relative, a "state of mind, a tendency, a , 
direction. Rather than a fixed goal it is a rate of change 
in a particular direction." E. W. Weidner, in Heady-and 
Stokes, on. cit.. pp. 98-99•

■ / ,. _ ,

^Fred Bxirke, Local Governance* arid Nation Building 
in East Africat A Fimctional Analysis. Program of Eastern 
African Studies Occasional Paper, Syracuse University 
(Syracuse: Program of Eastern African Studies, 196ii'), pV 6. 
Burke argues.that while.administration in developing and 
highly developed countries both involve the legitimate 
communication of commands that something not previously 

—done~be - done-or-that a previous activity cease, there .Jls 
a major conceptual difference. This is that in contrast 
to-the situation in the highly developed country where 
the communication process is required simply to Inform 
persons to alter their activity in a way which is com
prehensible and recognized as a rational alternative 
the process in a developing country Involyes more than 
a slight change. It very often requires that something

.if'
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have'sought- to demonstrate the utility of the concept o^. 

development administration. Irving Swerdlow has argued ’ 

that the concept of development' admlni^tiration
>

usdf ul' dne if it cat he demonstrsrthd: that there ate 

Importantvdleariyratdgnizahle® public

: admihistratipn in a developing country and p.uhlic__admini- 

stration in a high income, highly developed country.^ 

differences must he perceptible at operating levels-to

; warrant the,distihctive designation given in the-concept

Swerdlow develop? a tof development administration.
■■ . . . ■'. ■ 1

of reasoning to -show that these differences may he present.

Approaches to the.study 

i - of De-telopment Administiration 

:-lhe inoreas^^ hy scholars of development

administration as a focus for research and writing has led 

to some prelimiKary attenipts at classification of approaches 

to the subject. One of the first men to attempt sucO a

r» .

-classification is Warren Ilchman.: His general findings, are •

that while' there, is substantial agreement among ^scholars oh

the goals of development administration.there are signifi- 

cant differences- in -thefr assumptions and theories about
■r.

be done which has not been done or approximated befOfe^ahdy 
which' has not been perceived previously as a normal alterna
tive form of behavior. Thus communication of command is not 
sufficient and any of a series of techniques and institutions 
must be brought into use in order to implement the command 
and carry out the desired change.

^Swerdlow, op. cit.. pp. Ix-xi.

'V
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social change. - Utilizing these differences as a ba?^ 

; ■ for classification Ilchman identifies two general

approaches*to development administrationj,the general 

administrative systems approach and the social systems 

approach. Within* each of these general approadhes,^^^^^ 

denotes two alternative strategies. Proponents of the 

general approach are grouped around one or the bther of 

^ its strategtds.

;■

*

.’it'

.'V-

The first approach ■which Ilchman discerns is the 

general administrative syste^^ approachV" Its advocates 

view’ the administrative system as an aiatonomoiiS unit. 

Political, social and economic aspects of, the sodlety are 

seen as generally being outside of the area of immediate 

concern whidh easen^iaily irnrolves improving "administra- ..

A. ‘Cording to this view, specific administrative 

Improvement will result in ■bettering the capacity of the 

system to achieve the developmental goals set for it from., 

the outside

This approach depends upon at least three under

lying assumptions. 'The first is that some societies are

tion.t

V'

'V:
?!

V

^Warren Ilchman, op. cit.. pp. 31t-18. Ui^ess’ 
otheirwlse cited the material found in this sectioh of the 
dissertation is‘taken,from this portion of Ilchman^s 
article. Subs equently-,- Ferrel-Heady, - employing . Ilchmans 
.basic classification, has added his own contribution to 
this preliminary classification scheme. See Perrel Heady, 
Bureaucracies in Developing Countriesi Internal Roles and
Exte:mal Assistance; op. oit.. pp. 8-16. Taken together,
these articles present an excellent overview of the main, 
approaches to development administration to date. k-;

■■■it

.4;'^
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mo^e capi^ie'than:others In meeting chhhging demands of its 

people. A second, assumption is that there is a causal ■ 

relationship betweerf forms of human technology and the 

r capacities of governments to produce goods and seirvioes ;

; and meet, demandsvr' Finally i the^~forms of human t echnology

3jan be_transf erred arid learned. Thus what.,.ls needed^o__

. enable developing!societies to achieve their developmental . 

goals is. an appiica,tion of proven techniques of administra' 

tion to the systems in the more baclcward societies. •

within this general. administrative: systems approach

V

..y.,

'. two alternative strategies are noted by Ilchman. The
.. h" ' .. ... %

-"’first he terms the "balanced administrative-growth"—x
j>

strategy. - Its proponents^' feel that what ls.,re'quired to 

oyercbmb^raditipn-b administiation in developing

form of "across-the-board" strengthening .

- of the administrative system through the introduction of .

of this would be to develop

V

::
\

•t.

strategy,” accordiiig to®
Ilchman, include A Handboolf' of - Publl c
Administration (United Nations, 1961)i Paul Appleby, ‘ 
Public Administration in India (Goverment of India, 1953)? 
Bernard Gladieux. Reorientation of P^istan Goverriment for 
National Develoment C Planning Board of the Government of 
Pakistan, 1955) and "on balance". SaxiL Katz, A Systems 
Approach to Development Administration (Comparative 
Administration Group, 19^5)* Perrel Heady, adds Merle 

—^’^Painsb(i-=-to-this -’list .-- -See-^Merle Palnsbd,,‘‘The Structure, 
of Development Administratibn" in Swerdlow, op. bit..
PP«
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what Ilchkan calls j

. extensive and complementary centers .of produc
tive rationality—personnel systems, -budgetary and 
fiscal procedures, planning processes, organization 
and methods—which ‘buy'each other*s- products and 
take advantage of each • other's external ecbhbml-es. ^

The alternative strategy within-the first general

approach model is the •unbalanced administrative growth^^

Arguing against those who hold to the balanced

administrative system strategy, the proponents of the

unbalanced strate^ state that if a societyjhad the skills

and resources to build a modern administrative system it

would probably not be underdeveloped.^ Secondly, they feel

that what is most lacking in developing'societies is the.

capacity to make rational, productivity-oriented decisions.

i'/hat is proposed is either a concentrated effort at. . . .

increasing the rational .capabilitl^^^ of administrators in

a concentration-on establishing

high.standards in key areas of the administrative system.

^ An example of this would be establishing autonomous' public

•:

strategy.

'•.R

-^Ilchman, op. cit.. p. 3I6.

^Ilchman identifies A. H. Hanson, Public Enterprise 
. and Sconomic Development (Routledge and Kegan*laUl, 1959) :
and Eugene Lee, Local Taxation in Tanpoanyika (^Berkeleyii 
■Institute of International Studies, University of California, 
Berkeley, I965) as chief proponents of this strategy. 

__.„.^...^e.ady ji.dds,, Jay_:^escott..and Albert V^aterston. ^ See* Jay 
'Wescott, '‘Governmental Organization and Methods in 
Developing Countries" in Swerdlow, op. cit.. pp. 43-66 
and Albert Waterston, Development PlarininR; Lessons of 
Experience (Baltimore; John/Hopkins Press, i96^)»
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corporations with their own personnel, management 

: improvement and budgetary systems:.

• Ferrel Heady,; while in basic agreement with 

Ilchman’s alternative strateglesv terms this general' 

approach the "standagd^^^^^^^^ assistanc6 apjh’bach.»

It resW bn^the'basic' asa^

improvement is I'ipso facto” desirable and■ that sdmin 

strative reform is a condition or even a prerequisite 

to development.^ •

The second general approach in Ilphinan's dual 

classification is tha^^^-^

advocates hold certain assumptions in common with •

- proponents of the administrative-systems approach.

There is' agreement, for' example, on the assumption that 

some societies are more capable than others of producing 

goods and seinrices and meeting changing demands. How

ever, there are differences in the.two approaches as 

to the reasons for this differential capability. Thel 

key difference seems to be that advocates of the second

general approach do not View the administrative system
• . ■ -

as autonomous and do not see the increased capability 

of some societies as due solely to the utilization of 

certain techniques of public administration. --Instead, . 

tbe source of higher productivity is found in an inter

action of various elements in a given social system as

i..

■

V';

'■i.

-ri-

the social systems. Its
i:1.

■i

i

V
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%eady. op. oit., pp. 8-9*
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well as In the utilization of techn^ueis of ad^nistratlbh. 

Society’is viewed as being composed of a nu^ of inter
-i'..

/
dependent subsystems vjhich are oollecii'V®iy eiigaged in * 

carrying out certain functions.. Due to this iriterdepen- 

dehCe, change brought about in one:subsy'stem 1 s seen as 

- eventually bringing about change in the: whole spcial 

system. '.

■ r

.Ilchmaniterms one strategy which has been formu-.

. lated within the general social systems approach as the - 

"balanced soclai growth" strategy. Its proponents^ feel 

that in order for-trie administrative systbm to' fiuictlon 

effectively in achieving development goals,, what is 

needed.is a number, of independpnt yet Interrelated centers

■ of power ihcludiiig economic political, and administrative 

systems Ttithin the total social system. ' This follows 

froia^he assumption that a society’s productivity is based

.upon the interaction of various elements. These various

■ systems provide resources for one another and a check on
■ ' .. ■ A:'\:

one anotherfs activities. The other centers of poWer

also contribute to effective administration and the

f.

f\

.t

^Ilchman includes as proponents of this strategy 
Joseph La Palombara (ed.); bureaucracy arid Political bevelop- 
ment (Princeton University Press. 1963). chapters one and ■ 
two, and S. -N. Eisenstpcdt, -"Problems .of. Emerging Bureaucra- ' 
cles iri'Developlng Areas and New States;" 'Industrialization 
and Society, eds. Bert F. Hoselitz and Wilbert Moore 
(UNBSCO-Mouton, I963.). Heady adds Fred Higgs and Lucian 
Pye. See Fred .Riggs, Administration in■Developing Countries.

. The Theory of Prismatic Society (Houghton-Miffltn Company. " 
1964) and Lucian Pye, "The Political Context of National 
Development" in Swerdlow. op. cit.. pp. 26-43.

■.1
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achievement .of developmental goals by the'administrative 

system by carrying out such functions as interest arti

culation and interest aggregation. If a •concentrated 

' effort is made to develop the administrative system; 

without a corresponding effort to (^velop other tenters 

Of power,,according'to prcpohents of the balanced social

- !•

■■■ y

systems ■strategy, the'administrative system will absorb ; 

the power and fim^ ordinarily carried out by other

. elements Intthe society with serioxis results for the 

development process., ' Thus the,, advocates of this stra- , 

te'gy seek a balanced growth of a number of systems 

; wilthln the -general social system.

. The ”unbalanced social growth” strategy provides

'•the alternative within the general social systems approach.
.’•- 'I -

Itsadvocates agree with those of the balanced social 

^ .growth strategy in assuming the. interrelationship of 

various systems, political, economic and administrative, 

:ih; a spciety^ , They. hCld that an Interaction of these 

systems is desirable if development goals are to be'^ 

g: reached. H differ from the proponents of

balanced social growth in, giving priority tc5 the

:

..'V'

iThe chief proponents of this strategy, according 
to Ilohman, are Ralph aralbantl and Milton Esmah. See 
Ralph"'Bralbanti,, ’’Refleotlons‘'on~BureauorStlc Reform in 
India, ” Administra-tioh Chd Ecbhomic Development in India 
(Durham! Duke University Prgss, I963) and Milton Esman, 
”The Politics of Developmerit Administration," Approaches 

Development! Politics. Administration and Change eds. 
John Montgomery and William Siffin (New rlCbi*! McGraw-Hiil 

' ..Book Company, I966).

j;'
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As FdsTrel Heady points out 

■advocates of this strategy feel that the demands 

placed upon the adminls.tratlve systems of developing 

countries ard so great and so critical that hureawci’atic 

capahilit.ies must be improved as quickly .as possible. .

To retard-administrative improvement in ordSr^^^^t^^^^

- other, centers of power to develop would be; to run ser-^

•j ious political and economic risks. It is felt that one 

likely , conpequence of following the balanc:ed social 

growth: strategy wo^d be "a progressively deterldrating 

administrative. capability in the face of e’scalating
4 ^ ^ 'I-- ■■

demands. «V‘

Adypcates of, the unbalanced social growth strategy 

seek to discover situations in Which bureaucratic capa

bilities can be strengthehed to meet increasing demands, 

while ht the sa^ and whenever f easible, developing
,4 , V "'4 . . '■-4' / ...

autonomous centers of power which can aid the administra-
■■ '

tive system in aGhieving developmental goals. Situations 

are sought in which the bureaucracy can be a vital factor 

in developing and strengthening other sources, of power.

This perhaps is the key to understanding the .strategy,
that it emphasizes‘^policy in ,order’to dete?®^he the
relationship between administration'And changes in 
living patterns arid political attitudes . Emphasis
.is .-plac.ed-upon political^ ideo-logy-and .shifting political. 
alignments) especially as they affect the adminlstra- 

• tlon’s.capacity to produce change in society at large. 
Unlike the balanced social,systems strategy, this 

. strategy is more empirical and tentative.2

administrative system.44,

X
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Of the four, strategies outlined by Ilchman as 

being basic to the study of development administration, 

to:date, this writer has foxmd the unbalanced social 

growth, strategy most congenial to his own thinking.

This stlf^bg^ while^^^^^^ r importance? pf

Interrelationship of various elements in a soGiety in 

achieving developmental goals and while seekirig to 

- strengthen the various.elements, is primarily concerned
’-s ■ ■■ ' . ..

with Strehgthehing the administrative system in pit’er 

to meet the rising demaiids which are a critical reality 

in mpet developing-societies. :It Isa relatively"prag-
. ■ . ’ ■' -v ' ' ' ' . '

matlc strategy'which examines the political, economic 

and social configurations in developing societies, 

analyzes the :da^nds on the public sector and puts 

forth solutions designel to enable the administrative 

system to dope with these rising demands. In contrast

strategy it offers the 

possibility of more immediate progress in meeting thO 

numerous demands Which emerge-from the new polities.-'
. . . . . . . . . . ^. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .■■‘.“•■'-•v -

It also avoids what this writer believes to be the 

narrowness of the administrative systems approach which 

tends, to focus solely; bn the administ^tive system 

on; admi-nlstratIve. t eohniques %*i;'C■'U:

.V;.

Theoretical Framework

The work of Milton Esman best provides the broad 

'theoretical framework for this dissertation. In his work
:y
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"The Politics of Development Administration” Esman 

presepts what he terms a "task or action-oriented" 

theoretical model for djeveldpment administration with 

the overriding goal bf better relatihg admlnistra^^^^^ 

to the' jjSpdess of- sOciaiXdhange>,^^j:^^ by assuming^

that in the developing corntries of Asia,.,Africa and 

Latin America or, as he terms them, the "transit^^^^ 

’societies of the world" the major goals are natidh 

building and socio-economic progress. These terms 

are defined as followsj '

dfetlpn building is the deliterate fashionihgxdf an 
Integrated political community within fixed geo
graphic boundaries in which the nation state .is the 
dominant political institution. Socib-economljd.pro
gress is the sustained and widely diffused Improve
ment in matetidl a welfare.

• XXV:

4

t.

1

These goals constitute normative guides setting boundaries 

for official doctrine and, to varying degrees, influence 

the nature and direction of public policy. They estab- 

llsh a series bf major tasks wttich are common to all X 

regimes that espouse these overriding goals. These talks 

include establishing and maintaining concensus on the

XX

•X

'C:> X i:
legitimacy of the regime, integrating diverse ethnic,';;X

J’.-''%
>X‘

_ _ . .  . . ^Bsman. op., cit.. ..pp.„ 59-60. Por_ the,pMpoMa.M^^ .
this dissertation the definitions of these terms presented ^ . 
by Esmah will be utilized. Esman notes that governing X 
elites may be motivated in part by other, often competing 
goals such as survival or enrichment in office.: To the 
extent that this occurs his model loses its relevance, v. 
However, it is his assumption, based upon available evi
dence, that these two goals are in fact strong motivational 
goals in. transltional-^societies. Ibid.', p. 60.

■X'X'X
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r
’ religious, communal, and regional elements into a o

national political community and developing Inodernizing
1

Skills and institutions.. -
;

Given these goals and taslcs ESman asks " . .1. what 

natterhs of organlzatioh and action are mostleLikely to
. . •. - '' ^ .''I' .2 ..

move societies efficiently toward these twin goals?"

His respohse to this questiori is to deveiop his task or

action-oriented model.' The main components arei

~'l) a goyerning elite that moves and guides the • 
moderhiting ^process r

' 2) a doctrine whioh iegitimizes in terms of programmed 
, action the norms, priorities, instruments and 

strategies of• the governing elites and
*

3) a series of instruments thrc^^h which two-way 
communication is fsicilitated, and through which 
commitments to action are translated into 
operating programs.^ •’V

of twelve major tasks facing 
j 5 transitional Slop let ies that they are not unique

to transitional societies, being inherent in the governing 
process. However, the emphasis on rapid and widespread, 
change- in transitional societies to which the political 
system must respond, distinguishes this list of tasks |from 
those associated with,institutional maintenance which^takes 
precedence in more stable societies. Ibid., pp. 6l-6ift

^Ibid. .• p. '60.

:y.ly

y-

;y •r-
.■■y

“ 3Ibid.^ pp. 71-72._ _ _  He defines governing elite as
those exercising major decision-making power in the nation
al government.- This includes not only those who ocoupy 
formal positions of responsibility but also those who exert 
Important influen^^ in decision-making but do not hold formal 
positions in the government. Ibid.. p. 72. Doctrine is 
defined.as "applied Ideology—a set of intermediate-term . 
priorities, norms, instruments and styles to mobilize support 
and regulate action. 'Programs! are applied.doctrine—specific 
activities sponsored and directed by public authority."
Ibid.. ' ppi' ■ 74
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According to Esman there are four principal action 

instruments available to the governing elites: I)- 

political organization, 2) the administrative system.

• 3) assoclatlonai interest groups and ^)/the mass^^^^^

Esnan CbntehdsBihat the clianges^ d in achieving

the goals of nation building and socio-ecohomic progress 

are so fundamental that they can be greatly facilitated • 

by utilizing several or all of the action Instriuaents.

• . In many cases, he argues, action programs cannot be
■ , ■■ ■ : "1"'

carried out by reiianoeupbn one instrument alone.

Esman develops this argumeht into one of a series of 

propositions which he presents for testing; this dis- 

sertatlori seeks to test that particular proposition.

This action-oriented model provides the theoret^ 

icai frahewoik for this stiidy. The basic assumptions of 

the model underlie the theoretical approach employed to

The events

■\

■ '^o^h Service,

pertinent to the establishment and development of thes;-.

service which are set forth in this work are viewed ihg 

terms of the main components of the action-oriented model.

C The Propositions
iK

Esman presents his action-oriented model as a 

deductive theory which he declares to be incomplete and
-

yet to be proven. At. the conclusion of his work he

^ ^Ibid.; pp. 85-86

i:
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•, formtaates a nijraber of potentially res ear chable but • 

untested propositions which he states need to be.tested

against empirical data in an effort to determine the
1;' "

..validity of the^action-oriented model*

jDne jirpppsltiph presents deals with the

use of the action instruments and it is this prop^ 

which is tested in this dlssertatlbnii The proposition is 

stated as follows; .

The achievement of program objectlves under , .-
conditions which prevail in transitional societies 
is enhanced by and frequently'depends upon the 

, availability and coordinated use of several action, 
instruments. . These establish and maintain two-way 
communication between governing elites a^t^ 
community and carry out action programs* This . 
proposition applies both to total development plans 
and programs and to individual operating activities. 
The principal instruments available to governing 
elites are political organization, the administrative 
system, associational Interest groups, and the mass 
media.

One possible contrary proposition holds that the 
achievement of programmed action is essentially a 
function of the administrative system.2

The testing of this proposition was carried put 

in an analysis of a selected action .program in the 

developing country of Kenya* In order to test this parti

cular, proposition, the first two elements of Esman's 

model—the governing elite and the. dootrlne--are taken 

as givens, and are defined and identified according to

's'*.- '•

v.

f

.'s

•*,

h-..

■^Ibid.. pp. : 106-07
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the manner set forth by Esman. The argment^^^^p^^
■L

'j
■: ■:

that the proposition is valid as far as it is stated but

that a further conditional statement is required. Based

upon a study of one action program'ih one transitiom

society, the ^gument^ispffered that thb prbppsitipn ,

needs tcK.te re?^ipe^ ’lh "the fpllowi^ fashion.

The achievement of program ob ject ives ■under , 
conditions which prevail in transitionat^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
is enhanced by and frequently depends upon the vv
availability a^nd coordinated use bf several a;btipn^:- : 
instruments.. These establish and maintain two-way 
communication between governing eli'tes and the; 
community and carry out action programs. The 
principal instruments available -to governing elites 
are polltidal orsanizatlon,; the administrative 
system, associational’interest groups and the mass 
media. Hbwever, the achievement of program pb jeq- , 
tives, while enhianced by the nse of other action 
instruments, is dependent more upon the extent to. 
which the administrative system is able to trans
late the policies established by the political 
system into viable operating programs.

It has^, already been noted that length delays

operationalizing the programs of the youth service

were encountered as was a, great deal of unrest during-,

1965 among servicemen. The following proposition sets

forth the argument of this work as to the primary

' a. ..

W

in '

■;

■:t
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ISee above, pp. 18-19. 

^See above, pp. 2-3.
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factors relating to these problems.

The translation of policy directives of the Kenya 
Government calling for the National.Youth Service'into ; 
an operating action program and the achleyemeht of 
program objectives was hindered by ;

, (a ) inqLde^u^te p work prior to implemen
tation of t,he action programi and

(b) administrative and p:tjocedural difficulties in 
obtaining required resources from foreign

.' .hbUrces>'rr-.v:.;i. “ ">

fl. !
'■J'

■X

'.V

■T

Data Gathering Techniqxies'

Th§ ■data gatherins techniques utilized for oP- ■
■ / •?

talning 'information about the Kenya National Ybuth.-Service ,

The first was that of document 

Sources included various public documentary- •

V

" were three in number.

analysis.

. spurceS such as.-parliamentary debates and newspaper files.
it > tt

i Access was also obtained by the. writer t© non-ciaSsified

■ files :bptd of the • K®dya, National Youth

• - the United Stat es Agency for Int ernational Development
• in Kenya The latter source of information proved to be

: l. .
• -

particularly useful. The •existence' of thh Official j. .
:K.'

Secrets 'Act of Kenya under w^ ..great many documents
' ‘ ■ "7'". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .

are placed as classified resulted in only limited access

to documents of the youth service.

A second prime source of data wastheiinterviews

■■i

VV

The writer was.also able to examine certain'
• restricted though not secret files pertaining to the I-IYS 
of Alb/Kenya. These materials Included copies of cables,. 

. letters and,memorandums. "They-are-:not»gene-rally....avail- 
able for public Use.and have not been included in the 

- Selected Bibliography. ht the'"e"hd-of—this-wbrhf"--

i.'
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■ carried on by this writer with the various adminlstratprs 

and”advisers to the youth service, with US/AID personnel , 

and with the public and private officials in: Kenya who 

■: h^' contact withi the youth service'^ ; A great deal: of .

'reliance was placed upon unstructtired interviews which 

‘permitted a relatively extensive exploration of the 

aspects bli the'youth serryipe ^^ith which the ‘

'interviewees were most acquainted, as well as obtaining :

the general impressibns of each intervievree of the ser-
■ ’ ■ ' '' ■ . ' ■ ■ ' ' ' ■ '

Vice and its activities.

< The third source of data was that of personal 

• observation._ After having carried out extensive docu- - 

. mentary analysis and having run a series of interviews 

with-key IIYS and USID personnel, the writer was able 

. to Visit most of the field units and many of .the pro

ject camps of the ’NYS., This enabled him to confirm 

data obtained:previously, as well as providing sources • 

oi* new Questions' for a second round of interviews, "dhe 

n also provided an opportunity to^y

oarry out discussions with middle and lower level lead

ership personnel of thb youth service..

■t'v

- >•

}
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V
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^ .r .

■ :;T^ has ;seryed,i-tQ__proyide__an introduction

to the -dissertation's general subject, development adminis-

' .,tratl'on,- and ih so' doing to present some. definitions’ of.
,t;v' r.

the term.and some strategies which hav.e been propose
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'as a means of studying development administration, 

presented was'the theoretical framework employed.in the 

dissertation and the specific propositions to. be tested. 

The folldx^ing chapter is concerned with general background 

inf ormation aboiit ■ Ken3r4 ihe’ purpose ’of orienting

the reader to some,elements of the envirohmen^ai;Settihg 

in which .exists the specific organization' under study.'

Also.
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GHAPTiE TWO ■

^ENYA AND ITS PEOPLES: A BfilEPSUBVEY

*

On December I963 Kenya became the

..of the British East Af3^ to rec^iYe its . ^ -

ind.ependence. Like Uganda arid, to a slightly iessCr^^^^.r 

extent, Tanzania, Kenya is faced with the task of ere- 

ating a national polity hut of a variety of l^aditior^l

socio-polttical systems and of ethnic groups with.widely
Within its bdiandariies arediffering cultural heritages, 

found. foTAT major African ethnic groupings plus small,but^

economicailylmportarit Europe^, Asian and Arab cpmmuni- 

The resulting cult viral plviralism^ is a major ob^ ,
♦

9ties,

in Kenya. ,

.This chapter presents a general description of

Its purpose is to underline cer-Kenya and its people.

tain political and economic facets of contemporary Kei^?

■i V

■■ m
which provide the setting: for the study of the Kenya 

National Youth Service.

Icultural plviralism is defined as "the existence 
within a state of solidarity patterns,' based upon shared 
rel-igionr—language-,--ethnic-identity, race, caste, , or 
region,' which command a loyalty rivaling, at least in 
some situations, that which the state itself is able to 
generate." Charles Anderson et. al.. Issues, of Political 

■ Development (Englewood Cliffs, New Jers’eyi Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., 19^7), p. 17., ■•;V
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Geography and Climate

Kenya, located on the east coast of Africa at 

tfte equator, is a land of sharply contrasting natural 

^ conditions. .. Its total .area is .224^960 s<iua^

divided into three rather dietgeographic'^gionsi ^ 

a' Coastal lowland, -, a .foreland_plateau and the Kenya 

highlands. The first, the-coastal lowland, is a strip ; 

of. land bordering on the Indian Ocean. I-fc expends inland . 

approximately twenty miles with an elevation of no mpi^^ 

than 506 feet above sea level. .The climate of the . 

coastai lowland is hot and humid, the annual niSan 

temperature being eighty degrees. Rainfall ayQi'nses 

■ over forty, inches. The coastal lowland is dominated 

either by iiigh brush and wooded grassland or, near..the 

rivers and the ocean, mangrove swamps and tropical rain

fbrests*

v

:

■ -

, Inland: from the coastal lo^ iS an arid to

Semi-arid foreland plateau which in total area extei^- 
. - ■ -2 ■ • ■ • ' ■ 

over much of Kej^a* In southeastern Kenya the-distance '"‘^4:>

iThe terminology and data utilized in this section 
on thp geography and.climate of Kenya is taken from the; 
following sourcei S..J.K. Baker, "The East .African 
Environment," in History of-East Africa, ed. H.ola,nd Oliver 
and Gervase Mathew (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1963)»
—I-r-l-22v-

^Morgan and Shaffer charact^ize this ar^ as the 
arid plains. ’‘According to their figures it accounts, for 
77 per cent of the total area of Kenya. W.T.W. Morgan and 
N. Manfred Shaffer^ Population of Kenya-'. (Nairobii Oxford 

• Univ.ersity Press, 19^^11
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between the coastal lowland and the;begirinins of the . 

Kenya.highlands is rather narrow. ' The plateau widens as 

it extends northward and .is the.dominant geographic , 

featur«~^f horthern^^^ With a few exceptions, such -

•as the $aita Hills in southeastern Kenyaj there is little 

break in the relief of the foreland plateap^^^ Its eleva

tion rises gradually from 5d0 feet at the edge of the... 

coastal lowland to a pbint^ a^ it merges into the

beginnings,of the Kenya highlands at roughly- 5. OOP f eet 

above sea level. This extensive area has a hot, dry , 

climate; Rainfall is slight, ranging from ah'average .

• of ten inches a year' in northern Kenya to twenty inches ' 

per year in the south near the Tanzanian border^ The 

characteristic vegetation of the foreland plateau is 

acacia, shrubs and short grass.

^Kenya are found .the Kenya high

lands and 'the. Kenya Rift Valley. The Aberdare._mountain 

range, rising in several places to more than 12,000 feet,

• forms much of the East Kenya highlands. Also located 

: ' here is "Mount Ke^ 17,058). Separating the

East Kenya highlands from the West Kenya highlands'is the 

Kenya Rift Valley whose elevation ranges from about

V'-;

-'v,->-

o

6,000 feet in the centraj ^ortion to as low as 1,230 in 

the north near Lake Rudolf. The land rises sharply from ' 

the floor of the valley to the West Kenya highlands with 

. the domina.nt peak being Mount Elgon .(altitude 14,178 feet).

.*•
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In the extreme southwest the elevation of the land ^ ^

gradually drops to 3i.500 -feet at the edge of Lake Victoria.,
■V

In t^<^iaf ea

NairoMr'-^iit^iJjat:edIi;c)hIihe;i:''S^^I^fZtS^

at ^00 feet, rainfall averages thirty-four inches- per^^^^ 

year hut has varied from as low as niheteeh po as^^^^h^^^ 

sixty-one-Inches. At elevations from S,OQO.to 8,000 feet ^ 

rainfall amounts to; forty to fifty inches -per year..

Higher altitudes . receive in excess of sixty: inch^t * The 

mean annual temperature at 6,00Q. feet is sixty-four
. ' "    _ . .' -. ■ ■■-.•v, •■ •'

In the lands bordering'oh Lake Victoria the 

average mean temperature ranges from sixty-nine to

t

degrees.

seventy-two degrees with an average .rainfall of aver:

The dominant -flora pattern of the highlandsforty inchesi

of small forests, including: evergreen 

forestswith wide expanses of savanna grassland. At
;

the highSr altitudes between nine'and ten thousand feet - 

are found bamboo rain forests, aiven t|ie-geographic and 

climatic conditions described above, fertile land, suitable .

'hlghlands^^d the

i 1

for farming is found mainly in the
*

coastal strip.
h'

Kenyat Its People
4

The people of Kenya are overwhelmingly African 

in origin. Out of a population of. 8,636,263, 97 per cent

V ■;
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or 8,365»962 are African• They are divided into four

- linguistically and culturally defined groups!. Bantu,
.2 : -

' Ifitlptes; NilB-Ha,mitda^^ a

the most nximerous, comprising 65'»44 per cent 

of ■th'e’lirrican population, followed by the Nilb-Hamites, 

l6»42.per cent; the Nilotes, 13.7 per cent? and the 

.. Hamites, 4.4^ per cent.

An examination of the distribution of these ethnic 

group's shows a tendendy for each of the, various pepples to 

, reside In certain locations. Primarily agricuitui’alist, 

conceritfAticms of Ban^u-spealclng peoples are identiflabia ' 

in three areas where land and climate are sultSd to farming. 

The Lacustrine Bantu, including the Luhya, Gusii and Kurla 

tribes, are found in the plateau country northeast of 

Lake Victoria. The largest aggregation is located in the 

area of the east w-all of the Rift Valley. Bantu tribes

settled in .this location Include the largest single tribes
• . ■ 3v ■

in Kenya, the Kikuyu,‘ and the Kamba and Meru. , A third.

./•

y

i

,,,

■ ^This figure is. taken from the last official census ■
.(1962).

^Por reading on the bfiglns and classification of 
Africanj)eoples see G.W.J?, Huntingford, "The Peoplli^ of 
the interior Of East Afrlda t»y Its Modern InhabitAn^^^^

■ Oliver and Mathew., op. .cit... pp. ''59-93 and .G.eoxgo^Murdock', 
Afrj^oai Its People and their Culture History (New Xorfcj 

• McGraw-Hill, 1959).

i

■.. .

^The four largest tribes of Kenya arethe Kikuyu V 
1,642,000; the Luo, 1,148,335; the Luhya, 1,086,409 and • 
the-Kamba, 933f219.
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smaller-grouping, composed of such tribes as the-Mi ji-^ 

kenda and the Taita, is situated near the coast.

The second largest tribe, the Luo,' cbmprise the^^ 

Wilotic element of Kenya's populatibh.

\

Theylare found
‘—-V'v

;

■ primarily a-lbi^ the edge of Lake Victoria althot^hjislz-

able numbers are also Ipcated northeast of the lake in
i -:

direct contact with the Lacustrine Bantu* As is the case

with most Nilotic peoples, the Luo engage in,,both agr^^^^^

The Luo are more Strbngiy .culture and animal husbandry, 

agricultuial th^n the Nilotic peoples "fbund in Other .i
- {

^2
areas of Bast'African

The. generally pastoral Nilo.-Hamites are found in 

the south near the Tanzanian border and lii the northwest 

hear Lake Bilioif • Certain Nilo-Hamitic tribes, notably 

the Nandi and Kipsigis, settled Oh fertile land in the

western highlands and turned to farming as^a way of life.'
-I:.:-,: ' "''‘V ■ . .

, T^ sparsely populate

^Small conGeritratlons of Luo are found in other areas 
of the country such as in Mpnifeasa where many Luo work in 

. the port complex. This is illustrative of a trend which is 
growing in the country. As the economy develops increasihg 
numbers of Africans from all tribes are leaving the tradi
tional homelands and traveling to other areas, especiaiiy ' 
the cities seeking wage paying work. This will intefinix 
the population to an extent not previously foxind in Kenya. 
The^^migrat ion-pf.; young African males from the crural to the 
urban areas is one of the conditibns which has a bearing 
upon the formation and development of the Kenya National 
Youth Service.

%untlngford, "The Peopling of the Interibr oP 

East Africa by its Modern Inhabitants," in Oliver and 
Mathew, on. cit.^ p. 75,
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the vast northeastern' region.

The remalnlng-<^ per cent of. Kenya's poptilation is '
'JV.;:-

composed of three non-African communities! Asi^n,Ei^O- 

pean and Arab.^ "They ar^ predominantly hrbau, most j-

The 4sian.community,
■ "A:

dwelling in Nairobi and Wpmbasa.

• for example, is 91 per cent urban, of which 79 pe^? c®nt 

are in the two: cities mentioned,^ The mainbccupa^ 

of the non-Africans are found in commercial and indus- 

trial sectors of- the-economy although a substantial

;v

-A

S

number - of the Europeans' are engaged in agricultt^^e.

The population density of Kenya averages 36 

per square miTe. However, this is a misleading figure. 

Examination of the dehSity figures at the provincial 

and district levels Illustrates a wide variation. In 

the large arid and semi-arid regions the density figures 

are low With the ^Lowest being .one per square mile for" 

the Marasablt district of the Old Northern Province.
r.',,

'J: This figure can be contrasted with districts in south- ;

western Kenya. T^ district near,Lake Victoria

has an average of 69O per square mile while the Klambu 

district in the East Kenya highlands, has a density of
:ir;;

'557.
■4;;

■'•I,',:..■V’

iThe 1962 census divided Kenya's non-African 
popxiiation, totalling 270,321 as follows* Aslan 176,613? 
European 55.759? Arab 3^.il^8j and other 3.901.

^Morgan and Hhafer op. cit., p. 4.U;
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KENYA Pq^ULATION (THOUSANDS) BY OLD PROVINCE®'

y’■i'

Density
■ i<:,

(PppV/sg[imi.) • ■

African 
' Pppiir . 
Lation

Land.' 
Area . 

(sp» mii)

v'Total"/
PopUr-
iatipn

Province

1,387NAirCbi^*:;- 314'* 8

1,925.^.

227

1,909.7 

6^2.8 ■

'■ -i
17^11^046;

25,928

11,064

Central

28727.9

•3,012.5

Coast

2728,992<8Nyanza

Rift
6117,138

32,782

127,726

1,D49 

i,D14

590.1

1,023 

1,010' 

■588,3■

Valley. 'T 'i'

31Southern

5Northern

^SinCe the 1962 census, the provincial boundaries 
of Kenya have been revised.

^ExtrarprovinCial District

SQURGEr Rep^^ Statistical Abstract
1965. Ministry of Economic Planning and Development.

•v,

c

•j-.

Over 80 ;per cent of the population (6.8 million) 

.are located Pn'15 per cent of'the/land in the southwest 

■'section of the country. A further 600,000 are cpiicen- 

trated in the small coastal strip." -The primary reason 

for- this -high -concentration of peoplc/in, such, a sma^^ 

area is that much of the land is not suitable for fhrm

• 1

. -*-y

a;

ing. Thus those people whc pursue agricultural occupations

^Ibid. ■:r-
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—the Nllotes and .the Bantu—are located on .the

relatively small porti(^o'f~land-"-where rainfall and 

soil conditions are suitable for'farming. It is these . 

two grpups who form a large majority of the population.

and pastoral

occupations of-the vast majority of the pebpie,. Kenya is,

• Ortiy 7.8 per cent of the population Is 

Sixty per cent of this total res,ides in NOir 

ft small 5.3 per cent Of the ftfricanc 

population is classed as urban dwellers.^

&

.V

V

a rural country i.

urbanized.

. robl und Mombasa .

Kenya> Its History
• \

1 -V
Because written language was not indigenous to

'0 ' '

the peoples pi" East Africa, historians have had to .rely

upon the oral traditions of the peopl^supplemehted by 

the fi^dingC of archeologists ^nd their Own speculations

As a result.

V

in recOnstructirig t^ pf this area,

current knowledge of the history of Kenya is incomplet.e4 1'

nROlahd bli-yer has observed??
r

Even where the.evidence is thickest, the Infor- , 
matlon to be derived from It is painfully inadequate 
and Imprecise about the most important matters. What 
emerges, is the barest outline only,‘and much?of that 
is still speculative-. 2 ■

/*• v'.

The rpresent -.4frican -population is the rps^t:.,of
C

. V"'
largis scale migrations into Kenya beginning as. early as

.vF

^Ibid.

^Roland Oliver, "Discernible Devei'O^imentlS' in”the:-"" 
.-Interlor c. I5.OO-I8AO," in Oliver and Mathew, bp. cit..

■ p,.. 17.0.
*
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the eighth and ninth centuries AiD. The incoming 

peoples! removed or absorbed the early inhabitantst 

probably bushmanold hunters a.nd Hamltic pastorallsts 

and cultivators.' The initial IritTusipn was Mat of ; 

Bantu sMaklhg peoples, generally held to have cpme 

from the Congo Basin. The Lacustrine Bant.u of /Westr 

ern Kenya migrated more directly east through Me . 

territory now known as Uganda while the Bantu of the

coast and the highlands took a more. southeasterly

route through present day. Tanzania to the coast and 

then northward. Upon the arrival of the Hamitic Galla 

in northeast Kenya, tentatively dated as A.D. 1300,^ 

elements of the'Bahtu turned, west migrating to the 

area of' Me ea.st Kenya highlands. The Nilo-Hamitlc 

peppips hO^ed fhPffl M Sudan to the Lake

region and down the Rift Valley. The final! 

;a^ that of the

Jlllotlc Luo.- The Nilotic migration began' in the_l_ _

southern Sudan in-the Sixteenth century pushing south- 

ward into Uganda and western Kenya.

Each of.these migrating peoples brought with

-sf:

them their own eulture, religldn .and language.- WiM
'2 ^ . - - •*

one notable exception, -there was little mixing of
0

^untingford, “The Peopling of the Interior of 
East Africa by its Modern Inhabitants,” in Oliver and 

OP. cit..-p. 89.

^This exception is the influence of the Nllo- 
Hamites upon heighhpring Bantu-speaking peoples. Throtigh

'K.
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customs, language or people. The result is that Kenya 

in the mid-twentieth century is a land in which cultural 

'differences are strong w;ithin its African p.QpuJatipn 

as irellj as among its AjTxic^, .Asian i European and A^ 

communities. This is a continuing source of difficulty

^ : to the leaders of . modern Kenya in their ;quest to build 

aimified nation.

The period extending from roughly A.D. I500 

to ISt-O has be'en termed the ”age of tradition" for the 

, people of the interior.^ It was a time in whcich life

patterns changed slowly, if at all, from one generation 

According to Oliver this age of tradition

One was the

V

: to tl^ next.

was the result of a number of factors.

physical environment which, owing to a lack of navigable 

rivers and, the vast hot, dry areasi inhibited communica- 

tion:>among the peoples of the interior and between these 

people and the African and hOn-African peoples of the 

coast. This deprived the interior of the intellectual 

stimulation which such contact- could bring about.

>V:

K"

Li

A
tm

second factor was the absence of the written word for
V

this contact Bantu, especially those in the Kenya highlands, . 
adopted such Nllo-Hamitio customs as age-grade organization, 

—"thitiatiori-ri-tes'and .-patrilineal inheritance.' The. Nilotic 
Immigration into western Kenya did not have'a similar impact 
upon the Lacustrine Bantu, propably because the length of 
contact between these two is considerably shorter than 
that between the highland Bantu and Nilo-Hamltes. Oliver, 
"Discernible Developments in the Interior c. 1500-1840, 
in Oliver and Mathew, op. cit.. p. I99.

1-,

:f:i

'iv-'
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Ibid.. p. 169.
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use In trade and commerce and In recording the knowledge, 

of the past. Without.this, all transactions, had to rely 

upon the spoken word. The result of these fhptora^s^

”a terrible narrowness of mental horizons* a real poverty 

in the currency of human ideas and^lnychtipns.'^ It was x,^ >

not until-the nineteenth century when first Arabs and then .. 

Europeans began extensive penetrations of the intei'ior^^^^^;^ 

from the coast, that-the essentially static-life patterns 

. of the age of tradition began to change rapidly under . 

the impact of new ideas and new tensions. . .

• ^ile’the intericr was largely isoiated from the 

non-African world vintil the mid-nineteenth cent.nry, the- 

coastal stripexperienced,a far different history. Con^ 

tacts between early coastal peoples and Greek traders 

have been documented as early as the seCohd century A.D.

: ^e^rpidliantu peopl at the coast in the eighth

and ninth centuries to be met almost immediately by

:V:

.!

T •

a. iRoland Oliver* , J'.Epilpgue, '' in Oliver and Math^:, 
OP. Pit., p. 455.

:y:’:

^This is not to suggest that the interior had no 
"historyduring ,this period and that significant events 

■ were not taking place.. For example, it is known that tribes 
rose and fell from pre-emlnencelnafluldpattern.At- 

••the time, of the Arab and European penetrations the power 
of the Masai was waning,.being, replaced by that of the 
Kikuyu^nd" the Nandi. -'O''

. ^GervaSe Mathew, "The East African Coast Until the 
Coming of the...Eortuguese," in Oliver and Mathew, op. oit.,.

_ _ _ -P..---94.
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a leri^thy perioa of ' 

Arab-Afrlcan contaet. through which the dominant cultural, 

linguistic and religious character of the people of the ^ 

coast became a. mixtiire of those of the two peppib^^ 

the thirteenth ee;^ coast had become an integral

part of the Islamic world.

The Initial European incursion was made by the^^ ^^ 

Portuguese, when Vasco da Gama landed at Malindi in 1498. . 

For slightly:less; than a century the Portuguese exercised 

control over the'coast and its trade. However, .their 

presence on the coast was miriimar. For example, the 

Portviguese pppuj-atlph of ■ Mombasa never exceeded 900 

persons. ; In 1698 Portuguese control of^the coast was , 

removed with the osLptUre by Omani Arabs of the main symbol 

of Portugues'e rule. Fort on the island of Mombasa.

' Oman, did hot malce a concerted

attempt to -establish centralized, • effective political 

control over the coastal area of East Africa until the 

. nineteenth century. . Prior to that time local governors.-'

-•
• Muslim Arab traders. 'A'

■y.

't-.

/

/
i ruled with virtual autonomy. In the I820‘s Said Iban / 

Sultan of Oman began an effort to consolidate his author- .i 

ity over the coast. By 1840,. luling from Zanzibar, he 

had. accomplished.this task. The Si^tan of Zanzibar
.

held a pre-eminent position over the coast uhtil the 1880‘s
■;

Ig.S.P. Freeman-Grenvllle, "The Coast 1498-1840," 
in Oliver and Mathew, op. cit., p. 142. >'
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' When the mpre powerful British and Germans began their

penetration of East Africa.

t, Throughout their tenure in-East Africa,.the Arabs

were content to remain on the coast focusing their efforts

dh"trade:f'and;;::Cpmmercor'::^iTeT«~iTa#^^

part to colonize or exert political control over the

Interior. Arab pe^e'trations of the- interior were largely

confined to caravans in search of ivory and slaves.

> The character, of the Arab peijetmtion of the East,' 
Afrieah hint'erlahd was essentially infiltrativle and, - 
diffuse; it cbuld scarcely t>e described as co.loniza~ 
tlon. The number of Arabs in the interior cannot . , 
have exceeded a few himdred ,at most, . -. . And'at 
every .point this thiniy scattered' commuhity yras inter- 
wo-^en with the indigenous political and social scene.3^

As a result of their limited territorial expansion, .

Islamic Arab influence on the peoples of Kenya was'largely
...

iConfined to the coast. Two-of their lasting contributions 

: have/been rel linguistic, Swahili being a mixture'

of Bantu and Arabic. ,Althpugh ft has been proper to speak 

of the Islamic coast of Kenya, the! character of the coast|

'*'"in the twentieth century has been undergoing change,., , Thl's 

is due to the growth of Asian and European communities and 

_ of non-coastal African peoples who hspte-'M^

Mombasa in search of work.

S.-’ X

.

>■

.///•

■;c

European penetration o'f the interior of East” Africa'. 

be^an.i.n the 1870’s with the arrival of missionaries in
:

^Alison-Smithf. “The Southern Section of. the- 
'‘in'terior 1840-84, •''in'Oliver and Mathew, p-p. cit.. p. 287.
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Uganda. Thejr were followed by private commercial Interests . 

organized in l888..into the Imperial British East Africa 

Cc)mjfe§y.^^ a charter granting it

. the right to-develop the British sphere;of influence in 

East'African The goal of the religious and commercial 

int'ereats was the .opening up of Uganda. Little sl^ai- 

: ficance was attached to the apparently valueless and 

thinly populated territory between Uganda and the coast’.

It was looked upon as land which had to be crossed*

In 1893 a reluctant British Government assumed 

the responsibilities in Uganda of the nearly bankrupt 

Imperial British‘East A.frica Company. A year-later Uganda 

formally became a British.protectorate. A similar process 

took place in 1895 in Kenya* Given the responsibilities 

already mdertaken by those adralnisterlng the Uganda

• V

• i

^British decided, to administer Kenya as 

a separate protectorate* Kenya, called the East African 

Protectorate until 1920, was the responsibility, of the 

"""British Foreign Ofi*loe until 19Q5 when control passed to 

the Colonial Office.

••

%

jr"
A.'-'

If extraordinary significance can be attached to 

any one event in molding the twentieth century history of
.            —        ..a. ..........      1.1- .J .i-cr-

Kenya, it was the completion of the railroad from Mombasa 

to Klsurau on Lake Victoria. The. railroad «fas conceived 

and built as a means ..of solving the transportation and 

communication^ problems between the coast and Uganda.

■•T'
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It soon became apparent that the trade and commerce

from Uganda, alone, would not cover the; operating costs

the raiirdd^ necesSilihted the eGonomlo d.evelop-

^ ffiehli the Ea^l Af rican A mlheral sitrvey ■ :

carried out^ In Ap2-03 confirmed;;prevlous suspicipnS 
'' ■ 

that the land of the protectorate- dldHiiot contain ex

ploltable minerals of any consequence.-^ The temperate.

climate and fertile land of the southwest, especially

the,highlands, did afford the opportunity of.European

"f’:'

■4 A.'

u

’ style agriculture ^fpr the purpose of producing caph

The policy of the Foreign Office, .crops fpr' export.

' . later adhered td by the Colonial Office,- toward the

East African Protectorate quickly became ode of encour- ,

4

-aging white settlement.

slightly more than 2,000 farmers were occupying land 

in Kenya by 1929

As a* resiilt of this policy

The policy of encouraging settle- 

S 'meht eyoi-ved intc one of fostering and protecting the
!>.

interests Of the settlers once they had arrived.

Despite inevitable conflicts, there was a close rela- 
*

tionshlp between the settlers and the colonial adminis

tration during the first half of‘the twentieth century*

1v
•i;

■

■s ,

Kenya, unlike Uganda and Tanganyika, experienced a

T . . . . . . . . . .  : .
:'-C.C. Wrigley, "Kenya: The Patterns, of Economic 

Life I902-A5," in History of East Africa, od. Vincent 
Harlow,^.E."-Ml Chilver and Alison Smith (Oxford: Clarendon 

^—^Pr'essT 1965), II, 211.
,v

2-rIbid.. p. 241 ■4
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rapid development of a sizable and politically influential . 

white settler community who saw 

""^isi^ents.^■"v

V The greater economic and ppiitlcaLcapitai and thp- '

unquestioned technical superiority of the j^itruding whites 

gave them an initial -advantage over the ihdigpnpus peoples.

themselves asjpermanent

i.

As discussed immediately below, these advantages were 

translated by the settlers into attempts to establish a ^ 

xffhite.manis country in This was not to be the

case* Indepehderice for Kenya as a black' African natlori 

oaine bn December 12, 1963 • •

The British colonization of Kenya may be seen by 

future historians as a brief but significant interlude
■»

providing a catalyst for change in the life ofthe-

It is undeniable that the life patternsAfrican peoples, 

of the Africans have changed dramatically in the past

sixty years. Much of this is due to the. interaction be- 

tween the African peoples and' the alien intriiders whose '| 

presence was felt throughout the coiuitry.
1 '. 'i-;'

■r::

^It would be impossible in the space allowed to 
categorize and explain the myriad interactions which contri*- 
buted to the social, political and economic changes. See* 
for example I C.G. Wrigley, "Kenya« The Patterns' of Economic 
Life 1902-45,and John Middleton, "Kenya: Administratipn 
and Changes in African Life 1912-h5," in Harlow, Chilver 
and Smith, pp., 209-6^1' and pp. 333-92j Fred Burke| "Political 
Evolution in Kenya," -in The Transformation of ^st Africa . 
j5d. Fred G. Burke and Stanley Diamond (New York: Basic 
Books, 1966), pp. I85-2391 and Carl G. Rosberg, Jr.* and 
John Nottingham, The Mvth of Mau Mau (New York: Frederick 
A, Praeger, 1966)
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Kenya1 Politics
v‘ •• -

Settler Politics: 1900-4?

The white settler population possessed an initial 

political advantage over the African and Asian cdmmuhitles 

through on^hlzation and access to the Government ^ During

thd first decade of‘the twentieth century , the settlers 

established a number of associations representing thel:^^ 

economic and political Interests. ' In 1910 the n^erbus 

settler asspciatlons came together to form the Gdnventioh 

•of Associations which became a jprime vehicle for the 

expression of settler political views and the application 

of settler political pressure. The first Asian and 

African political‘associations were not established 

until 1914 and 1920 respeotlvely.

of the settlers was

enhanced by their acc«ss to the Government. The British 

and South African settlers were dealing with a British 

Colonial Government, the organization and procedures of ||i 

which were familiar to them. This situation contrasted 

sharply with that of the Africans to whom the new Goyern- 

ment was a distinct departure from his own political 

■ . . traditions.. Certain of the early governors.,,. Sir Charles 

Eliot (ir901-04) being the best example, held views about 

the future development of Kenya quite close to those of 

the settlers. Finally, owing in part to settler pressure, 

the British Government in I906 established a Legislative

i.-;'

i
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Council In Kenya with a provision for nominated, unoffi

cial members. This gave the settlers a platform for their 

views within the Government Itself.

Despite their Initial political a^vanl^ages the 

settlers weire not; able to obt^^ the British Goy^rn-

meht the concessions necessary to lay^i^fche. foundations for 

the achievement .of their ultimate goal* an independent 

settler-governed state. An,important setback occurred 

In 192.3 In the forrii of a British Government White Paper 

• known as the pevohshire Paper. It denied the settlers 

responsible government Under their control* The 

D'evonshire Paper is equally important for Its proclama-

'•iV

I

tlon of Kenya as a country in which African Interests

Ifeile predominant settler ihflu-were to be paramount, 

ence in the colony was tb continue Into the post-World

* War II period, the policies set forth, in the Devonshire 

Paper determined that politics in Kenya would not develop 

along the,same lines as in/South Africa or Rhodesia.

,, ■ ; • ' ' - .

^Fqr an excellent oveivlew of Kenya*s political 
history during the colonial era see George Bennett, Kenya,
A Political Hlstoryt The Colonial Period {London1 Oxford 
University Press, 19^3). It Is Bennett's contention that 
the settler effort^to attain their ultimate goal was 
doomed by at lea^t .two factors. One was the Eurbp^^ 
failure to build^thelr numbers to a size proportionate with 

■ that‘fotend in South Africa. A second factor was the 
• existence of a counter political force in Kenya. This 
was the Asian community which in 1914 formed their own 
political association. Backed by groups in India, they 
were able to exert pressure on London sufficient to check 
..ultimate settler political ambitions.
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African Politics; 1920-4? ;
'Vk.

The Kifc-uyu led the emergence of Africans into

This was hot surprising, since
i

/modern Kenya poiitios.

.the Kilcuyu h^d been In conflict; with the settle

In 1920 the Kliiuyu ,land since: the turhiOf the century.,

^^AesbciatIon composed pri.marlly of chiefs -was-:’fOrmid*^^

This vras followed in-1921 by the creatioh'Of the 

/Kikuyu Association led by Harry Thuku. . Reorgahized a 

few years later under the name of the Kikuyu Gentral 

Association CKeA)i it was to prove the more militant of 

the Kikuyu organizations of the pre-1947 era. One of the 

early members of the KGA was JomoKenyatta who served.as 

its secretary in 1928.

year.

V .

He left for England the following

A

Giowb^^ political associations among

; other tribos diirin&^^ l920's occurred only in,western 

Kenya, Here van: oigp-nt^^ known as the Kavirondo

%>
^The British.created.-xyhat was in essence a white, 

tribal reserve in the Kenya highlands. In so doing the||| 
alienated land from a number of tribes including, the Masai 
and the Kikuyn.' Of the alienation of Kikuyu land John 
Middleton has the, following to say: "To say, as became 

■ general Kikuyu opinion, that the alienation of land led to,
> overcrowding, erosion and the virtual destruction of the 
Kikuyu way of life was manifestly a convenient political 
myth. A more valid point was that the drawing of a 

"T^'^oundafy^trolnid the’^ occupied' by the Kikuyu at the ■ turn v.
of the century . . . meant that there was no room tp- expand 
into the many almost unused areas to the west and the south.'' 

■ Middleton, "Kenya; Administration and Changes in African 
Life 1912-45," in Harlow, Chllver and Smith, op. cit
p. 340.
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Taxpayers Association was established among the Abaluyha 

and the Luo. During the late 1930*s political associations... 

were founded among other tribes including the KAmba, and 

In the mehfeioned', they were qiiickly '

■ 'I

i

' allied to

With the coming of . thb Second Morld War to East. .

Africa in the form of the threat posed by the Itaiians^^^^ i^^^
' ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ethiopia, African politics underwent a brief hiatus. The 

^A and its allied associations were declared illegsil on 

the grounds of .subyei^sion. This organization w«Mit m 

ground, continuing its exi^^g^ce into the post-war period.

.In 1944-the-Colonial Government, attempting to obtain the 

support df African nationalists, nominated an African,

EiW. MsithUjC td t^ Council. In that year

Mathu, helped to organize a new political association, the . 

; Kej^h^A^ Two years later this

orgar^zation bScanie the Kenya African Union (KAU). In

/

June of 1947 Jomo Eenyatta, had returned from England ?!

during the previous year, became the first president of 

KAU. As Fred Burke observes* .'Mt is possibl 

this point the emergence of the contlnuou^ concentrated, 

political action which finally le^ to in<^ependence bn .

Deci^er^lB ,■'“1963." •

An important characteristic of African politics

to date to

■!-

/

^Burke, "Political Evolution in Kenya," in Burke 

and Diamond, on. oit.. p. .209•

'!■-
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in this period was its fragmentation. Almost without 

exception the political associations were tribally-based. 

This was the case despite>the fact th^^^

deyeloped in response to a number of similar grievances'

Including alienation of land, taxes and the^^
- ' ' 1

--ay^em. . One attempt at transtribal organ!za.tion, the 

Kavirondo Taxpayers; Associatiorf; '^plit- apart? Inibo Lup -

and Abaluyha branches imder the impact of traditional
2- ■■ ■

tribal differehceS'. Fragmentation was also apparent 

within the tribal associations. A moderaterradical 

division in the KGA, for example, led the moderate Harry^ 

Thuicu to break ^way from that association in 1935 and 

establish the Kikuyu Provincial Association. This early 

pattern of tribally-oriented political organizations 

carried over int6i?the post-.war period and remains a 

-Characteristic Pt Rehya political organization.

■r.

•r.-.

%

H'

The ihdependence Movement: 1947-63 

The immediate-, post-war period witnessed a sharpy?'* 

increase of discontent among the Africans._ The return

ff■’.f.

^The .‘kipande* system was an identificatioii 
in which Africans and only Africans were require*! to carry 
identity cards.with fingerprints.

. 2fpj^greasons causing the parochiaT and ‘ 
fragmented character of African politics were reinforced by 
British administrative policy for Africans. This policy 
limited African participation in representative institutions , 
to local councils. - The British also e®i®!5ii®hed the 
Tribal Reserve system-which restricted land rights for 
Africans to their local areas.

*
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• Ettctoe of .iehs of thiD^apds of soW a prime

so\irce of -this iri^ Their horizons had been
.,*V

bfbddehed and their expectations falsed by experienc es 

; v abroad,willing, as were the Europeans, to 

return to the status of: the pre-war-years.lJn§mplbyment- 

■ ..in -the cities and overcrowding of land on the reserves, ' 

both affecting the KiKuyii'most, severely,' also con- 

•tributed to the discontent,

. . A fert-ile field was thus provided for political 

activity. ThO KAU grew rapidly,’ especially in the
' ' ' ■ .... ' .. . ; I,'. .

Central Provinee_. Attempts were made to .capi’tallze
- -" ■ { ■ ■ . ” t

on the general discont-ent ter establish the KAU as a 

nationwide political movement. A measure of success 

was achiby’ed. nbt^ly-among ’fchb Luo who were to become 

political allies bf'’the Kikuyu. Oginga Odinga, a lead-

• Ing Luo politic^n and businessman, joined KAU. . Subse- 

-d-uently he mbvbAli^ positibns of leadership. However,

: the leadership of the KAU remained predominantly Kikuyu

as did f-bs

The.demands of'the Africans, channeled through 

> such of^nizations as the KAU, began to change in nature. 

Not only were demands stemming from traditional griev

ances such a^‘'t^’''UcipahEe'^i|system,‘' taxatibhr arid "land"

■V'v”’

■ Ci

r.-

V
1

-. —

I^Bennett , op. cit.. p. 112,. ^
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"being voiced, but also new demands for large scale 

political reforms were heard. These reforms included 

increased represehtation of Africans at all levels of 

Government and-for the election of those representatives.

The represehtat ions of the Africans w«^

The tragic result of this'negligence was the ]Mau Mau era. 

One European* sympathetic to the African cause* states:

•«If its [KAU] reasonable demands had only been met in 

time, lawlessness aiB apbi^ would not have fl®^“ 

ished beneath the surface.*'^ The large scale yio:Lence 

of' Mau Man brolce bub in 1952. In October a stabe of 

emergency was■declared. The KAU, as part of a general 

political ban, was declared illegal by the Government. 

Kenyatta "Was a^Vested, charged and convicted of leading 

Mau Man. Befpre the violence endeU thousands of people,

and massive relocations of,

the Kikuyu had taken place.

The ban on political, activity proscribed all 

nationwide political organizations and almost all poll- 

tical activity among the Kikuyu. It permitted political 

organization in areas other tkan those of the Kikuyu and 

related Embu and Meru only at the district level.

~ minimim this ban had a twofold influence on Kenya polit4.0s< 

It reinforced the fragmented, tribally-oriented and often

\

■ 'i

'I

■ *> .•i-.

At a

■ -Aa.'J. "Hughe's..- East Africa: The Search for Unity 
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, I963), p. 115*
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highly personalized politics of the pre-warera,anh,- 

further resulted In the rise to political prominence

notahly the huO, and of new African 

One of .the most important of 'the new ■

Mboya -rose to. power;

Initially through .Ibadeh^hlp of the trade union tnove 

He- subsequently developed a power base in a 

district of Nairobi.*

In, May ; 1957 OO'^''^^®^ first elections • for 

the Legislative Gouhcll in which Africans voted for 

■ African representatives.' -The British, responding to 

the Emergehcy, th^ demands of Kenya-'Africans and the 

winds of change beginning to sweep the African contin

ent, had initiated'in 1954 the first of a series of 

constitutional changes xfhich would mark the progress 

Of AAfrican toward independence.

Of other: ti^ihes,

1 A'loader ship.
•ci

■ leaders was 'a LuO, .1 om/ Mboya.

ment.

The 195^ Lytteltoh 

A Gonstituti^ the election of eighth Afri

cans to the Legislative. Gounci-1 and for. one ministerial "ft
A^A;,

A-..v:

position to be occupied by an African, 

ban on its political activity, the voting power of the 

Kikuyu tribe was weak.

Kikuyu candidate, was defeated in the election fgr the 

legislative ^seat' of trie’"Central- Province. The "Affioan 

leadership in the Legislative Council passed to Mboyai

ft;
Subject to the

'A'

As a result of this, Mathu, the
•Aft

A:A;

^Burke, "Political Evolution. In Kenya," in 
Burke and Diamond.- op. cit., p. 213*

..j
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Immediatesly after .the elections the African elected 

members began demanding a further seven African seats.

They refused to accept the one niibislierial Seat. •
, A second constitutiohal change caine in 1958^^^^

' the form: of the tennox Boyd Constitiition.

for an

■'.S:

This provided: 

additional six African seats, giving

and an additional ministerial post.
r

with the I^PP^ns 

It also established twelve special seats, four for each

#

T
vV;.. . . .

The were to be elected by the

. meiiibers of the Legislative Gotn^ The Afric^ii members, 

seeking African control of the Government, reached the

racial group*

special seat arrangement and boycotted the elections. 

There were Africans willing to stand for these seats.

They were denounced as traitors to the African cause by

' ■ 2 ~ ■

the African elected members. ' * . '

; Tha momentum toward achieving Independence which

had been initiated in the 1^5^- 58 period was furthered 

by the lifting of the ban on nationwide political par- 

■ijles in 1959,. African political parties were not able |||: 

to benefit from the strength of nationwide membership

/:

^As Susan Wood and.Fred Bxarke point out, the 195^ 
Constitution was'not directed particularly at oreatlng a 

' self-governing black African Kenya. The Africans were 
' qulck 'to-realize this and immediately began agitating for 
further constitutional changes. Susan Wood, Kenyat The Ten 
8ions of Progress (London* Oxford University Press, 19o2) 
p. 36, And B^ke, "Political Evolution in Kenya,” in Burke 
and Diamond, op. bit., p. 214.

^Bennett j op. oit p. i«.vi:
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Immediately after the ban was lifted, 

not one but t^fo parties were formed. One was ihe multi

racial, primarily African and Aslan, Kenya National Party. 

This party represented the more rural Africans and^

' a moderate approach to the Issues surrounding tlie' attaiii- 

ing of Independence. Rejecting the moderate, mi^tl 

approach, the radicai African politicians■Including Mboya 

and Odinga formed the Kenya Independence Movement. Chap^Cf* 

terizlng the relations between moderate and radical ■Afri

cans at the t lias 1 Anthony Hughes states*

Among the Africans,, a deep mutual susplCiCn prevailed 
between'tile rural, less progressive ‘minority* tribes 
on the one hand and the radical, urbanized Kikuyu and 
Luo leaders-oh the other,

>■ The European community was itself split into two 

In 1959 Michael Blundell organized the New 

Kenya Party. The party sought racial accommodation. It 

did not attract the support of African or Aslan elected 

Its support among the 5|urppean members was ‘ not 

Only half of them supported the., party and .most_ 

of them with reservations. The remaining European 

elected members supported Group Captain.Briggs‘Kenya 

United.Party which took a far more racist positlpn.

By the end of 1959 it was evident that European 

and Asian political power was on the wane as African 

nationalism grew stronger. ; An indication of the trend-of

and. organizatlq
•>-

members
:v '■I-

V-'K total
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1 p. 126.Hughes, on. cit i.»
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events occurred in late 1959 when Asians were asked to -
-V

S'
resign from the Kenya Natipnal Party»s executive board.. 

The decline in power was"confirmed by theMacLeod Con

stitution.

, The MacLeod Gon^ of 1^60 provided for an

African majority in the Legislativ.e Gouhcil and for a.n : ; ■ 

increase in the number of Africans'holding ministeriaL^^^^^^ v 

positions

Council was as follows:’ thirty-three open seats and ten 

European, eight Asian and two Arab reserved seats. These 

. would be elected on the basis of a common role* There 

■ were an additional twelve National Member seats,, four 

for each racial group, to be elected by the Legislative 

Council. The Council of Ministers was composed of 

twelve members, four official and eight unofficial,

Pour of the eight unofficial ;

: seats w^re^h bex Africans, three by Europeans

and one by an Asian. ^

With this constitution in hand, the Africans 

prepared for the 1961 election, ^rior to the constitu

tional conference in London, the Kenya National Party

The breakdown of seats in the Leglsiatlve^^^^^ : X:• .

%
Mm

'-■■v

and the Kenya Independence Movement had come together to 

pFeseht a united'frbhtV" However,"'following the confer

ence the traditional suspicions between the large and 

small tribes reasserted themselves. African politics 

once again was .fragmented. Political conflict in^Kenya

„!X',
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. became as much a struggle among Africans bo.determine who 

would control an Independent Kenya as between the Africans 

and the British Government or t^^^ for Independehce.

In March i960 African political leadera^^^^f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

Kenya- African National -Union (KANU.) An an attempt to estab-^ 

lish a single mass. African party. Kenyatlja^^eti-]^^^^^^^

■!
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detention, was chosen as its president but Kenya: 

Government refused to accept this selection. Another 

Kikuyu, James Gichuru, was selected as acting president 

with the understanding that he would step down when 

Kenyatta was able to accept the post. Odlnga was named 

Vice, president n?id JIboya secretary. A bitter struggle

had arisen between.^,Odinga and Mboya which caused Internal
1 tv

dissension in KANU for the next five or six years.

,fhe leaders of the smaller tribes in Kenya did 

not entirely welcome/1^ formation of KANU. More

, r>
......

/

specifically t^ xuihappy. at the domination of the

party 'by the Kikuyu s^nd Luo. In June•representatives of 

■-Aive tribal-party associations met and formed the Kenyaj||l ' ’

The purpose of this

party,.formed in response to KANU, was to assure that
■ ’. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -

A

■ 2 1;

.'v.

w African Democratic Union (KADU). •»

ic.See below, pp. 57-58.

2
•The five associations were the Masai United Front^'-' 

the Coast African Political Union, the Kalenjin Political 
Alliance, the Somali National Association and the Kenya ' 
African People's Party. The last was the new name for the 
former multi-racial Kenya National Party.
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the.Interests of the smaller-trlifees In Kenya would be
X:X-

represented
Held in February 1961, the,.elections under the 

’ new constitution resulted in a victpry for

sufferings a bibjser internal fight in which Mbpya‘s. oppp- 

—-t^sitlpn in KANU sought unsuccessfully to oust him from his , . 

seat in the .Legislative Council, KAp obtained^^ ^^^^^^ cent 

of the vote.* The KANU vote came primarily frPm the malor 

Bantu tribes and the Luo. Strong showings for K^U bccutred , : 

. among tht pastpralists and spme of the coastal pepples.

KANU received sixtPeh-peats in the Council, KAHU ten with 

the remaining rion-reserved seats going to independents.

Despite their victory KANU refused to accept the reins of 

Government v The statement was made that they woxild.vdo so 

only after Kenyatta's release. KADU then proceeded to 

fort a minority

196l'and his assming

of the- presidency of KANU initiated the last chapter in%

EKehyhJa struggle for independence. A constitutional con-- 

ference was held in London in early 1962 to*draw up a 

constitution which, would provide the-basis for Kenya's • 

independent government. The two African political parties 

- went-to the conference with sharply-different views- of 

the nat-ure of .the constitution to be drawn up. KADU, 

recognizing its weak national electoral position, spught

X;;;. A-
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a federal constitution in which important powers would be
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. reservi^- to . KANU proposed a centralized

The resultl^^documer^r^ '’published •
■V--,

unitary state.

until April 1963,.was a compromise between the two _■

; :;p^ seemiilgiy powerful position, the

number of concessions itmade was surprising. However, 

as George Bennett states 1

KANU wSs pre^red to act-thds since indepehdence was- 
its objectiveI after the rapid constitutional changes 
of the past years they had little respectvfor constitu
tions, believing they could be destroyed as easily as

\they^'were;;'mddeV:2-'

In May 1963 KANU captured a majority of both houses of the

legislature in a final pre-independence election. Led by

Jomo Kenyatta, KAMU accepted responsibility for the 
^ 3

Government of Kenya. •

. ^

1964-66

Kenya^became a "de facto", one party state in 

D 1964. Kenyatta announced this as a political

: goal during a rally on July 26, 1964. Defections from 

V KADU had begun shortly after the 196^3 election! In
■’b;

‘ ■

^y-'Z
^Por an overview ofbhe main^provisions of this , 

constl tut ion, sW below, pp/ b O-^%.
r.

• •

clt .. p. 156.

%he suspicions and hostilities between tribes in 

Kenya in.l963 was.great... .On October 9. 1963. Daniel arap. 
,Mol, A leader of KADU anriouheed that KAbU had decided to

state comprising the Rift Valley, the 
Western and the Coastal Regions. The secession was not 
carried out but it served to Illustrate the depth of feeling. 
Adding bo the divisions in Kenya was the rise of secessionist 
movement in the northeastern part ofbthe country among the 

. Somali speaking padples. They soiight affiliati

.-lb''; K,.:, \\
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. September I963 the'African Peoples Party broke their 

alliance with KADU to mite with KAMU. This was an impor 

tant shift in Kenya politics. The African Peoples Party^^^^^ r 

was essentially a Kamba”party led by Kamba leadlti Paial

By re jblhinr KA^ party brou^t a ^

major tribe of Kenya into support of the Gbyerhm#^^

Equally important.is the fact that large numbers'of Kamba- 

are in the army and police. It was the polltlosiA man^^ 

vering surrounding’^ the bill to make Kenya a republic 

reinforced by a general policy of national reconciliation

Ngeir

;

£

followed by the Kenyatta Government which bronght about the

KADU leaders were confrented with afinal demise of KADU. 

number of desertions from their ranks dming the considera

tion of the hill in M These provided the Govern

ment with sufficient votes to obtain the 75 per cent 

required for passage in the Senate.' Paced with this

situation the KADU leader, Ronald Ngala*announced that

This action left.KADU would voluntarily dissolve Itself.

-^KANU as the only official party of Kenya. It is slgnlfl^; 

' cant, however, that KANU made no attempt to remove legal

■I

■ provisions for an opposition and for establishing new.5';.

; ■>
parties.

. ^

_ _  ^In November I962 Ngei, a KANU party leader, had
quit KANU and organized the African Peoples Party among the 
Kamba, once again Illustrating the tendency for trlbally- 
orlented political organization in Kenya. In the I963 
election the African Peoples Party won eight House seats 
and two Senate seats.

.xi
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The unity .x^hlch Kenya seemed to have attained was

illusory. As John Spencer states;

• Yet-as.-the-din of ..that tumultuous day (December 10, 
1965)'receded into the past,, it became, evident tha.t 
the absorption of its bppbsitioh^^^^^^^ rather
than strengthened KANU as a .party.' ItT wa.s 
that the disappearance of KADU eliminated the presstire 
for rigid party discipline and organization; in the 
absence of genuine tribal harmony, Ken^ had neither 

__-.-the-hlstorical-. nor the temperamental endowment re-s
quired to.mature into the kind of one-party state.y* 
idealized in the literature of Africah socialism.

The old division within-J£AM_apjoni.brelc.e...,,Q,utJ.nto„^t^^

In 1966 it.-reached the point where dissidents, led by

Odinga, left the party'tp"form’a new party, the Kernra

Peoples Union (KPU).

The'split'in EAITO can be traced to a number of 

causes. It was first of all another chapter in the bitter 

rivalry hptweenM^ And Odinga. Odinga, a respected 

elder arid leader Of the tuo tribe, has long resented the 

fise t^ prominence of Mboya and the challenge

which this young Luo posed to his leadership position in 

KAMU. ■ In addition, . the two men ,dold contras.tinjg ideolo- 

gical Views. . Mboya advocates a moderate socialist posi-

r--

•t

?

A- *

tion with ties to the West while Odinga espouses a radical 

socialist line and seeks to strengthen Kenya's ties to 

^ the East. The ideological differe.nces of Mboya and

Odinga were but one example of a second basic cause of

^John Spencer, "Kenyatta's Kenya," Africa Re-port 

May 6, 1966, p. 6.
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the split. This cause was ideological. Since independence 

the Kenyatta Government has held/to^ a moderat e form of 

African socialism. It also adopted a policy of reconcilia

tion with former opponents within Kenya and abroad. These 

policies sharply contrasted to those in KANU hbidirig a 

radioal ideological position who sought a policy^^^:^
" ■'

scientific socialist and expropriation of European a,nd

Finally elements of the competition-Asian holdings.

between Kikuyu and iiuo for politica3r^adershIp in JK^NU

were present.

The events oi 1966 Isolated the Opposition to 

Kenyatta*s Government. A KANU party confeienoe in'March 

1966 culminated a series of defeats in KANU and in the 

Government for pdinga. He was removed from the vice-

presidency of the party. Shortly thereafter, a number 

of representatives and legislators crossed the floor and 

established an opposition to the Government. Concomitant 

with'this was the creation of KPU. Elections held in 

June resulted in a solid Victory for KANU. Of the nine-^* 

teen House of Representative seats for.which elections 

were held, KANU won twelve. KANU also won eight of the 

ten contested Senate seats, KPU obtained overwhelming 

victories-in'western"Kenya, the home area of the^Luo, and" “ 

won one House and one Senate seat in the Eastern Province, 

among the Kamba. Following the election the KANU-KPU. 

breakdown in the iegislattare'was as followsj House of

V.:'

....
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.Representativesi KANU 122, KPU 7i Senate: KANU 39» KPU 2. 

One result of Odinga's defection and the 1966
j:

eleictibri the sdiidif^ new power itase for

Formerly, the core pfthe Kenyatta Government, 

strength ca^ fxpm thp KIkuyurLub alliance. . Jhe new 

KANU coalition, a shift to which became apparent in 1965.

is composed of the Kikuyu, other Bantu tribes and most^^

of the former supporters of KADU. Indicative of the new

coalition is the presence of Daniel arap Mol as vlce^

president ofvKPhya and of the party. Moi is a member

of one of the Wiio-Haiaitic tribes of the Kalenjin group

and a former leader of KADU.

A second result of the election was the indication

of the lienee of bpnoensus among the political leaders and

the people of Kenya as a nation and on the distribution of

governmental powers. David Koff writes of Odlnga's campalgni

it is •Significant that 0<iinga not link his 
regional political support with a demand for greater^ 
local autonomy-. Kenya’s administrative imity is 
stronger than personal or political differences, as 
President Kenyatta demonstrated by making an official.,.- 

* visit to Central Nyanza a few days after the electiohvj^

Within this basic, imity, the political leaders of Kenya are

seeking to lessen traditional suspicions and hostilities

among'the people and unite them for the tasks of nation

building.

1

Characteristic of modern African politics in Kenya

-^David KOff, "Kenya’s Little General Election," 
Africa Report. October I966, p. 59.;;
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is’its shifting coalitions of tribally-based parties. The 

current coalition and the Isolation of the opposltipn may 

provide Kenya with the political stability it needs to 

tackle bhe problems of ecbhomlb development. Major problems 

"facing Kenya are unemplPyment, education and land. If 

KANU is uhabie-to solve these and other problems KPU 

• provides an alterhativei It has a strong base of support - 

among the Luo and advocates policies Of relief of unemploy

ment,, fr ee. primary^ education for all youth and nationaliza

tion of land and businesses which could have a trans-trlbal 

appeal in times Of economic difficulty.

1

Kenya» Its Government

The constitution established by the Lancaster 

House conference Of 1962 and subsequent meetings in I962 

and 1963-dreatod a government for. Kenya along the lines of

It also represented a compromise 

KADU for a federal foimi of govern- 

ment and those of KANtI for a Tinltary, centralized state. | 

Significant changes have taken place in the constitution^'^ 

since Independence. These, combined with the strong 

residual powers left to the central government, have 

. shifted the distribution of severnmental power much

the Westminist er model.

1.
closer to the centralized state sought by KANU.

Initially the Government was directed by a 

cabinet led by the prime mli^ster. However, on p 

1964, one year after independence, Kenya became a republic

V
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within the Commonwealth. Concomitant with this change, 

the position of the prime minister-was abolished, 

was replaced by the office of the President of Kenya 

which is now the highest executive office in the Gpy- 

■ ^ ernment. The Ca.bl3iet remains responsible -to P^llament. 

IJhtii lativ 1966 the National Assembly waa h 

The Hohsb of Representatives consisted of 117 

members from single^member constituencies and twelye

<

Ib

camera!.

members specially elected by^t^ representatives sitting.

The Senate was composed ofas an electoral coliege. 

forty-one members, one from each electoral district.

The Senate had only powers of delay on ordinarylegisla- 

tion. It§ important powers concerned amending the con

stitution,: partloul^i*ly oa clauses dealing with indi

vidual rights and on the delineation of regional boundaries. 

KADU headers held'these clauses to be-vital in the pro-.

tectioh of 'the small tribes against any Kikuy\i-Luo domi-

Constitutlonal amendment onnated. central government.

these clauses required a 74 per cent vote in the lower .
. .

.■V-'

house and a 90,per cent vote'in the upper house, 

constitutional amendments could be passed by a 75 P«r 

cent majority in both houses.

Following’the election of 1966andtheconfirmation 

of the new shift in the base of political, support of the 

KANU.,Government,, a constitutional amendment was introduced 

for the purpose of merging the Senate and the House. The

Other
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amendment, opposed by KPU, was passed by the Senate on

December 20, I966 and by the House on December 22, I966. 

Kenya now has a unicameral legislature with 158 regularly 

elected members and twelve specially elected me^b^^^

Governmental power is dtvldeid between the cphtral 

and regional governments. _The seven regions of Kenya are

EatStern. Northeastern, Ceyitral, Rift 

The regional governments.
as follows I Coast,

Valley, Western and Nyanza. 

possessing unicameral legislatures, have respohsibliity

for health, edupatioh, land policy and local government. 

The central goyernment has strong powers of taxation and 

residual powers ara left to it rather than to the “regions. 

Although originally the constitution specified eight 

public service commissions, one for each region plus one 

for the central government, a final constitutional con

ference on October 1963 changed the provision. One Public
T

Service Gommissipn for assigning civil servants to central

and regional governments was established, thus f urthering

■ .".sthe powers of the central government.
t

Kenya t Its Economy

Kenya is a typical example of a dual economy 

country. There is a monetary sector which contributes 

an estimated three-quarters of the value of total pro**

:-v
;4:

ductioni This sector‘based on the specialized produc- 

. tion of goods for cash, is dominated by a minority of 

the population, especially Europeans and Asians. Thd!
I:'":-'-'
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character of economic life for a vast majority of the ,

African population is still primarily the producir^ of 

goods for the immediate subsiatence needs of the family 

and kin. irf':

fhei*e is' not, however, a- clear-cut distinction

between the two sectors. Concomitant with the arrival 

of the European was the beginning of the African penb- .

Among the early 2?easons ^ .tratlon into a money economy.

• for this change was the need of Africans to earn money
•

The penetrationin order to pay European-imposed taxes, 

accelerated after the Second World War. 

numbers of Africans abandoned subsistence farming alto-

Increasing

gether to becbme wage and salary earners in the urban 

areas or pn European farms or to establish small busi

nesses in African areas. African smallhold farmers be- 

gan devoting increased acreage to the production of cash 

props. By 1961 the value of these cash crops accounted 

for £10 million out of the total value of marketed agri-’" ' 

'Cultural output of £A6 million, it would be extremely -rc 

difficult, if not impossible, to find an African commun

ity in Kenya characterized by the purely subsistence 

economy of traditional society.

V,

^The dual character of the economy Is the reason 

why per capita income-figures for Kenya are misleading. 
Pew Africans attain this figure while most, if not all of 
the non-Africans have a per capita Income far above the 
published figure. The current per capita Gross Domestic 
Product figure is £31»

V-
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The general distinction between the two sectors 

and between the incomes of a majority.of the Africans and 

the rest of the population reiiiains an. economic reality 

of modern Kenya. The removal of this dlstihctipn through 

progira,mis Aimed at brln^ the monetary

sectpr is an impprtant objective of th% post-independence 

Government of Kenya.

Africanization of the modern sector alone is riot 
an answer to this problem. It only means that a minor- . 
ity of Africans would become privileged members of .the 
modern sector in the dual economy, r To promote na^t^^^^ 
unity and realiza the targets of African Socialism it 
is imperative toJbre^k the barriers between the modern 
and traditional sectors and thus spread the benefits 
of developmerit to the ruralareasand enlist thepar
ticipation of ^all people in the development process.^

The single mbst important sector of Kenya's economy

During^ the decade 1954-64 total

' agricultural output accounted for almost 40 per cent of

Product (GDP), while ac-

couritin& lor ao-22 per cent its monetary GDP. 

raw or processed agricultural and livestock products 

provided 62.5 Per cent of Kenya'n total exports. An estW,’ 

mated 1.2 million of Kepya*s 1.6 million families earn 

their living from agriculture and animal husbandry.

Kenya*s principal crops are maize, wheat, coffee, 

tea, sisal and pyrethrum. Maize and wheat, along^ A^^ 

potatoes, rice’ and sug^r, are staples produced primarily

«. ■■

is that of agriculture.

In 1964

■'V

S',:

'■1:

^Hepublio of Kenya, Development Plan 1966-70 (Nai
robi i Govarnment Printer, 1966), p. 64. Unless otherwise 
cited, data in this section is taken from the Development 
Plan 1966-90.
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for domestic consumptipni Wheat, however, is also an 

Important, export of. Kenya to Uganda and Tanzania. Coffee, 

sisal and pyrethrum are Kenya's primary export crops. 

This diversity gives Kenya" something of an adyaritage over-

1
tea

many developing countries which rely upon one export crop

However, like most.'as their source of foreign exchange... 

countries who export pnlm^ Kenya's foreign

exchange earnings fluctuate rapidly in response to chang-

■:

✓

1

ing prices on the international markets and to natural 

• disasters at home such as drought.

During the colonial era Kenya's agricultural land 

was divided into.the African and non-African areas, later 

called the Non-Scheduled and Scheduled Areas. The Sche- 

duled Areas were composed of 7*5 million acres oT land 

■ reserved exclusively for Eiiropean ownership. Two-thirds 

of this land is in the Rift Valley Province. The remainder 

is scattered in the Central, Eastern, Nyanza and Western 

Provinces and the Nairo'bi District. Over half the lanU,
f;

4.1 million acres, is utilized for ranches and coffee, -y 

tea and sisal plantations. -The remainder is devoted to 

mixed farming'.

The existence of the Scheduled Areas was a

^Coffee, tea axkl sls^ alone account for 40 per 

cent of Kenya's exports.

^Slnce independence the terminology has aga^ 
been changed. The designation is now large farm (the 
former Scheduled. Areas) and small farm (the former Non- 
Scheduled Areas.)

/
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particularly sensitive political issue to the Africans. 

In i960, with the approach of independence, the. Kenya—• 

Government initiated a settlement scheme for the purpose 

of enabling Africans to. settle in the^chedpLed Areas, 

The scheme later becamc^^^t^ Million Acre Settlement 

Scheme implemented between I962 and June 30, I965. At

the conclusion of this particular program 2i^, 000 small-

holders owned plots ranging from twenty-elSttt to thirty 

five acres and 750 large farms were owned by Africans, 

individually or Ih companies or partnerships^

While land transferrai schemes help tb Settle 

problems of politics, over-popiilatlon on land adjacent 

to the Scheduled Areas and unemployment, they have re- 

suited in a problem of maintaining production levels 

on land whosp pre-1963^^^ p^ was a prime oontrlbutor

to thp mohetapsr sector and to agrlcultural exports• This 

problem is one ot the u^ legacies of a colonial

situation in which monetary sector agriculture was pri

marily in the hands of non-indigenous peoples and in |i

Which little conscious effort was made to Introduce >j:;;

Africans to modern farming methods.

In 1962, the last year before the initiation of 

“large scale land transfers, agricultural output of the 

Scheduled. Areas accounted for 78 per cent of the gross 

value of crop and livestock production of the monetary 

sector. Production on the mixed faim land, a third of

■v;
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'which was the land designated: for transfer, oontribiited 

to the gross marketed output ofU crops and livestock 23 and 

58 per cent respectively, This :prddMction aiso accounted 

for 23 per cent of the agricultural er^ports.

" there Is ndhreliahlfedf* avaljahle for total production

While J

i

■Bm
■s^i

land transferred to ■Africa;ns there are indtcatiOne that

In the words of the Development

on

■ production has dropped. 

Plan; 1966-1970; •
1

i

... there is some evidence that transfer of over K 
fflillion acres in less than four years has brought 
about a aithation where 1964/65 output on this land 

sxibstantiaily less than the I96I/62 ley-elv ihe 
Goverhment is confid^^^ decline will be reversed

all the schemes in ihemiilibh-aer

was
. &

and tha-t, once 
programme hav.e achie's’sd maturity, more intensive 
land use will* resiiLt in, production levels substan
tially higher than in 1961/62. Blit in the meantime 
it is clear that this transitional period in the 
mixed'farming areas is costing the national economy 
significant amounts of output, foreign exchange and 
personal income. The Government has therefore *

,decided that the rate of land transfer in the mixed 
farming areas will be slowed down for, a few years 
in order to permit consolidation of existing schemes 
and ensure steady progress in the mixed farming 
economy,

I
■1

'"44

4

The Development Plan. 1966-70 announced-a shift in| 

Governmental agricultural policy from emphasis on resettie- 

ment to one/of concentration oh agricultural development 

in the former African areas. These lands contain 80 per 

cent of Kenya’s rural population and 80 per cent of its 

high potential agricultural land. Development programs

!

j

i

are to Include land consolidation, irrigation, land i

^Republic of Kenya, Development Plan 1966-1970. 
op.cit.. p. 149.
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.reclamation, and the introduction of modern farming methods. 

It is in this area now- ch^ by primarily subsist

ence "and inefficient farming as; well as potentially arable 

unused land that planners see the hope of sizable advances

; in agficultura.1 produciio’^* .

Following a'brief five-year period of turmoil in " 

vrhich many Europeans sold their large farms and left Kenya ‘ 

'—and in vJhich large scale resettlement of Africans occurred, ^ 

Kenya*s agricultural sectpr’now seems to have settled into ■

. a more stable transitional stage. Those Europeans wishing 

to leave will gradually be bought out but others will be 

encouraged to remain to help .maintain production levels 

and contribute to economic development. The main thrust 

of Goyernmeht: policy will be aimed at upgrading the effi

ciency, pf African farmers and fully integrating them into 

__ the monetary sector of the economy.

Althoughrsmall, Kenya's industrial sector compares 

itp neighbors. In I96I the qutput of rnahu- 

,_facturing and repair in Kenya was’£21.6 million as against' 

£7*3 million for Tanzania and £5.9 for Uganda. The manu

facturing sector contributed £29.i}- million to Kenya's GD.P 

in 196b, this figure being 13*8 per cent of the total 

monetary GDP and 10.4 per cent of‘the total GDP. Approzi- 

mately 10 per cent of the total value of Kenya's exports to 

countries other than Uganda and Tanzania is_accounted f©r 

by manufacturing exports.

a:.:
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The primary industries are those connected v/ith 

food processing, beverages and tobacco. Others include 

metal products, nood, paper and pulp industries and 

textile and footwear industries. With the exception of 

the textile^industry where Internal expansion can replace 

iiiports and the food procestslrig ihdustry where new markets'- 

are opening up for Kenyan goods in Europe, the Arabian 

Gulf and the Indian Ocean area, it is not likely that 

there will be substantial industrial expansion in the 

foreseeable future.

One Industry which offers extremely good, prospects

for development in Kenya is that of tourism. In 1964 its
*

gross foreign exchange earnings were estimated to be 

;6 seven;mllllpn. If domestic tourists are included, the 

totai revenue derived from the tourist sector for 1964 

was d£ten million. The Development Plan forecasts at 

least a 15 per pent growth per year Of gross foreign 

exchange from tourism in the period 1966~70.

The predominance of Asians and, to a lesser extept, 

Europeans in the commercial life of Kenya is another 

area of sensitivity in Kenyan economics and politics.

; One has only to walk through the retail sections of

Mombasa and Nairobi to realize the almost total monopoly 

of non-Africans in this Important sector of the economy.

A source of hostility between Africans and Aslans, the 

Kenya Government has recently taken steps to open up the

.4-'
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commercial sector to Africans.

initiated the practice of not renewing work permits of

- non-citizens as i-t determines that there are imemployed,
' " "1 

. qiialifled KenySn citizens who dould occupy their ^obs.

' AlS most Aslar^ opted for a British passport rather than

Kenya citizenship at the time of independence^ strict

enforcement of this policy may bring about ;radical

changes in the commercial life of Kenya.

The Gbyerhment has

Unemployment poses a_major problem for the Kenya - 

Government. You:^ people, especially school leavers, 

ai*e abahdonihg agriculture as a means of earning a liy-ing, 

and migrating to the tirban areas in search of wage paying 

work'. At the present stage of industrial and commercial 

development, employment opportunities are simply not 

keeping pace-with the demands A recent report indicates 

that^ 8^^ Jobs become available per

year in Kenya. the report estimates that a total

of 263,000 individuals will be actively competing for 

these Jobs. The lob-seekers include 24-,000 youths who 

have had education and Job training beyond primary ediica- 

tlon; 39f000 other'youths who have at best obtained a

•I.;

Vr:.;

primary school certificate; 60,000 adult work seekers, 

who have no-means of support; and some l^O,000 other 

adult work seekers who maintain some ties tP land in

►;

■k

^No data is available on the extent of change this 
policy has made in the Kenya economy.
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rural;: areas.

What to do with the unemployed and how to prevent ;

a major political issue are 

immediate problems facing the Kenya Government. One 

; solution lies in resettling Africans on land: in the 

former Scheduled Arbas and in introducing modern 

. farmihg techniques. This would make farming more 

attractive and economioaliy rewarding. Another sblution, 

one examined in this dissertation, is the establishment 

of government institutions to relieve Unemployment and to 

. provide job training for the unskilled,,.

V

t

1 * * « * * ^ )

Due to the historical factors set forth In this 

chapter^ the development of contemporary politics in Kenya 

has been one’of fragmentation rather than of union, 

is true whether one focuses on African, Etiropean and

This

Aslan political grouping’s as a whole or on African political 

groupings specifically. The basic unit of African politics 

In the period 1920-1963 was the tribally based.party or 

The larger political units such as KANU or 

KADU were primarily of tribal, parties,

fears, suspicions and hostilities among the various 

African peoples, manifested in the bitter power struggle 

between KANU and KADU., combined with the struggle for

ft’.41

sassbciation.

The,

^Christian Council of Kenya and the Christian 
Chifrches Educational ASsociatibn, Aft er School What ? 
(Nairobi: 1966)r p. 27^ ft/

ft
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leadership among various personalities within KANU and 

KADU, presented a picture of* political instability and 

disunity as Kenya obtained Its independence. A major 

task for the leadership of the newly Independent state

the past and urilte tlte

people for the tasks of developing the countTy>^^^^^^^^

At the lime of ihdependenpe in

Kenya also faced a problem,of employment, especiaiiy of

Although.steps had been taken in the early ,

•• ■'■^4

the youth.

1960's, notably the resettlement schemes, to improve the
N

prospects for African farmers,.increasing numbers of 

African youth were rejecting farming as a way of life

and mlgra'tlttg to the cities in search of, wage paying

The small Industrial and commercial sectoremployment•

was not able to generate sufficient jobs to employ, these

^outhsi A potential econbmic and political crisis 

concerning employment was a distinct possibility.

These factors—the political disunity and the 

\memployment situation—had a direct Influence upon the 

Government's decision to establish the youth service and

't-

t

upon the decision as to what form the service would take. 

The following chapter examines the immediate origins of 

the Kenya National Youth Service.
:"E
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CHA'PTEH THREE

ORIGINS OF THE '

'KENYA NATIONAL YOUTH SERVICE '

Bertram Gross In his work Managing- of -Organizations

■notes that organizations exist. to satisfy the interests o^^ 

various groups. The interests’ of groups related to an 

organization are often multiple, hard to Identify and'

They make it extremely difficult to' identify
■ V ■ ,1

a single or primary purpose of the organization.

Drawing upon this View of organizational purposes, the 

first portion of this chapter seeks to identify those 

groups which had an interest in the establishment of a 

youth service snd to explain their primary concerns.

• The second section presents data relating to the^? 

.,^serious unemployment situation of early 1964 which forced ; 

* the Governmer^ in setting up

programs to meet the crisis. The next section is con- 

cerned. with describing the organizations existing in

overlapping.

A

early 1964 for’'meeting the needs of unemployed, often 

uhskllled ypHtli." #he Imhility of existing ofganiza- 

tions to meet the needs of unemployed members of ,the

^Bertram Gross. The Managing of Organizations 
' (London: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1964), II, A77.

■■A-'-;:
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youth Wings was a prime reason for the decision to form 

the youth service. It is hoped that the first three*" 

sections illuminate the conditions which established 

the need for the National Youth Service and at the 

time provide the necessaiy backgrouiid: to understand the 

various goals of :tWe serviee A listing of theee goals 

is the subject of the cdhcluding portion of the chapter.

The Interested

Three groups in Kenya are singled out in this 

work as having an interest In the establishment of a 

youth service. The first, the KANU youth wing, sought 

the establishment of an organization which would reward 

its members for services rendered diiring the independence 

striiggle arid ‘Would provide for its members' future.

The seoorid interested group, referred to here as the 

rfpressured," aotually consisted of two components:

(l) party officials? trade Tinionistsand elected public 

officials subject to pressure from members of the youth 

wingi and (2) the expatriate commercial farming and 

business community subject to much of the disruptive 

activity of some of the members of the youth wing.

Both were interested in seeing the Government establish 

an organization which would relieve the pressure on triem 

and at the same time would provide for the needs of the 

youth. The final interested group treated here is the

; .
p::;/
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governlttg eiitei the rdeciision-iiiakers in the Goyernment. •

the heeds

of the yoiibh wing and the pressnred as well as contribxite 

constructively to achieving the goals of nation building 

■ and socio-economic progress.

I

One of the common characteristics of many of the 

mass political parties which dominated the drive for 

independence in Asia and Africa is the presence of allied 

organizations which, although having a separate organiza

tional framework of their own, are associated wil^, and 

aid the cause of,-the mass party. These allied organiza

tions may repiresent economic int.‘erests--farmers, traders, 

or markaiwohen—^pr may signify the special place given to 

socidi groups within the population—youth, for example.

nearly all of the

' -; African parties is the youth wing. This type of group
<1

performs a variety of tasks including engaging in clashes

organizing strikes and 

stewards for party rallies

^The KANU s^outh wing was the primary interest 
articulator of a great many unemployed yyouth” ranging 
in age from fifteen to thirty-five who had worked in 
various capacities for KANO dirrlng the independence 
movement. This does not mean that it was the only inter
est articulator of the youth or that it was only KANU 
youth who were pressdrl^ tha Govern^
revfards for past sesrvices rendered. However, in pressuring 
the KANU Government it was this youth wing which was most . 
effective.
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• and competing with rival other similar,,

groups•:

In Kenya the largest:arid most active organization 

of this type was the ICA.NXJ youth wirig, a loosely orgahized^^ ;^ 

group possessing a considferable degree of indepehdence 

from the-party leadership. It engaged in a htimber of 

aotivities ranging from assisting in party—rallies to 

physical violence against opponents of KANU. While not

. 2

^Thomas Hodgkin, African Political.Parties (London: 
Penguin Books, 1961),.pp. 117-24.. ~

p *
'^Richard Cox in his rather journalistic account of 

the events in Kenya from I96I to 1964 provides insight into 
one of- the rea,sqns for the high degree of independence 

■ which the KANU youth wing t-ras able to obtain. He quoted 
Harry-Thuku, a Kenyan nationalist- leader of an earlier, 
period, as saying that .''The mistake Kenyatta made was in 
lettihg thei Youthits own Treasury." Once the 
youth were able to dr^^^ thfeir own finances, they were 

- able to break away from KAWU's control. Richard Gox,
Kenyatta*3 Country (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, I966), 
Pt^ M Fred Burke views the competitive youth wings in 
K®aya as a modern manifestation of earlier reliance upon 
a-ge-grade organization. Providing the youth with special 
status and roles within a quasi-traditional framework 
enabled the leaders to maintain control over them. How-
ever, "in the cities . ; . where customary control over t]|e. 

'-^younger■generation was impossible to exercise, the youth*--; 
wings tended tovrards; Irresponsibility and often acted 
independently of, even in opposition to, the commands of 
the party elders.» Fred Burke, "Political .Evolution in 
Kenya, " in Burke rand Diamond, op. bit. , p. 226'. ;Burke 
also suggests a second reason for the loose organization 
of-the KANU youth wing. KAMU itself contained a number 
of factions which, though united in the cause of indepen- 
dence, were in-competition with one another, for political 
power. The youth wing reflected this tendency toward fac
tionalism. "The split-within KANU was reflected in,, as 
well as augmented by a division Within the KANU youth ; ; 
wing. Pitched battles between rival youth wings supporting 
one faction or another were common." Ibid.
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>
all the; youth wing members participated in the latter,

. there was a considerable element in the organization 

which tended toward militant actlpn.^^"^ ;

In the aftermath of the May 1963 KMU-won^^ e^ 

activities of some members,of the KANU youth wing begai^ 

to present a real problem for •party leaders. Elements 

of the youth wing: became'increasingly indeper^ent, taking 

upon themselves responsibility for punishing those of 

all tribes Who they felt had been offenders in the inde

pendence dr ive.^ This was especially true in the Rift 

Valley. One go-yernment official has been quoted as 

stating in August 1963 that the ^’KANU youth wing virtually 

ruled the place. In writing of the events, which followed 

the 1963 elections, certain researchers have noted appar

ent conheot ions such' as duplicate membership and a revival 

of oath't^ more radical and independent

the KANh youth wing and the Land Freedom 

Army—an organization similar in some respects to Mau Mau.

As the date for independence approached, the youth 

wingers became more and more.concerned about their own

<-,r

s

y- o
p.

240-4'!.Anthony Hughes, op. cit 

^East African Standard. August 14, I963.

PP*JL*

^Burke, "Political Evolution in Kenya," in Burke 
and Diamond, op. cit.. p. 226. See also Hughes, op. cit 
p* 241.
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future in an Independent Kenya. There was a realization 

that many of the activities in which they had been en-

:""":Mostga^ed would no longer be required, or sanctlbhedi 

had only a few-years of formal educatlbh and iaoked the

obtain wage: paying employment • These 

factors,' in light of the highunemployment in Kenya at 

the time, made the outlpOk: for them not particularly 

promlsi^.
.N,

The yOtriih reacted to this situation in various 

the Ipdal letel, and often with the tacit 

encouragement of local politicians , groiips of KkWU youth 

wingers attempted to take matters coneerning their future
.. -i ’ ' : ' -

welfare into their own hands. For example, in December 

1963 it was reported that police in Kitale and the Trans 

Nzola district, in Western Kenya had been receiving reports

to take over police 

aiso planned to forcedly take over private 

.. farms following Independence.

ways

The local assistant super

intendent of police for that district stated that it "
. .

■X'x.'\

X M:.:
■i

was common ..knowledge, that youth wingers were being told 

that they would become the police force on December 12,■ 

1963 • The officer went on to say. that it did not ’‘re- - 

quire much imagination to realize that this organized 

band of,young men, most of them unemployed, will feel 

very disgruntled after Uhuru if the promises made to

a"

:i

them are not fulfilled.

^EAS, December 3, I963.
;ii'

’i''-
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the members of

■ the-yoTibh wing thrpugh^theif leadersh ;(looal and

national) began to pressure j^rtsr leaders, trade unionists, 

and'elect«5d political offloials for employment provisions 

to be made by an independent Keny& Government. During a . _ 

■ tour of Nyanza ih mid-J^^ sC message wa,s given; to
;pHaerM1iiiWbl^ Kisvmu youth wingers which

included the following passage: "As the youth of this 

country, we have relentlessly"and vigorously fought for 

independence for Kenya.. We would like to know in what 

position the youth of Kenya will be in after independence?'* 

The message requested consideration of the position of 

youth wingers at the governmental level, recognition as 

a natipnal force, and affiliation to international youth

• :4

1

mov^ehts;

the KANU youth wing in 

Nairobi sent a,lettei'. to t^ Minister suggesting the

:fprmationpf a single, non-party, nation-wide youth orgahi- - 

.^zation under one leader. The aim of the body would be to^^’- .• 

train Kenya youth to take up their responsibilities as 

citizens of Kenya and to cooperate, with African youth '

that after helping KANU’

win the:electionj; the members of the KANU youth wing had 

; anticipated some type of rewards for their services and 

that they had not received what they expected. They felt

.>: -
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l^oJjeiV’^'m^'ifere.'unemployed,' hungry, and sleeping out
■ "•■fte-svCkv,’^ . .

of doors...

-'ryv-iyy-ffy: %^-v :i
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;.;
A.;week after independence, representatives of the 

-KANU youth wing from- all over Kenya-.met at KANU headquarters
•*..

in Nairobi, fiesiiltlng from.thid meetiiig-wAS a 

a •'general lack of respect" was being shown for youth„
■/

leaders, along'with a demand that members of ?^rlf.am.ent^^

The youth leaders•. and others right this state‘of affairs.;
...", ..... ,

also demanded that .a jiational youth;headquarters i distihet '

from the. KANOTiead office, be established and that yq^hs • 

who had taken part in the ihd moyemerit be "given

educatlbnal opportunities,, in. return, for the sacrifices^
... . .V : .._ ,. , ■ . 2. . ‘ ■ ■ '

^ ithey had made- for the party.
Mnallyv on January 167 1964 a 

ference established a committee of twelve to formiilate
•' " .. .. a fc
:.. '7

proposals to be put before the Prime Minister for the 

Creation of youth brigades and a nationai.,builder.* s 

brigade.' - These brigades, it was maintained/would have 

. the purpose of enabling youth to help in the task of
3 ■

nation building and defense of the nation. .A second 
;. - . ■ ■■ ' ■ 

result of this youth conf efence. was an open letter on

youth problems and organization which was sent to the ,* .•

»
.\ \

■■;

i

%

A-Jy,./la-
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^EAS, r‘

November,28, 19^3•

,^EAS. December I8, 1963». 

3eAS. January 16^1964. ' ..
:77'
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Prime Minister. The letter included the following passagesj'

Kenya became, internally self-governing on June 1,'
1963. The Youths expected the popularly elected 
Nationalist Government to launch within a ifw days 
in office, a dynamic plan arid prograpne xffhlcl:^WQ^^ 
have an immediate, visible,^;beneficial effect not only 
bn the Youths but also on the-common people. Contrary 
to this expectatiorivwhat does he see but trends where” 
by the Youths and'bthers who suffered and sacrificed 
for freedom are neglected and even denied the opportunity':; 
•to serve the Nation, the trends whereby the-old eneml§s ^ , 
of African Nationalism are entrenched and assured of 
their old priviledged positions . . .

He sees a.tendency to perpetuate a situatioriwhete” 
by the rich get richer,, and the poor poorer» the un
employed, remain unemployed and the landless remalri ^ 
landless. . He sees trends which tend to perpetmte 

^ destitution dnd wretch^ among the masses of the
common people amid the pomp arid affluence of the rich 
and the pi’iviledged f ew. Thus to him a^ the common 

the/trend of events has rendered the hard .won 
. Vllh^u»\meaniriglbss . .

A second tactic employed by the KANU youth wing

to bring pressure to bear on. the Government was through

the usnrif certain KAMU parliamentary. backbenchers who

For example,
2 .

man
•1

had-direct corineotions the youth wing.

I4I3 the. member for Kiharu, Mr. Gachago, 

apparently acting without the knowledge of the Government, 

introduced■the'following motion to the Kenya House of

— on .October 11,.

V.'.' 1:

Representatives:

That this House not without, gratitude and admiration 
recognizes the great contribution made by the youth 
of this country in the struggle for Uhuru and urges■

'::yy y.
^Open letter of the KANU Youth Conference held in 

January, 1964 to Prime Minister Kenyatta, quoted in the 
Kenya Weekly News. #1984, February 21, 1964, p. 12.

^In, December I963 Mr. Gachago was named orie^f 

two interim national leaders for the KANU youth wing.

:y
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'.the Government to plan and assist immediately a ^ 
National Program whereby the coxintry's youth will 
be suitably and profitably occupied to ensure that 
they will play their full part in the development 

, ...of Kenya.1

Commenting on his motion he referred to the destructive

i':

iand constriictive alternatives to which the energies of the 

youth who had pjartlcipated in the independefice; struggle ^ ^ 

could be applied. .. He'noted that while the creation Of a 

sound youth movement and youth system would cost the 

Government moneyy SO also would organizing and sendii^ 

out forces to deal with the youth if , vjhen left unaided, 

they began to cause trouble^

The KANU youth wing was the principal interest 

articulator for the xinemployed youth who had participated 

.. in the struggle for independence. While these unemployed 

youth were only a portioh of the total unemployed in 

Kenya, they were ah elenient who, owing to their previous 

activities and organization, could create difficult 

problems for the new Government.

r.

2

i

■ . ..'..-.„l^®!SS.ured^_

A second group which had an Interest in the 

establishment of a youth program in ^Kenya.were those

individuals and interests subject to pressure by the 

youth wing and by Individual unemployed persons.

'Vi

■;V

As

^JlKenya Parliament, House of Representatives. 
Debates. October 11, I963.

^Ibid.
ia.:.'
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previously mentioned this group had two components: the 

leaders of the party, trade imions, and' Government, and 

the expatriate commercial farming and b cdinmunity.

i>arty^ Trade Union, and Government Leaders

This element of the ''pressurbd'^ 'was comprised of- 

local arid natip^l primarily within KANU

but also including those from Other politica.i parties r 

local and national •elected offIcials—the members of the 

two house;Keriya Parliament, the members of the cabinet 

and the Prime Minister} and trade union leadersf They 

did not form a distinct organized interest group in the 

sense of the KA.NCl youth wing. However they, have been 

grouped together hero for purposes of analysis.

Subject to much .of the direct pressure applied by
.-V'"'V

the youth’Winigefs, these interested wanted some means 

by vihich they coidd satisfy demands. In one sense they 

sought a patronage system in the form of a youth organiza

tion sponsored by the Government which would enable them

■»

• t

1

to dispense ;)obs to those whO had participated in the 

independence movement and to.whom many of the Government 

and party officials owed political debts. Such an 

organization, they hoped, would relieve the pressure on

?;•

‘i

.'-'r-'’ r:.
^Thls was a situation of overlapping membership. 

The members of the cabinet and the Prime Minister are 
platsed in two groups. They were subject to pressure from 
the youth and were members of the governing elite respon
sible for making decisions affecting the whole country.

•:
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themselves. They were anxious that something he done about
. . . . . . . :.*■■■■■ ■ , f ,

the demands of the members of the youth wing before the 

Trustrdtlbn and unrest which was becbming apparent in 

.late 1963 could become so serious as to threaten the 

’ ' "hegime. ■ . ;

- Their hhter-est ; in the establishment of a youth 

service^was somewhat.anaiogous to a similar situation 

which their counterparts in Ghana had faced. Peter ifodge 

in his work on the Ghana ^forkers Brigade, an organizatibrt ; 

similar in some respects to the Kenya National Youth 

Service, states that during the first half year of the 

existence of the Brigade:

. . . it was clear that many difficult and discontented 
former and ourrent supporters of the G.P.P. were 
deliberately inducted into its ranks for their removal 
from the political scene at street meetings and 
rallies in Accra and Kumasi, and for the peace of a 
few harassed ministers ofVthe government whose 
verandahs became less cluttered with petitioners, 

seekers and men needing money.

: The iSnatriate GOmmercial Farming and Business Community

*-j

i

\

This group, consisting of expatriate whites, was
a

subibbi ip:-carried out by elements

of the KANU youth wins and by other unemployed, landless 

Kenyans in the period immediately preceding and following 

independence. Issues of the East African Standard, long 

referred to as the settler newspaper, and issues of the

V'-\'

^Peter HPdge, "The Ghana Workers' Brigade: A 
Project for Unemployed Youth," British Journal of 
Sociology. XV, ..June, l965i 116.

.5\
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Kenya Weekly News, a periodical published in Nakuru which 

in the pre-independence period represented the opinion 

primarily of the white, farmers in the Rift Vdlley and the 

white highlands, contained a;' ntimbbr of referenpes to such 

- -activities. For the purposes of this study, the featxire , 

articles and editorlstls Pf these two publications d.uring 

late 1963 and early 1964 are seen, as reflecting the interest 

of the commercial farming community as well as other ^^ 

largely white owbbd busiU®ss Interests. Their concern 

was primarily that of having the Government establish a 

program to. channel the energies of the youth into new, 

potentially constructive outlets so as to at least miti-
■i; ■ ■ ■■ ■■ . * ■■ ■■

gate the threat to order and pro;^rty posed by large 

numbers of disaffected Tonemployed youth. The general 

approach taken by the East African Standard was one of 

^ r^ youth Wings had played in the

iridependence movement not as a result of cer

tain activities the term "youth wing” in Kenya carjpied 

with it a bad connotation. The EAS editorialized fre

quently that something had to be done to channel the 

energies of these youths into constructive work or 

else the country faced the risk of social and political < 

upheavals brought about by the irresponsilDle acts of 

idle and increasingly frustrated groups of fprmer youth 

wingers. For practical solutions the editors looked 

toward the Government recognizing that only government

ft

■ft
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had the resources to formulate and carry out solutions to 

__ the problem. The youths’ own lack of preparation for skilled 

employment plus the small size of the private cbjoamercial

i

and industrial sector were also primary elemehtsheces-

Suggestions for- -sitati^ a sblpition by the Government, 

solutions included, sending the'youth' winger&^^ M^^^^^

Frontier District to deal with any possible thireat from 

Somalia, creating a youth brigade' for undertaking work on

ern

. nation builciing pro jects and establisTiing a Mnistry fbt
In an editorialCultiire, National Guidance and Youth, 

following the announcement that a youth service would be

established, the Standard’supported the Government’s Ini

tiative. It has ■continued to support the NYS and to pub-

: ■ ■■ .1 . . . . . . .  . ■ ■

licize its activities.

The Kenya Weekly News took much the same position. 

It suggested that the ''young limbs" of the pool of unem- 

ploy# young meh whibh ex^ Kenya were just what .

Kenya needed in the course of nation building and'indeed

mat was needed was for the Govern- #

■

could not do without.

ment to find some way to immediately relieve the idleness

of the young men.' The fear was expressed that too long 

a waiting period would breed an explosive situation.
V':'

Jy. ¥

^Por further information on the position of the 
EAS with regard to the youth question see EAS, JilLy 23f 19o3» 
October 10, I963 and February 1, 1964.

%enva Weekly News. #1980, January 24, 1964.■;;
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Following th© establishment of the NYS, some writers in 

the Kenya Weekly News tended to be somewhat critical of 

the organization both in terms,of its small size in 

relation to the problems faced and over possible poll- 

tlcal impiip^fip^r This viewr howiyer, has changed • 

With the passage of time. . “

-r

The Governing Elite

The governing elite had multipl© interssts in 

considering the formation of a youth program, 

bers of the pfessutsd t^ were interested in having a

As mem-

«

youth prograra established.which would satisfy the needs

As leaders of Kenya
%

of those instigating the pressure, 

theywere iht©rested in averting any social. economic

or political crisis which might arise from unheeded de-

They were also committed to’mandS bf the unem^lpyed.

4-- the achievement of the^^ g of nation building and

socio-economic progress and therefore were interested 

;JLn formulating programs which would aid in the, achieve

ment of these goals.

Tom Mboya, a member of the governing elite, 

expresses succinctly-some of the problems faced 1?^

4*- ■■

;v

V:;

'r-

the political leaders in considering the situation of

m*See, for example, Kenya Weekly News. #198^, 
February 21, 196k^ #2001, June 19, ^9^^ and #2002, June 26, 
196^. ' It should be noted that the editorial position of 
the Kenya Weekly News has changed considerably since the 
early days of 1964 and could not now be described as the 
paper of the white farmers.

44:
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. unemployed youth v/lngers

.Once the youth are .organized, they have to be dis
ciplined and—what is even more Iraportant'—they 
have to be kept occupied, fo^othef^ discipline ■ 
disappears, l^^hen they are. on full time party work, 
they must be properly' looked laffter. Otherw^l^^ 
whenever-there is a clash betx^een leaders »• the 
temptatlph: Jtp'^^^b services is great .' There

_ have been many allegations in Kenya'that youths 
have been bought this way. to do jobs:, for quai^^ 
leaders, jobs which were not necessarily in the 
party's interests. Before independence it is 
difficult to give the youths constructive wbr^^^^^^ 
a day to day basis, because what vjork is a-vailabie 
depends on the party's plan. But after indepen
dence, it Is easier to employ them on;useful projects. 
The way, in which the Ghana iou'th Ploheers evre organ
ized is-an example of a good means of exploitIhg 
the full pobentiai of the country's manpower; it can^ • 
it is tpue, be a dangerous weapon if it is misused 
and if 'the youths are not taught to belie've‘'in a 
certain type of discipline
entirely on their* own to find jobs on the normal 
labor market , because in our newly developing ' 
countries there 'Will not be enough ordinary employ
ment for ail of them, and they could become a 
liability to the nation...

ifhile bhe governing elite was confronted with a

: need -to find a means of occupying youth wingers' time,

in the attitudes and per-

•V..

>Je cannot leave them«

it also felt thal^changes

spectives of the youth toward their role in Kenya were 

imperative. The period of opposition and of destruction
■ 4 ^ ■ . . . . . .

of the colonial- order^had been successfully completed.

A period of construction to achieve the goals of nation 

building and socio-economic progress would-require not 

disruptive and anti-regime activities but the hard work

.■'v.

VV--

^'Tom Mboya, Freedom and‘After (Bostons Little, 
Brown and Company, 19^3), PP* 88-89.
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., ,.of all citizens. The governing elite sought to employ 

the youth service as a device for Incorporating the 

youth in a physical and emotional context into the 

tasks which faced Kenya and to project an im^^ 

yduth as an element Of the pibpulatlon making an active , 

and impbrta;nt cbhtrihutiotf deveilppment of the

natibnv"'^: ■ ^

in similar fashion the governing elite sbught 

to encourage hniiiy among the various trlhes. Kenya’s 

history of strong trihal loyalties was mentioned in 

Chapter Two. Also mentioned was the fact that in the
e

period ipnediately prior to independence the tribal and 

political factions in Kenya tended to merge into two

The policy of regionalismpartiesr^KANU and 

pursued by KABU red^ the desire of the smaller

tribes to protect themselves and their political inte

grity against what they apparently feared would be the

domination of a centralized government controlled by

Since 1963 the Ken-

.o-.'rs.

the. more nimerous Kikuyu and Luo. 

yatta Government has sought to project its image as a

truly national government which works for the benefit 

of and seeks the active support of all Kenya citizens.

In considering the objectives of the youth service, the

gbyerhihg elite sought means by which the service
'i;

could contribute to achieving the goal of national unity. 

The first public indication that the governing"<■

'\y:.■9
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elite was considering- esta‘bllshin«n'fc of a youth service 

V7as Included in the reply of the Minister of Labour

Mr. Mwendwa, on-No^tember 14; 1963and Social Services,

.to the motion of Mr. Gachago whicfeb^^^^^^^^^^^ 

ment-sponsored youth program.^ Mr. Mwendwa* s reply

accepted the motion on behalf of the Goverimeht a^

announced that plans for a youth: program were beir^

In explaining the directiondeveloped at t^

that the program would take, he Indicated thdt special

attention was being Siven to unemployed youth between

T entnt iyi^lansthe ages of eighteen and twenty-five.

calledfor these youths to work on projects of national 

He also stated that attempts to alleviateImportance.

the pro^ems of uneiDployed youth would hot be confined

to those youths who had supported KANU or to youth who 

cdme fMm triben fron^^^w^ the KANU Government had 

drawn its yeleCtordi support; on the contrary, solutions 

would be planned on a nationwide basis and would in

clude youths from all areas of the country and from 

all tribes.^

"m.
• •■■,0 .

These two tentative proposals were subsequently 

incorporated as basic objectives of the youth service. 

They received one of their most concise enuhciatlons in

^See above, pp. 81-82.

^Kenya Parliament, House of Representatives, Debates. 
November 4^, -1963.

■a;
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. a speech by the Prime Minister, Jorao Kenyatta, on the 

occasion of a passing-out parade-of the youth service.

He statedI

I salute you in the knowledge that you repiresent 
, our nation’s most important asset. The development 

1 of Kenya depends largely bn the enthusiasm, courage, 
and strength of our youth. Before these qualities . 
can be used to the full, however, they mus&^^ b^ 
strengthened with'discipline and unity. The National 
Youth Service was formed to provide this.

As for unity, you have come from every part of 
It malces me glad to see young representatiy^ 

of every tribe and area standing shoulder to shoulder 
.as-fcbrothers. This is an example to the country, and 
it must be followed in every aspect of our national 
life. Ybu have been trained as Junior Leadei*s, and 
you are about to be phtrusted with a share of respon- 
^sibllity for the guidahOe' of those thousands of young 
people who will follow you into the fJatipnal Youth 
Service. You haye the great task in front Of you of 

• helping to build'good citizens, and of channeling the 
zeal and energy of youth into true nation building.

This task may take you into isolated parts of 
Kenya; it will mean hard work; there will be many 
difficulties that you must overcome. I know that I 
can rely on yoirr courage and loyalty to overcome 
every obstacle, and that you will make the National 
Youth Service the spearhead of our struggle against 
ignorance, poverty and disease.^

In summary, members of the governing elite had 

multiple interests in the establishment of a youth ser- 

Vice. As politicians elected to office they were inter

ested in satisfying the ■needs of unemployed youth, es

pecially those connected with the youth wing and in a 

position of potential political power and influence.

r; •

jrV

. . .. .
Jomo Kenyatta, Harambeet. ed. Anthony Qullen 

(Nairobi: East African Printers Ltd., 196^), p. 95*
The speech was presented in Nairobi on October I3, 196^!'. ,
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As national leaders they were interested in preventing any
•a-' a,

social disruption which migh* be initiated by the youth if 

their de!nahds vre^{^^^^U^ As national leaders they

also intended not only to satisfy the needs of a specific 

group but further to enable th« scarce resources of Kenya 

to be_ utilized in pr<ier to benefit the comitiunity in general.

:.a'

JlheeUnemb^ Crisis 1

The origins of the Kenya iiational Youth Service 

- are found, in part, in the pressures by the youth wing 

placed upon individuals in decision-malcing capacities in 

the political parties and the Government and in the reaction 

of the decision-makers' to these pressures. However, the 

exact date when the governing elite formally committed 

,itself to establishing the youth Service was the result 

oi potentially serious social and political unrest which 

occurred in Kenya in^the early months of 1964. 

situation dictated that the youth service be initiated 

as quickly as possible, although plans at that time were 

still incomplete and no attention had been given to 

developing an administrative framework or to obtaining 

relevant resources. The cause of this unrest was the

4

This

A,
,v#i:

acute unemployment situation in Kenya in general and in 

Nairobi in particular.

As was mentioned, in Chapter Two, Kenya is a 

predominantly agricultural country with approximately 

four of every five persons currently living and working

•i:
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r
In rural areas. While there is a commercial farming sector, 

much of this has been controlled by expatriate whites, 

whereas the African agriciiltural ecdnomy is characterized 

primarily by subsistence farming. In terms of manpower, 

Kenya’s business and industrial sector, when compared with 

agriculture, is small. Out of a total population in 1964 

of just under nine million people of whom about four , 

million are considered adults of age, the total

reported wagewearning employment figure for the business, 

industrial, and public sectors was only 589iOOQ.

Beginning in I96O Kenya underwent a period of 

economic stagnation reflecting the effect of imcertainty 

for the future .of Kenya, felt by the European and Asian 

: communities dnd by foreign investors. There was a marked 

reluctance to invest or to expand enterprises at a time 

when pplitibal instability was present and when fear of

-r

1

expropriation by an African government was widespread. 

The stagnation was also the resialt- of prolonged severe 

weatlier conditions during i960 and I96I. 

a drought followed by unusually heavy rainfall which 

together caused widespread crop failure.

A'These included

One effect of the ecpnomic stagnation was the 

depression.of an already small wage paying employment

^Unless otherwise stated the>figures found in this 
section are taken from the Republic of Kenya, Statistical 
Abstract 1965. The figure of four million of working age 
Includes both male and f emal.e persons ^

■'i' '■ir:- y-U
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market. In the early I960«s employment opportunities iff ere

not becoming available for the previously unemployed or 

for the young wbrk-se^ entering the job market for
■>

the first time. In fact, sizable hum^ets^of previously

employed persons lost their jobs, thus adding to the ,

Between i960 arid 1963growing numbeis of imemplpyed.
■the reported wage employment figure dropped from 622,200 ;

to"533;300. That Kenya's growing unemployment problem in 

the early i960ts did not lead to a crisis until after 

independence was due in part to the capacity of the 

independence movement to absorb the attentiori pf the 

political leaders and., of those who would otherwise have 

been idle. In addition, many young Africans were looking 

forward to 4XJhUru*' with the expectatioi^'^t^t independence 

would briris jobs. Thus it is not surprising.that there

placed upon either the colonial 

administration or the African governments, in the period 

1961-63 for programs to alleviate unemployment.

The day oi iudependenc^e came and went and, to the 

disillusionment of many Africans, there was no abrupt change 

in their lives. The Jobs and wealth which many had expected 

-to be concomitant with independence did not materialize. 

Beginning in mid-January 1964 and extending into March 1964 

the frustration of the unemployed in Nairobi was manifested 

in a series of demonstrations, often Involving huridreds of 

Jobless. The first.sizable demonstration occurred.on

r-
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January 1?. and was typical of those that fpllowed, 

prior to noon al)out 500 ■unemployed persons 

the l^hoOT marchecL past-the- Prime Minister’s

Officfe toward the Parliament Building where they stopped and 

held a rally. One of the unemployed addressing the rally

Just,
1

demanded that the Government take Immediate actibh to

Independence; had comesolve the unemployment problem, 

ahd gorib, he stated, but arrests were still being'made ; 

and those arrested were still being sent back to resef'^s

The Government was acciised of doing 

The speech -was greeted

1
against their will, 

nothing to create jobs for them, 

with shouts of ''Uhuru na Taabu" (freedom and suffering)
2

3
by other demonstrators.

Research into reports and records of thesedemonstra- 

tipndrand interviews'with peo who were in Nairobi at

of the methods by which the British admlhistra- 
tion handled the problem of the unemployed in the urban areas 
was to have the police take the. Jobless into cxistody and send

areas in the countryside.

the .1961 elections KANU’s main electoral 
slogan was "Uhuru naKenyattay a slogan in swahili which 
associated the call^ for freedom and Independence -with a 
call for the release of Jomo Kenyatta. The shouts of 
"Uhuru na Taabu" indicated the depth of friistratlon and 
bitterness felt by these Kenyans. Their hard fought strugle 
for freedom had been won but no signs of its ekpectcd bene
fits had materialized. Life \mder the Kenyatta. Gbyern- 
ment for them meant a cbhtinusttion.of the sUffering'and

3eAS. January 18. 1964.

*
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the time and who were later associated with the youth 

' service have indicated that a majority of these demonst 

tors were men under the age of thirty. One estimate..

( placed the number of yotihg men participating in the 

\ demphstrations as high as seventy-five per-cent. They 

were characterized varlbusly as being emigres from the

r,ural areas, primary school dropouts arid graduates and 

jrqung activists frbm the‘resistance movement and the 

political youth wings.

It is difficult to,state whether or not there 

were political motivations behind the demonstrations. 

At-the time there was a great deal of maneuvering for.

The general con-

■I

political power and position in Kenya, 

census bfthbsa interviewed was that the demonstrations.

were riot directed by^a group or groups using labor

Rather, they were manifesta-iinrest for political ends, 

tions of post-independence-frustration on the part of

unemployed young men who hoped by their actions to call 

attention to their plight. .'.'Jhile the demonstrations did 

not erupt into mob violence and do not seem to have been 

instigated for political ends, the potential for both was 

present and apparent to the governing elite.

A series of cabinet meetings was held in late

/‘Vt

Janufitry and early February to seek immediate means of

Meetings were also:alleviating the unemployment ixroblem. 

held between a cabinet committee arid representatives of
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■ the Federation of Kenya Employers and of the Kenya Federar 

tlon of Lahonr. As a result of these deliberations a 

short-term program was instituted to provide immediate 

relief for the unemployed. This prog^^^

the Tri-partite igreemient for the Belle of the Uhemplpyed 

was signed on February 10, 1964. ■ Private employers agreed 

to increase their labor force by lO per cent wi% 

Government agreeing to raise Its labor force by 15 pet 

cent, each for a period bf one year. In return tl;e unions

agreed to end all^ wage demands and to ban strikes, for

It was estimated that the agreement woiild costone year.

priyate employers and extra wage bill of'*0-2,500»000 ^•^id 

the Government an additional £2,000,000 while absorbing
1

40,000 to 50, 000 ibf an estimated 100,000 unemployed.

^ the agreement revealed a

tendency to underestimate the size of the unemployment 

nrbblem and to ovbr^t^ number fbr whom ei^loy-

raent could be found-. Approximately 205*100 men and ,

18,1300 women registered as_^Job-seekers in early 1964.

In September. I965 the Government anno-unced that 38,000 

had obtained employment and that roiighly 70 Per cent 

of those employed had been retained in permanent positions^. 

The breakdown-by public and private sectors was as 

followsT~2,8,000 by private employers; 8,800 by the 

Kenya Government; and 1,500 by local governments.

■4.

4
■I

*
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^EAS. Febrmry 11, 1964. 

^BAS. September 16, I965.
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While the results of the agreement did not reach early 

expectations, the agreement did accomplish much of what 

it set out to do for it provided a means of immediate 

relief for a fairly sizable proportipn of the^^^^^^^^ 

and thus helped to relieve the pressure of a potehtia.lly' 

serious sltuOfion. 1 ■

Another result of the demonstration by the unem- 

ployed in Nairobi was the decision by the governihg- 

elite to begin itai^lismehtatlon of plans for a youth ser- 

vice as quickly as possible. This decision was influenced 

by the pressure for a'^youth program which had been build-

ing up since mid-1963 and by the presence among the demon-

bn January 30,strators of many young political activists.

196b tbe Minisb and Social Services announced

thab the Goveibbeht of Kenya would establish the National

This service would recruit imemployed menlouth^ S ervice * 

befeweeb tbe a&es of fifteen and thirty from all racial

and tribal groups for the-purpose of working on projects 

of national and'^egjjO^b inportance.

4;

Work on the estab-

lishment of this service was to given top priority by

1 ■ ‘the Government.
:4.;'

Existing Organizations for Education and Traininp:
of unemployed Out-of-School Youth

A final factor influencing the decision of the 

governing elite to establish the youth service was the

^BAS. January 31. 196b.
i:'
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•■•V'V lack of existing alternatives for meeting the needs of 

the "older youth," especially the political activists.

were public and pu’lvate orgariiza- 

tions for education and training of -imemployed,^^^^^p 

of-sohool youth bht fbr a variety of reasons these were 

not adequate fdr the task required. .

Public Organizations 

The prltiiary existing public organization was the' 

Kenya Asspciation of ]fouth Centers. The youtl^-centers 

had originated in Nyeri District in 195? and by I962 

there were 159 mainly rural centers.. At these centers 

youth between the ages of nine and nineteen whp were 

not at the time attending formal primary or secondary 

schppi were given academic and vocational training to

haipithem find emplpyment in agriculture or in indus-

The scheme was based upon the principletrial trades.

of self-help with the land for the center b.eing donated 

by.the local community, the buildings constructed by 

voluntary community effort and the staff salaries paid

The Central Government pro-
■i::

by the local authorities.

vided an Executive Officer for the Association and. 

grants-in-aid. Other f\mds came from overseas phil

anthropic organizations.

By 196^^ the youth centers had encountered diffi- ' 

cultles. In that year the Central Government, which 

had previously provided the centers with financial
A'

%
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grants on a matcjiing pound for pound basis, reduced-'4ts 

grant to a total for all centers of £ 1,000 a year.

This -placc^^^^ burden for supporting thS

■youth centers on local governments who often in

A. combination of this lack: of ;poor finahoial shape.

"financing, a, failure to engage instructors of adequate
t'.

'V.

standards, and the absence of any clear rewards in 

terms of enhanced -status or earning powers -were key 

factors Which led to a general deterioration of the 

centers and a decrease in membership.^

•The youth centers asa separate organization 

into which could be chatinel'ed the older unemployed 

did not provide a feasible alternative. It is highly 

doubtful, given the low status of the .youth centers

of focusing on

that -the older unemployed youBhr-would 

have accepted the yOu'th centers, as an organization 

designed to meet their.needs.

3

1
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Private Organizations

There-were also a number of private organizations

i

■>

x-rhich provided education and training for xmemployed,

Some of these such as the church-

.:5
,1

1out-of-school youth 

supporte.d Christian Industrial Training Centre (CITC)
.. ?•.

4
1;■V

^Christian Council of Kenya, op. cit., p. 59.
For more information on the youth centers see G. W. Grif
fin, "The Development of Youth Centres in Kenya," Inter
national Laboirr Review. LXXXVIII (July,. I963).
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are considered excellent institutions while others as • 

noted below tend to perform a disservice to the youth. 

The problem with such organizationsCITC is

that, owing to limited finances, they pan only aid

As of 1964, the GITC hada small number Of youths, 

an annual intake of only seventy-.-five youths a year.

Notorious among the organizations' which tend 

to perform a disservice to the^youth are many of the - 

private commercial cdlleges. These collegesi whose 

standards are usually low, provide priniary school 

leavers with courses in various commercial skia.ls. ; 

All too often the training which the youths-received 

In these. Golleges Is-of q.uestlonable quality and may 

be worthless in/helplng them to obtain employment.

Objectives
.

The decision to establish a youth service made 

by the governing elite in Kenya was the result of a 

combination of factors stemming from the general unem- 

ployment. problem in Kenya and from the specific unem

ployment problem faced by certain youths who had been 

politically active in the Independence movement. Pri

marily through the organization of the KAWU youth wing 

and through personal contact with individual Members of 

Parliament, farty politicians and trade unionists, the 

needs of the youth had been articulated to the decision

%■

■vyi;

makers in Kenya. The unrest in early January 1964- ^

■s .V-'
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underlined the need for programs to relieve unemployment

and influenced the governing elite to establish the youth

From this point of view theservice as one such program, 

youth service was a program designed to meet the needs of

a specific grohp^-youth who had been associated with the

WhateverKANU youth wing or with the party in general. 

form the service was to take and whatever objectives

it inight be given, the heeds of this group would have tov 

be attended. A new organization was required as existing 

organizations functioning to-aid unemployed youth were 

inadequate or imsulted to meet the Specific needs of 

this group. I

A second objective also stemmed from the unrest

The governing eliteamong the members Of the youth wing*

Saw in the ypiibh wih^ potentially disruptive group in

the society. Jy meahs of recruiting youth wing members

meeting their demands, and

specifically, by.giving many of them leadership roles, 'S'

the "^Government sought to control this group throi;^ a

The youth service would be anpolicy of inclusion, 

organization which recognized the role which the members

of the youth wing had played and which utilized their 

talents. By providing an organization which would in

clude, youth wing members and by making the economic 

livelihood of these members dependent upon a Government- 

sponsored organization, the expectation was that the
'i..
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youth service would provide a means of control’ over 

■ this politically, important grdu^

The governing elite was su’b'ject to other influences 

; and.cohsiderati^ in its decision about the form the 

service would take. In attempting to have the youth 

service contribute to attaining the goals of nabion 

building and socio-economic progress, the governing 

elite sought to' esteiblish a youth service which would 

recruit not only uhemplpyed KANU youth but also unem

ployed youth who had been-associated with othe^^ Poli’tical 

parties, and unemployed youth who had had no connections 

with politicai activities. It was also to be an organi- 

■ zation which would set the youth to work on projects con-, 

tributlng to the economic development of the nation.

The general objectives of the youth service,

: formulated by the governing_elite, which have served as

planning and to operationalizing the service 

were stated in the I966-7O Development Plan:

The objectives of the National Youth Service are—

V (a) to put unemployed young people into an environment 
tb^ (Will inculcate good citizenship and provide 
an opportunity ,to contrlbiite to the soblal and 
economic development of. the co\mtry;-

(b) to promote national unity by bringing together young 
persons from all areas of Kenya for training and 
work in projects of national Iraportancej

(c) to help alleviate unemployment and hardship among ' 
you^? persons by providing employment, education ;; 
and;training to preparev them for ftiture productive;: 
emplb^eht after completion of their? service; and

I
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(d) to Contribute to the economy of the,.country by 
helping to conserve, rehabilitate and develop 
Kenya's natural resources.^

To this official list of objectives is added two more

the research carried out bn the brigih^ the^^^^^^^^

Natibnal South ServiperCl) the youth service is to provide _

an immediate means whereby the demands of at least a portion

,._of-the members of the youth wing could t)e metv ;ab<^C^) the

youth service is . to provide the governing elite with bne^^ ^ ^

means of obtaining a degree of control over a potentia.lly

disruptive group in society.

There were at least two directions whtch the youth

service could take based upon the above objectives and

First, a youththe oircumstanbes which gave rise to them, 

service program could be structured in such a way as to

meet the demands of the youth wing while developing a

image and engaging in constructive nation 

building programs was the original intention of the

governing elite. Secondly, it could develop into-an 

adjrSibt of the KA.NU party and. overtly serve the ends of 

the party. The second alternative, although a possibility, 

was not adopted during the initial years of the service.

As will be noted in succeeding chapters, the youth service 

initially developed along the lines envisaged .by the . 

governing elite. However,, owing lio circumstances surrounding 

the planning and operationalization of the service the

%

Republic of Kenya, Development Plan 1966-1970. 
OP. cit.. pp. 328-29.
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the emphasis on meeting the demands of the youth wing 

members was gradually- phased out with the servio^ 

increasingly beopmlng a relati¥ely apolitical nation 

building and vocational training brgahlzatiOn for Kenya 

y o ut h i
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CHAPTER FOUR

v<:

--• The PiiiaL scheiC which provided the-^^.f^^

for the yoTJ&h Sjsrvice w^ result of two separate

One was undertaken atand distinct planhing efforts. 

the initiative of'the Government of Kenya and carried .

out under the sponsorship :Of the Ministry of^ and

Social Services. The man primarily responslhle for this 

plan is a former^ritish citizen, Mr. Geoffry Griffin.

Mr. Griffin ha^ hegm career in youth work

in 1957 as youth adviser to the Kenya Association of 

; Youth Ce^^ director of the privately oper

ated 3 tar eh e Boys Schp^^ WhSn the youth service began . 

its operations, Griffin was named its first director.

■ A second planning effort was initiated independ

ently by a US/^ipKensra^^^s and was channeled into

the planning'process through the Ministry of Agriculture.. 

The AID staff member, Mr. Leland Fallon, had previously 

■ worked with the; United States ^Civilian Conservation Corps 

during the I930»s,

The organization described in the final plan which 

was the resiilt of~these two planning efforts was oriented

I:
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to ^-fork and vocational training. There x^ere fex^ indiGatlon& 

of any "political” overtones to the proposed service, 

only mention made of the yoiith -wing wds that the service 

x^oxjld.make use of the leadership ahilities of the young,

The

sxKih as those ih the yoxith x-rlrig, . -who had played a part
Sox^eyer,, the recruitxnentin the-.independeme. mOvemisnt. 

system adopted for: the- seryice shortly after the plan

x-ras foi'Miated indicated that many of the recruits XAToxild 

be political actiyiSts.^

. .  The Kenya Government sought to obtain financial

aid from the United States Government and adyi^rs from 
the British Gov^nment." Positive responses to these

However, activerequests were quickly forthcoming, 

competition for aid and influence in the Kenya youth

■ ser^icb chme from^^t^ Israeli Government. Based xipon.

in Israel and in aiding

other youbh sery-ice bype organizations in Africa, the 

Israelis.held profoxindly different .yiews about x^hat a
%

4;-:
youth service organization should emphasize from those.:::„ 

represented in the Kenya youth seiVice plan. The Is

raelis, after reviex-jring the plan for the NTS, submitted 

a memorandxm to the Kenya Government proposing certain
■v'

significant changes, Chief among these were the intro

duction of a strongly ideological component to the ser

in the Israeli view, the success or failxiret-v^^yice;

^Por Information on the recruitment system of the 
NTS, see belo7?, pp. 189-92.

■

4,-
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of the proposed seirvice depended upon the extent to which

the service could impart to the youth a sense of national

Goncdmitant .goals.and their role in achieving these goals, 

with this was a more conscious r-ecognition of the relation-

• "siiip between the service, the KANU youth wing and

the KANU party. Although these suggestions were hot : 

accepted, the Israeli alternative is important in that ^ 

it. represents a distinctly different approach to youth 

organization in developing countries than the one found 

in the plan drawn up by Griffin and Fallon and supported 

by the British, American,and Kenyan Governments. Xr

This chapter describes "the formication of the plan

e plan, the United 

^s with the Ker^a Govern- 

alternative proposal.

for the NYS, the main components of 

States and British aid ag^

ment * aiid Israa

V The /Flan, of the Ministry of Labour
- ^ . and SociaT Services

of a formal planning effort by the 

Ministry of Labour occurred sometime in late October or 

early November 1963 and coincided with the activity in 

Parliament concerning a youth service program. It was the 

plan developed from this effort which the Government of 

Kenya had available to it when it announced on January 30, 

1964 that a youth service would be established. The

4:

ii':

A',;"

^See above, p. 90.
>■/'
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• criteria upon which the plan was based were listed as

follows:

(1) that the. Organization shal^ fbe ^uly national,
drawing together the youth „6f all racial ,
tribal groups;

(2) that it shall Inculcate patriotism and provide a 
real opportunity of serving the country;

{3) that it;shhll of leadership abilities of
young persons who have played a prominent part in 
political activities (such as yoith Wing abtivitiesh 
during the period leading .up to. independence; ‘

(4) that it shall afford some relief to the present 
chronic unemployment and hardship among young, 
persons in Kenya;

(5) thattunits of the Organization shall he capable of : 
making a genuine economic contribution to the 
building up of the country;

(6) that maximum use shall be made of existing 
facilities, in order that the scheme may involve 
no more expense than is necessary;

(7) that the plan shall be based on actual needs as 
they exist in Kenya, and not merely be a copy of

• home other Cgiuihry’s -scheme. 3^

Ihis plan placed the youth service under the direct 

control of the Kenya Government throxigh an unspecified 

ministry. There would be a-national headquarters in 

Nairobi which would have responsibility for coordinating 

and controlling all branches and units and for ensuring 

policy implementation. The training of leaders and the 

control of camps serving work projects of national impor

tance was .given to the national headquarters. Emphasis was 

placed on the training of leaders, especially for those

■I,

V

^Kenya, Ministry of Labour and Social Services, 
Plan for a National Youth Service for Kenya. I963, (taimeo.)

j.;
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destined to de leaders of field units of 500 men. Gonse- 

quently the plan recommended the establishment of a 

- training camp for leaders. A six month c'purse was envisaged 

with the primary purpose of trainii^ the men in leader

ship and administrative t echniqjues. It was stated that 

"no trouble and expense ■bhould--be spared in ensuring that 

training courses ate run at the highest possible level 

under the direcv^;ipn of the finest staff .obtainable."

The plan was based on the premise that the service 

would have to rely solely upon resources in Keriya. Thus 

maximum -use was to be made of existing facilities. The 

plan proposed to utilize some of the facilities of the 

Youth Centers as the base for developing field units. 

Instructors and training personnel were expected to be 

obtained f’rom the ifpiith Centers, the Boy Scouts and other

which might have personnel with some training 

in youth work. Work projects were to be labor intensive 

utilizing, hand ..tools.

There were three key provisions set forth in this 

Ministry's plan which would later be incorporated as 

features of the youth'service. The first was the provision 

establishing a system enabling the youth to obtain educa

tion and vocational training as well as to work on various 

nation btiilding projects. This was an alternating system 

whereby at any one time one-half of a field unit (250 youths)

»

'.i

'i-

■p'

\

^Ibid.

■v.;vy
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would be receiving education and training while the other .

half would be engaged on work projects. The second p27b
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■■■.•;,■. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Vision established the principle of mixing the youths

from different tribes on national work projects. Finall^^^^ 

provision ^ab miade f or the role which the service would 

' V play in aiding the youth to. find employment after comple

tion of their period of service. The national headquartCrs.^^^^^^ -^^^ 

would gather information regarding the qualities 

employment potential of the youths in the service which ^

would be supplied to the Ministry of Labour. It was hoped 

that all Government departments as well as private Industry 

would refer to this information and would give serious

■i-

consideration to filling their employment need’s from

This indicated ayouth who had been in the service.

pealizafibn on the part of the planners and the governing
■V*. V

elite tliat the problem of employment after service was

It was also a recognitionan impertant one. 

that neither the service nor the Government could

guarantee the youths employment-

The youth in the service would work on a variety 

of local and national work projects such as bush clearing, 

building roads, building schools and clinics, and ca?‘3?ying 

out other community development projects. To accomplish

this work each unit would be supplied with basic hand 

tools. In addition to participating in the work projects, 

the youths, would receive instruction in English, civics,

■'i';

■V
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•■I and mathematics as well as, ini carpentry, metal work and

They would he given a small 

^monthly allowance of shs. 15/- and free-food and lodging. 

Enlistment in the service would be voluntary and for a 

period of one year.

;.- hth:er vocational skills.

The Plan of the Ministry
of Agrlculture

The second effort directed at formulating a plan

for a youth seirvice was initiated by the American AID ,

official, Leland Fallon. In February 1964 Fallon occupied

the position of US/AID Range Management" Adviser to Kenya.
> ■

This was his second tour of duty in Kenya,;:the first 

lasting from early I96I to early I963 when he occupied 

the position of Range Management Adviser to the Ministry 

of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry.

• In May I962 Fallon, based upon what he felt was 

then a need to develop a youth program in Kenya, had 

prpppsed a Civilian Conservation Corps type of program 

to be established for the relief of deprived unemployed

However," at the time he presented this 

proposal conditions were not deemed critical enough 

either by the Kenya Government or AID and the proposal 

was not implemented.

Fallon did nothing further with his proposal for 

a youth program in Kenya until January 1964 when he heard 

that the Kenya Government planned to establish a youth

(

V-w.

vV "

youth in Kenya•

■;

>■
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service. Thinking that possibly the Government had hot yet ■ 

developed -a, concrete plan for the service, Fallon ”on 

impulse" prepared a brief document ehtltied "Proposal 

- for Establishment of Kenya National Youth Camps." He 

discussed this prbjjosal first with his superiors at AID/ 

Kenya. On February 15, 196^ presented it on an informal 

basis to the Director bf the Department of Agriculture of

'y'}K

r-

1 i:-

the Kenya Ministry of Agriculture.

The proposal which Fallon submitted drew upon his 

GCC experience. It had as its primary objective the

creation of a miformed, disciplined service which would 

provide youths with employment and training} deyelop Kenya*s 

natural resources} and work on projects of rational and 

local benefit. The general administration and co-ordina

tion of the to be under a Director of Kenya

National Youth Service* Included in his duties would be 

the determination Of’ policies and procedures to govern 

the establishment and operation of the camps} approval of 

the establishment of camps} and the allocation of Central 

Government funds for their operation and development. 

However, the operation of the camps, including the appoint- 

ment and supervision of the officers of the camps would 

be luider the ministry having jurlsdlctiotn over the principal

"1-

^Letter from Leland Fallon, AID/Brazil, April 7, 
1967. Fallon's tour of duty in Kenya had ended before this 
writer arrived in Kenya. Upon this writer’s return to the 
United States he sent Fallon a series of questions regarding 
the youth service. Fallon's reply was in the form of a 
twelve page letter dated April 7, 1967*-

:■

1'
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Foi* exan^le , iSt :C■ work project of the camp 

for range development would be under the jiirisdictlon of

the Ministry of Agriculture, while aicamp established for

national park development would be under the jurisdiction
■:

Of the Ministry Of

::__ , Talents pla^^^ organizing the servicemen
along military iinea for the pt^ deireloplng and

Military drill would also be>

.Vr'-

malntaihlhg disciplinc. 

employed for this purpose. T suggested primary unit
4

of the service was the company, to.be composed of approxi

mately fifty men subdivided into two platoons and each

Platoon and-se[uadplatoon into two or more squads, 

leaders were to be taken from the ranks of the enlistees.

Hesponsiblllty for the operation of.the camp would be 

vested In an e^cecutlve officer. In addition, a training

be given ^responsibility for developing

for the enlistees, 

on both local and national 

project's. The criteria for selection of projects included 

proper planning, technical soundness and that they involve 

a high component of labor. Mechanical and hand tools' 

necessary for the project would be supplied to the youth. 

In addition to this work, the servicemen would receive 

educational and vocational skills instruction.

■Ijr,

v'

0:

1

1

^Leland Fallon, "Proposal for Establishment of Kenya 
National Youth Service Camps, •) (private document, mimeo. )
V

■i-'V:
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On or about March 1, 1964 Fallon received a 

call 'from the Ministry of AgrlcilLture requesting his 

attehdhhce;at a meetih^ of Agrlcul- '

ture, Mr. McKenzie. Mr. McKenzie had just returned 

from a trip to the United States where he had received 

some encouragement concerning United States aid to a 

youth program—in Kenya. He had been given a copy of 

Fallbh'a-proposal and thought it provided a feasible 

basis from which to Tfork. Fallon was requested to 

draw up a second draft of the plan.working in coopera

tion with an official of the Ministry of Agriculture. 

Fallon’s original draft provided the basis for this 

second draft with the addition of some minor sugges-

';vr'

■ • tlons which had be«^i P^opos®d by the Minister of
«

1
Agriculture.

The Final Plan

A joint meeting for the discussion of the pro

posed youth service was held on March 9» 1964 attended 

by representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture, the 

Ministry of Labour and Social Services and the Ministry, 

of Finance. Prior to the meeting it had been decided 

,that the proposed youth service would be established 

u^ Ministry of Labour and Social Services; and

that this Ministry would have jurisdiction over all the

p-

. ^Fallon, letter of April 7, 1967. loo, cit.

I
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camps in general matters with only jiirisdiction over the 

specific work projects remaining with other ministries.

. Also in attendance at the meeting '^ere^ M Fallon and 

the first time the two.m«n had met. Both 

presented and discussed at consIderahle length. 

decided that the two plans should he integrated and 

palioh-^ere instructed to carry out

•Mr. Griffin- 

plans were 

- It was

Mr. Griffin and Mr. 

this consolidation. On March 13, 196^1' the consplidated : •

'■j.

plan was presented tO a joint meeting and was approved, 

without change.

The youth service plan, in its finad. form, comhin«d

On matters of theeiements of hpth of the original schemes, 

statement of phjectives of the service, of control of the

service a^iof powers and duties of its top leadership.

the final plan incorpprated the provisions set forth in

The criteria used in: of •Lahour’s plan.
formulating that plah now became a statement of objectives

f.

%

of the service. One exception was.the exclusion of the 

criterion which called for the maximum use of existing

yi;

facilities in .Kenya for the prospect of American financial

The service was placed

y;.

aid had made this unnecessary.
%

under the direct control of the Kenya Government through

The prganl-
y;

.the Ministry bf Labour and Social Services, 

zation of the'recruits reflected the influence of the 

plan of the Ministry of Agriculture. In addition to a 

headquarters and a field unit in Nairobi, there was to
i

>-
/<■

•y' ^ ■ 'y'v
;y

•y
•.y
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be one field unit in each of Kenya's regions. Each of 

these field units would have a number of project camps 

where the servicemen would proceed after initial training 

and where the actual work on projects would be caffied 

A commaridant would h« fn. bontrol of each fieldout.

The rearuits were to be divided into sections 

(later to be calfed companies) of one hundred mish each 

led by a section commander with each section divided into 

squads led by trainee assistants.

The servicemen were to work not less than thirty 

hours a week on actual Work projects.

unit.

Initiaily these 

work projects would .be Selected and financed by the 

Central Government but it was envisaged that as the ■ 

service became established it would engage in projects 

selected and partially financed by regional and local 

The remainder of the recruits' time was 

to be deydted to educational classes, vocational training.

authoritles.

■'r:.

The recruits would -be given free food» 

lodging'’, uniforms, and medical treatment. 

be given a monthly payment of shs. 25/-(later reduced to

and recreation.
5'';'

They would also.

shs.20/-) of which shs. 10/- per month would be held in a 

savings account and paid to the servicemen at the termina-

tion of their 'service.

Manpower targets set .forth in the plan called for 

the service to attain a maximum operating size by July 1

At that time.it was expected that the service would

9

1965.
V.,

>1;.ii-
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■ be handling a complement of 10,000 youths. As interim 

targets toward attaining this goal, it was proposed that 

the first training.unit with an initial contingent bf . 

150 recruits be operational by April -30, 1964. Following 

this initial step it x^as proposed that seven field units 

. ..occupied tjy 2,300 recruits, and two pro;iect camps, manned 

by 200 recruits for a total of 2,500 youths be operating 

by August 31, 1964. The third interim target date was 

January 1, 1965 at which time the number of youths in thb 

service was to be raised to 6,000.

The involvement of Fallon in the pla-nnir^ process

of the service was impo,rtant in at least two respects. 

I'Jhile matters of objectives, control of the service, and 

distribution of powers and duties for the leadership were 

decided soielyW the governing elite, Fallon, drawing . 

upon his experience with the Givilian Conseivation Corps, 

contriOtte; substantively to decisions con-

cerning organization of field units and to specific details

More importantly, Fallon’s Involve-of camp development.

ment in the planning process was a positive factor in

enabling the Government of Kenya to obtain financial

All ^ail-aid for the service from the United States, 

able evidence indicates that, although exploratory dis

cussions with the United States Government in Washington

^Kenya, Ministry of Labour and Social Service, 
Plan for a National Youth Service (final draft).,
March 12, 1964. (mimeo.)

X.'
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■ ■ had.already been undertaken by the Kenya Government con-' 

cerning such aid, Fallon knew nothing of these talks and

The result of this initiative

■••V

had proceeded bn his own. 

was to involve ah American in the planning stage, albeit

in an advisory rolei American officials in Kenya who 

favored proviciihg aiii to th« ^^y^ service were able'to

present this fact in their discussions with the;

States Government officials, especially AID personnel in 

Sbme of these' off icials were initiallyWashington.

reluctant to have American money supporting a program 

which Included membehs of African youth wingsi the name

youth wing suggesting to them radical, undisciplined

nationalists.

American and British Aid

Amerloan Assistance

The initial explbratory discussions on the possi

bility of American aid took place in Washington during a 

viSit^^to the United States in late January and early 

. „ February 1964 by two Government of Kenya Ministers—

Mr. James Glchuru, the Minister of Finance, and Mr. Bruce 

McKenzie, the Minlst^ of Agricultiire. • The result of 

these discussions was an indication by high American 

Government officials that, if a sound plan could be 

formulated, assistance for a Kenya youth program might 

be possible. On March 20, 196^, the United States

■%

.....
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to- Kenya, Mr. William Attwood,. retojrhed to the .. 

^ United Stat:ea^fr6m"Kehya for a yoiith service

which had heen prepared by Griffin and Fallon. The plan 

and the proposed form of aid were disc\xssed at top levels 

of the Americah Government. The result was a decision to . 

provide assistance to the Kenya National Youth Service.

One reason for the United States decision was that, 

the United States-Mission to Kenya viewed the demonstra

tions in Nai^-obi in early 196^ as posing a potentially 

serious threat to the stability of Kenya-and the new 

Government. At a minimum United States suppiort for the 

youth service was seen* as helping the Kenya-Government to 

buy time while it got its feet on the ground and could 

develop mprt comprehensive programs for alleviating 

unemploym^^

. A number of AID officials expressed the opinion

that a second reason for the United States assistance 

stemmed from a general policy of the previous Kennedy 

Administration to aid youth programs in developing areas 

whenever there was a. feasible opportunity. AID had

1

I’

M.

participaiteflAn Similar, but smaller programs in Malagasy

These provided precedentsand the Centra,! African Repxiblic. 

for the United States commitment in Kenya.
-v

^In his recent book Attwood relates the events 

surrounding the decision to provide aid to the youth service. 
He notes that at various tinies the plan was discussed with 
President J Dean Rusk, - and Robert Kennedy. Kennedy
was-then Chairman of the Inter-Agency Youth Committee.
William Attwood, The Reds_ and the Blacks (New York1 Harper. 
and Row, I967), pp. 160-^4.

-V
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A third reason for the decision was an apparent 

American helief that if United States aid was not forth

coming, certain Eastern Bloc countries would be willing 

to provide such ass'isiahte. In his bpok Attwood states 

that: . . ■

We heard reports that both the Russians and the - 
Chinese were prepared to finance this projec-fc in 
order to model it after their own ComraMist?Ibuth 
Brigades, complete with indoctrination by hand- 
picked instructors.1

It cannot be determined whether or not these reports had 

basis in fact, andwhether or not the Kenya Government 

would have turned to Eastern Bloc countries for aid. 

However, resea-rch indicates that considerations along 

these lines were involved in the final United States

- .decision.

Both the Uhited: States Government and the Govern

ment of Kenya were in agreement that the United States 

aid wpiild take the form and material

assistance rather than "talking" assistance. Neither
> ?■;

i

government was anxious to have United States personnel

physically involved in advising the youth service. The

Kenya Government did not desire this for either internal
■ii

or external political reasons. It was felt that an

American presence in the youth service would cause 

problems with the mor-e nationalist elements in-KANU and 

in the KANU youth wing. The United States Government

■M:

p. 160.■:/

i::'

■i;,;
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. f elt -that to involve American personnel wotild be to provide, 

the Eastern Bloc countries with the basis for a request to 

participate in the youth service. ^

The final agreement for American.aid specified a 

sum of three million dollars to be provided through AID

- over a period of ’ three years for the purchase of supplies

and equipment ranging from uniforms, shoes, and belts to
•, 1.

trucks;', bdlldpzers, ’arid rpadgraders. The three million 

dollar figure was based oh the assumption that most Of 

the supplies and equipment would be obtained through the 

United States 608 Excess Equipment Program, a scheme 

whereby countries desiring low cost equipment can'Obtain 

used American military equipment. The usual procedure is 

: that the etiuii^ free wi-^ the recipient

paying 15 per cent of the original cost of the vehicle 

for rehabilitation. The United States also agreed to 

provide certain foodstuffs through the PL 480 program.

The size and form of the American aid enabled 

the ^uth service to engage in work projects above the 

hand tool level at which most youth service type programs

As time went on , the youth.

.-S':

2
im Africa ■have had to work.

^U.S., US/AID. Project Agreement Between the Agency 
for Ihternatiohal Development (AID), An'Agency of the Govern
ment of the United States of America, and the Governmeih^ of 
Kenya. Project Number ^i6-ll"990-i23. Agreement number■
123-1-414, June 16, 1964. ' . - ^

^A number of the advisers to the service who work 
directly with the youth noted the importance of the rr.. 
mechanical isqulpment as an incentive to work. Getting

i'-;-
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service leadership was able to foster an,image of the service 

. as an organization Which enabled the youth of the country 

to engage in large , scale Work pro jecf s:!^^^c 

the development of the nation. The service evenfeually^ 

reached a ppint at which It was specifically stated that 

it would.not engage in projects which could be handled 

by community development efforts such as building schools 

and clinics. - By fostering this image of the youth servibe 

as providing as (St* vice to tlie community, the leadership 

hoped to secure a continuing position for the youth 

service in Kenya.

.'S

..s!.

1

%
British Assistance

Given the decision not to involve American

personhei in an advlsoi’y capacity to the youth service, 

the Kenya Government recaested a team of advisers from 

the British Governmeht. The advisers were to be

the youth to perform manual labor using hand tools, given 
the low pay of the service, was very difflctilt. The oppor- 
tunlty“'to obtain some training in operating a bulldozer or ' >'*•
other piece of equipment proved to be an important work 
incentive

■'.K

V'

't':!

^One potential drawback to the American aid is the 
fact that it resulted in the youth service being^^^^^^^a 
mechanized organization. The youth service in I966 had 
between 400 and 5OO new and used American cars, trucks, 
and pieces of road building equipment. The costs pf main
tenance and replacement of these vehicles is high. As-long 
as the- American aid program was in effect the cost of the 
vehicles did not pose a major problem for the NYS. However, 
the American aid program was due to end in 1967* Officials 
in the Ministry related to this writer that they felt a 
serious financial problem concerning replacement of 
vehicles would begin to confront the NYS by late I968.
See below,pp.
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administrative'and training officers in the youth ^

• service. Personnel from Britain were sought f^r^t 

familiarity with the British akministrative system from 

which the Kenyan administrative system' is. modeled. It 

was felt that the British advisers would be of irane- 

- diate assistance while adylsers from other countries 

would first have to familiarize themselves with the 

British administrative system.

The British GdV^rhment, through its Ministry of 

Overseas Development, agreed to provide eight advisers 

to the youth service; one staff offioer to assist in 

the headquarters operations and seven training officers 

(only six were actually recruited) to assist in the 

operatibns of the seven proposed field units.

British advisers had had pre

vious experience in Africa, four in East Africa, 

of the seven had also had previous experience in youth 

work, although none in.working with a youth service 

type'Brgani2^tion. One had lived in Kenya most of his 

life and had been associated*with Griffin in his work 

with Starehe and the Youth Centers. A second had been 

a military instructor of a junior leader company of the 

Rifles, while a third had worked in com- 

mimity development in Uganda. The remaining two advisers 

with previous youth work experience had worked with yoiath 

in Britain, one associated with the Young Men’s Christian

b.

Five
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Association and the other as a community youth organizer. •,

The Israeli Alternative Proposal

The introduction British advisets to the 

posed a political problem for the Kenya Governmenti 

It placed,expatriates from the country from which Kenya 

had'^^Just won its independehce in an organization which 

would be serving a primarily rM nationalist clien

tele. To forestall any potential political embarrassment 

over tt^s, additional advisers and a large number of tech

nical personnel were sought from m„ultl-lateral soirrces and. 

from countries which were not closely identified with West- 

. ern colonialism ,dr with Russia or China. One such country .

h-'

%

from which additional advisers were sought was Israel. '

The Israelis have had a considerable amount of

experience in planrilng and developing youth service type 

organizations both in Israel and in African countries. - 
. Their own national yo'uth organizations, the Gadna and the 

Nahal, serve as models for their advisory work' abroad.

The Gadna is a youth organization for post-elementary 

school youth. Its activities combine para-mllitary traln?^ 

ing with educational and sports activities and work on 

public service projects. The latter activities include 

in immigrant villages, road construction, and
V

help in hospitals. The Nahal is an organization within 

the Israeli Array which combines military service with 

agricultural training and settlement pioneering. After
j:
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. ■ basic training Nahal units move to frontier areas near
'v.l

Arab countries where they establish, develop, and defend

new Israeli agricultural settlements.

There is a strong emphasis Irt both the Qadna^

Nahal erganizationsr upon ■developing the social and eivic ,

consciousness of tha youth and in instilling In them a
2

sense of national purpose. This emphasis is In part 

due to the particular situation of the Israelis in which 

they face hostile neighboring coxmtrles. They feel that 

it is necessary to make a conscious effort to impart to 

their youth a sense of national purpose and tb impress 

upon them their important role- in building and defending 

the country. The Israeli experience has demonstrated to 

them that ihien^t^ successfully the result is a

youth organization whose members are highly motivated to 

carry out whatever tasks they are assigned.

ThS Israelis to plan and have supplied

advisers to youth .service type organizations in a nmber

.

i

t

i!
' J.

of African'coTmtrles inclucling Tanzania, Malawi> Ghana, and 

the Central African Republic. Their approach in these • 

youth services Includes the stress on developing social

■1: :

-/

1 .. .
Mordechal Krelnln, Israel and Africa (New- York* 

Frederick A. Praeger, 1964), pp. 96-99» See also 
C. Rosslllion, "Economic and Social Work for Young People 
during Defence Service; the Israeli Formula", International 
Labour Review. Vol. 93. No. 1, January I966.

it:

^Kreinin, op. cit.. p. 98.
:'k‘.
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and civic consciousness and instilling national purpose 

found in the Gadna and Nahal. For example, in late 1959 

the Ghana Government requested that the^ a -

teani of advisers to reorganize_and supervise the formerly

■;‘v

British-advised Workers Brilsade. In a preliminary study 

the team conclud.ed that the primary problem of the Brigade 

'was its. iack^.Of. ^purposfiv'

The Israeli approach to the proposed Kertya 

National youth Service was another example of their views 

on youth services. The representatives sent to 

reviewed the final NYS plan and expressed serio'us reser

vations. They were particularly, concerned that the 

planners had not recognized what the Israeli experience 

had shown to of the youth service

type organization. A. youth service is a focal point of an 

effort to involve the youth in the nation's struggle fdr 

dev suoh i’t is different from the Boy Scouts,

the Youth Centers, or the Givllian Conservation Corps.

The. Israelis felt that the proposed NYS was an enlarged 

youth center or CCC organization and that it ommitted 

critical ideological and political components designed to 

involve the youth in the nation building effort.

The Israeli representatives submitted to the Kenya

f

■i::

»»w

^Ibid., Pi 100.

^Anon.-, A National Youth Service in Kenya (memo from 
•Israeli Governmental representatives to the Ministry of 
Labour and Social Services, Government of Kenya, 196t),(mimeo.)

;V'x'
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’Government" an alternative proposal in which they set forth - 

the changes which they felt needed to he made# The prin

cipal aims of the Kenya NYS, as proposed by the Israelis,
•r'

were.*

(1) Above a:Il to Imbue the youth of Kenya wibh a, love 
for the whole country and not only for their own 
regipnsji'v.

'■.i.

(2) To become a strong support for the Govefjmient and 
the Pa:rty;

(3) To be on call for the execution of varibus urgent 
national tasks.

To achieve the above mentioned objectives not only 
in theory blit in practive; a Youth Movement must-be 
conscious of its Own importance in the task of N .
Building.X

As a first step toward achieving these objectives the 

Israelis proposed the establishment of youth leadership 

trainirig npurses prior to any further implementation of ^ 

the youth service. It vjras felt that only ^ on this founda- 

tion could there arise a unified and viable youth movement 

in Kenya.

. s.^. The .ultimate success of the Youth Movement will 
depend on the complete identification of all the 
members with the Movement, and the identification of 
the Youth Movement with National aims and objectives, 
’.'/hile technical and vocational training are important, 
it must be stressed that the vital aspect of the course 
is the building up in the instructors of this spirit 
of identification and national purpose which they, in 
turn, will Impart to all the members of the Youth 
■Movement in their own Regions.o

-
The creation of a youth organization which has a

9 ]•i

4.
'‘x>

.li ^
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Strong ideological component and one of the primary purposes

of i^hich is "to become a strong support for the Government 

and the Party" carries with it certain^^^^^,d^^^^^^^^ Such an 

organization, for'example, can become a highly pblitically 

ori.ented, paramilitary arm of the dpmiriant party and/or i^he 

government for the purposeis • of maintaining the positidri of 

the leaders of the party and government. The IsraMis 

recognize this but apparently choose not to accept 

responsibility, Kreihin wrote of the situation in Ghana 

with the Workers Brigadet "A body of 12,000 disciplined 

■ people can, of course, be misused. But it is nb-t for their
• u 1

use that the Israeli advisers are responsible.” , Evidence 

indicates that in Kenya the Israelis expected the youth 

service would probably develop close ties to KANU and the 

KAWUyotrth wing despite the apolitical theme of the plan 

and the nation bui^drtTig rob jectives established for the 

service by the goverhing elite. In the words of one 

Israeli connected with the Kenya youth service,' "the NYS

can't be'*apolitical in a one-party state.- Sooner-or later 

if things continue as they are it will be the executive 

branch of the KAMU youth wing."
2■ ■■iY

1Krelnin, op. cit p, 101.
^Owing to the current and sometimes controversial 

nature of the data, many of the interviews carried out by 
the writer were done with the stipiilation that the names 
of those Interviewed would not be made public. A complete 
list of the interviewees is provided the doctoral committee.

■:
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?was nc)t adopt ed by the

;Firbtf at the
;^r;:'.

Kenya Government for at- least two reasons, 

time that Government was seeking to imite the peoples of

Kenya fol-lowing the political and tribal divisions of

It was projecting the youththe prenindependeno«5 period. 

service as a nation building organization .which; was open:

to youths of ail tribes and tO: yoxith who supported KADTJ 

as well as those supporting KA.WU. To closely associate^ _ 

the objectives and work of the youth service with KAHU ' 

and to stress ideology and' politics might have Impeded 

the reconciliation efforts of the Government. A second

reason was that the Americans were not partictilarly pleas.ed 

with the amount of influence the Israelis'seemed to want 

• ' given the fadb bhsd; the Americans would still have to

finance the project. Israeli aid to youth services is 

only in the form of personnel and advice. They cannot 

afford to finance such organizations. The recipient 

country must .finance their service from Internal or - 

other^^external sources. In the Kenya situation the 

, A^ interested in financing an organi

zation which would be planned, advised,and therefore 

possibly run by the Israelis.

The Israelis were unwilling to commit a large ^ 

of advisers to a project which they believed was 

badly conceived but aboxit which they could do little to .

• y
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Only one adviser was actually supplied to the^^^change.

_ youth service by the Israelis. This was both a token 

gesture to help maintain friendly rBiations with Kfsnya 

and to maintain some contact with the youth serv^ 

which ml^t be us eful in the future. After the completion • 

df the two yedt dpritract of the one adviser, the■israelis 

did not supply any additional personneir

■ ■

;v

■f

s

■it * * * *

The plan for the Kenya National Youth Service 

was largely the result of the efforts of two meni Gjriffin 

and Fallon. Both of these men had had previous (Experience 

in youth vrork and were able to draw upon that experience .

. in formulating the plan. The decision by the governing 

elite in Kenya to accept this plan and the British and

the Israeli alternative

^ one for the future direction of the service.

This decision meant that “the service, whatever was done 

to Incorporate members of the youth wings, would tend to 

develop along the lines of a rather apolitical nation 

building organization. Political affiliations between
•t

the service and any particular political party wopld be

Had the Israeliplayed down, if not actively avoided.

alternative been adopted, affiliation between the youth 

service, the KANU youth wing and KANU Itself might haye 

become a predominant feature of the service.

The planning of the youth service was undertaken

A-
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Under intense pressure from the unemployed youth and from

.-—the governing elite. The plan was ■ therefore drawn’up 

and approved in a relatively short period of time. As a 

general framex-rork from which to work the j>lan was Uaeful. 

It waa hot, however, based upon detailed feasibility 

studies nor was it enhanced by any detailed .plarming, for 

specific elements of the ybuth service programs. m 

result of the omissions in the planning process was that 

the youth service was. in a chaotic state for almost two 

years. Youth were recruited into a service which was 

not sufficiently developed to absorb them. This, in ^ _

n>''

t-urn, resulted in a great ideal of unrest and disillusionment

The.following chapter presents dataamong the servicemen, 

relating omissions in the planning process as well as 

.delays encountered in obtaining resources through foreign

aid programs to the problems of the youth service in 

implenienting programs and attaining the goals established 

for it in the plan.

J
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chapter five

. IMPLEMENTING THE ELAN s • -r.>-

PROBLEMS OF DELAY

It was desirable that the action program pul:lined , 

in the NYS plan be impleMhted in as short a time as 

ppseihle. The program hot only was expected to provicLe 

long term nation building and sociP-economic benefits to 

Kenya through training youth for future productive em- _ 

ployment and working on development projects but also 

had the short term benefit of absorbing a large number 

of young, ^ U^^ relieving an immediate

economic and poli^^^^^^^^

The March 1964 plan projected a maximum manpovrer 

total of 10,000 youth in the NYS at any.'bniptime. ‘ The 

target^date-for reaching this figure was July I', 1965* 

Interim targets included 1$0 servicemen by April 30»

2,500 by-August 31» 1964, and 6,000 by January 1, I965.

To form the substance of the project three specific•pro

grams were to be established 1 a worls;^. pro ject program for 

enabling the youth, to contribute to the economic deyelop- 

ment of the nation} a vocational training program to 

enable the youth to learn job skills; and an academic

1

H •
j
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program to improve the literacy of the servicemen as 

well as' to provide them with some general education.

‘ These programs would need to be operational some time 

between May and August'1964 if the youth servi^^^^^^ were 

to have constructive outlets "to absorb the energy and-

time of the youth.

However, Implementation of the over-all yp ^ ?

service project lagged far_±Lehlnd schedule. The work 

project program began on a very small scale in January 

1965 and.did not attain full operating status until raid- : 

1965. The Vocational training program was not'initiated 

until August 1966'. Although academic classes were held 

for the youth during most of 1965> the academic program 

- suffer^ii from a -lack of concrete objectives and a perma

nent place in the daily routine of the servicemen. During 

the latter portion of I966 the academic program was sus- 

pendeds SO that a complete revision of the program could 

"be carried but. Fim the manpower targets were not 

even approximated! in late I966 the service had enrolled 

slightly less" than 3,50Q youths in contrast to the 10,000 

which was planned for this time.

purpose of this chapter is to analyze the 

process of plan implementation to identify the major 

factors effecting the substantial delays in •program 

development. ;^he-vast literat\rre on outlines

many potential obstacles to plan implementation, e.g.

a'
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resource deficiencies, human resistance, inadequate

• It;,, ds-. ..argued
7?

t-"-7

preparatory work and procedural delays

in this work that inadequate prdparatp^ Vfdrk prior to 

'operationalizing the service and procedural diffici^ 

encountered In obtaining needed resources through for- 

■ elgn aid; were main contributlhg factors in the delays 

in implementing the youth service project and in the . 

-inability of the service to obtain expected benefits 

during the initial years of its operations.

Inadequate Preparatory l^fork

Planning has been defined as “an.organized, con- 
. % ' ' 

scious and continual attempt to select the best available
p

alternatives to achieve specific goals." Embodied in this 

definitipn is the reason why men plan. They do. so as an

' aid in their goals in the most ra

in a recent work John Friedmannavailable.

- -describes a widely accepted planning model.

involves five separate steps as followsi
. . 7.;7;;7:;77-eS77^^ . •

(!) Surveying total system resources to discover 
where the main effort is. required, to estimate 
its cost, and to envisage the alternative courses 
of action

The model

7ft7.7

•V

7

l-*ry

1̂For data relating to obstacles to plan implemen
tation, see Waterston, on. cit.. pp. 293-368, and Bertram 
M.‘ Gross, "Activating National Plans," Action Under Plan
ning. ed. Bertram M. Gross (Nev7 Yorki McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., 196?), pp. 186-232.

■'7

^Waterston, op. cit.. p. 26..-'h

7^'
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(2) Taking a general decision between these
. alternatives.

(3) Drawing up the program.
(4) Executing the program.
is) Adjusting the program to chan^rig^circumstances.^ 

If planning is gping .to help men achieve their goals , 

in the most rational method available then steps one, 

two and three of the above model are critical to the '

• planning pipeess. It can be assumed that the more a 

plan ‘is based upbn^ obtained information about

aiternatives, resources, costs and the general feasi

bility of the proposed plan and its specific aspects, 

the greater will be the probability that the plan will

service as an adequate guide to action-in achieving 

2desired goaiS i ■ However, experience has shown that

^ Context," in
Gross. Action Under Planning, op. cit.. p. 34* Friedmann 
goes on to suggest that at step five, the introduction of
feedback, the plan "ceases to be a stable set of goals and:.

for use as decision criteria." From this ini
tial point he proceeds to discuss the merging of plan for
mulation and plan implementation into a single process 
where "synoptic documents are eschewed in:favor of frag-

they are no longer an essential part of 
decidifig and acting, the whole of planning teepmes an 

^ indeterminate network of
Information flows."Ibid.Vp. 37. As this dissertation 
is -concerned only with the original planning of an organir 
zation and the attempts to implement the plan, Prledniann’s 
argument on planning in'the later stages of implementa
tion is not applicable.

^This Chapter is written in full recognition of 
tfhe fact that a ma,ster plAn c a plan which can be
strictly implemented, is not a feasible or even a desir
able model. Unanticipated conditions must be expBcted 
and these will jCorce changes in the-plan and in plan 

. Implementation schedules. However, the-chapter is^wrltten 
in the belief that the more detailed work which, is put

#
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all too. often the reality of planning is far from ideal. 

Planning is often a haphazard process based on inadequate 

information and carried out in too short a period of time. 

As a result plans frequently serve as ihadeqpate guides_^ 

action.; Delays due tp Inadequate planning’ are frequent 

and expected jirogram beheflts often do not materialize.

This section of the dissertation examines the 

inadequate preparatory ■work which went into- the formula

tion of the NYS plan as a contributing factor to delay in 

implementing the youth se.ryice project. Two major inade

quacies are noted: the omission of ■feasibility.studies 

and the lack of detailed planning for specific programs 

of the service. ■ ' .

Peasibility Studies

The Importance of Peasibility Studies .

Albert Waterstbn in his P ik on planning in tfansi-
■4

tional societies states that a primary cause of failure 

by the public sector to carry out programs within- reason-
■..V.'.. ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ '■ ‘

able time periods is the attention, or total

lack of attention devoted to feasibility studies before a 7 

program is finalized. A.sound feasibility study provides

'•V.

h

specific data on technical, financial, and organizational

Ttiis data is necessaryaspects of the proposed project.

into the plan .of an organization before the execution stage, 
the lesser will be the likelihood that there will be a 
large gap between desired and actual performance. In transi
tional societies where immediate action is required to cope 
with problems and where resotirces are limited, large gaps 
between desired arid actual performance can be very costly.■■V

V
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in order to 'determine whether and how a project can he 

carried out in accordance with sound principles and at 

a cost which is justified by the henefiys the project is

to-provide. If carried^^t , such s-t-udies provide 

the planners with such detailed, information as estimates 

of a realistic scope for the program and of the fihahciai;

'•'V

requirements as well as enabling the planners to establish

realistic schedules for the execution of the program. 

K^ithout such studies l^aterstoh found that the a;ctual cbsts, 

benefits, and construction time often deviate substantially

from original estimates.
-1\

In the abser^^of reliable data which carefully prepared
. _s-budies produce» sponsors of public sector projects tend

, to overestimate the benefits and underestimate the costs 
and time heeded to complete projects, with the result 

■ that the projects almost always look much better on. 
paper than they are in reality.2

■ In seeking to explain the dearth of feasibility Studies

societies Jifaterston presents three reasons,

the first of which is the'' time involved in carrying out

Isuch studies. Given the?~d>emands for action, planners and 

decision-makers often dp not feel that programs can' be

A second reasonheld, back while studies are carried out. 

is the lack of technicians and/or money in the countries

This, he states, is noto carry out feasibility studies, 

longer an insurmountable' impediment since many international -

^V/aterston, op. oft. 

^Ibid.. p<326. . .

ppt 32O—21*

■
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and foreign lending arid dbripr agencies are increasingly 

ready to provide assistarice for s studies. A firial V

reason is the fact that in many countries the need for ‘

There isfeasibility studies is not fully appreciated• 

a belief in many countries tha.t the time and money devotedJ

to such studies is wasteful, serving only, to delay arid 

increase the cost of the project.
1

The Omission of Feasibility Studies
in the NYS Planning Process

A- full or even partial feasibility study was not 

included as a component of the planning process of the. - 

Kenya National Youth Seryice. One reasori for the omission 

of a feasibility study was the lack of time for planning 

in view of- the demonstrations Nairobi in January and 

February 1964• Immediate action was deemed by the governing 

elite in Kenya to be rieoessary to meet the potential 

ciisis. Certainly, once ALD became involved in the 

manpower, and financial assistance to :make a 

feasibility study could have been provided if the Cover nr- 

ment of Kenya and/or AID had felt that there was time 

to carry out a study. I'fliether or not the planners and 

decision-makers in,Kenya actually appreciated the

\

/:•

importance of feasibility studies crinnot be conclusively 

stated although the evidence presented below indicates 

: that it was not felt to be necessary.
f

The drawing up of?

^Ibid., pp. 325-26. N

.'ri-
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the original plan of the Ministry of Labour in late I963 

not carried out under the intense pressure of early 

196'4'. a feasibility study could have been carried out 

at this time.

■The plan of the Ministry of Labour which was

drawn up in the; ;p^ between October and Deceinher- 19,63'^

was the product of a part-time effort of a few individuals. 

It was not based upon, nor did it recommend a feasibili^ty 

study.

v;

It is not recommended that time and money -should be 
spent on a Survey. The general size -of the problem 
is hnpwn from a comparison of the population and 
uneniployment statistics, and is so va;St th|Lt there 
is no danger of formipg too many Units. 3^

‘Consequently, studies dealing with such aspects ; of. the

•project a:s the costs.-of the proposed program, the financial'

resources Which the Government could make available for

the SefWice, Whether this program would be the most satis-
' ' ’ ’

factory method of dealipg with the young unemployed and the 

unemployed youth Wingers 1and what the youth could be 

expected'ito do after service was not carried out.

The plan,of the Ministry of Labour was the only 

• one which the Government of Kenya had to draw upon until 

■Fallon presented his plan through the Ministry of Agri- • 

culture. Fallon’s scheme,- however, had many of the same 

strengths and weaknesses as the Ministry of Labour’s plan.

A'

■;t;

■A.

^Kenya, Ministry of Labour and Social Services’, 
Plan for a National YOuth Service for Kenya. I9631

'V
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■ It began in a similar fashion with some general assumptions 

about the existance of a youth employment problem. It 

recognized the need to find immediate work for the youth
■A

and to provide them with vocational training aM educatioh. 

Its.strength, like that of the other plan, lay in the fact 

that its author had had ■ experience in youtiT^-wp^ ahd^^^ 

youth camp activity, it was thus able to make s^nifleant 

organizational ephtributipns. Its weakness was that it ; 

also was largely a highly general plan not based upon 

information that a feasibility study could provide*

As setAforth in Chapter Pour, it was th^^ 

plans which were combined in the space of a few weeks and 

under emergency conditions into the plan for a youth service.- 

The plan was a general one, based largely upon the knowledge

,/■

►

. and eitetiehce bfth® authors rather than upon d«tailed

For example,information provided by a feasibility study, 

as will be seen below, sufficient consideration was not 

given to long range financing and to the cost of-the United 

States'aid program to the National Youth Service in the

The Kenya Government was to be responsible for 

the recurrent expenditures of an organization of 10,000

:

■:A'

long run.X;

young men. Were- these funds available? Would the Kenya 

Government be in a position to take over the financing of 

supplies and equipment once the three-year American grant : 

had ended?
a:

In a similar vein, long range planning with regard;•

/jA; ■

-.r
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to the Impact of the service on the youth involved was not

i-mat is the relationship between the

v:.

fully explored 

training received in the.service and the sit a

■•r

youth is likely to encoamteh^^^^^^a^^^^^^^^^ the seihrloe?

To put a- youth through two years of traihing and work,' 

providing him with mdte security, and then to return

him largely uhaided to a lahor market in which thete is 

little chance of employment may he to create more problems.

This problem of post-s ervic e activitiesthan are solved.

is one which has troubled a number of people cohcerned

The treatmeht of the
1

With youth programs in Africa, 

problem by the Kenya planners—one x-rhich in no way

guaranteed employment to any youth-,r.may have been

realistic given the Kenya employment situation.

it did ^t solve the long range employment problem oon- 
t'-,:z 
i'rontihg mO;st of -the^yotth r into the service.

However,

The Effect of the Omission of a geasibility Study
on the Development of the Youth Service

f®As previously mentioned, Albert i-Zaterston states 

that in the absence of reliable data obtained from 

carefully prepared studies, sponsors of projects tend
:''r'

^See, for example, Archibald Gallaxmy, “African 
School Leavers and their Employment Problem,“ Community 
Development Journal, Volk I, no. 3. Ji^ly, 19^6; and 
Inter-African Labour.Institute, Symposium on Unemployed 
Youth (proceedings and contributions). (London:Commission 
for Technical CO-operation in Africa, 1963)»

2se,e below, pp. 208“ 13*
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to overestimate the benefits and mderestimate the costs.

The experience of the youth service provides a good

When th^ vmsiliusti'at ion of this situat ion. 

designed it was expected that an early tangible benefit

wo^d be the removal of 10, 000 youths from the ranks of 

the unemployed by July-I, 1965* However, by that date 

the youth service had recruited slightly less than 3,000 

yoiifchs, over 2,'OOd of • whom had been recruited between _ 

January and July 1965* In July I965 recruit intake was 

lowered from about*100 per week to I50 per month owing to 

financial.difficulties. From then until the end of 19^6 

the Intake figure was only slightly above-the number of 

youth who left the service. As a result the total number 

of servicemen in the sejcrvice at the end of I966 was just 

■under 3,500. Reliable sources connected with the NYS 

indicated at that time that the total manpower of the

^ ' '

service would increase only slowly, if at all, over the

The limited number of youth recruited^ next few' years.

has meant that.the utility of the youth service-in. 

helping to solve the uhemployment problem has been far 

belovT expectatipiis.

The cause of the delay in meeting manpower targets 

was the:unanticipated and unexpectedly high recurrent 

costs of the youth service combined with the limited 

financial resources that the Kenya Government is a,ble to
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S malce; available to meet the; expenses of the service.

The Ministry of Finance; budgeted £285,499 for recurrent 

of the MYS; during PY 196^/65

#at asl^e

Originally it 

Ho^reveri this was 

reduced in May Y965V to Qwihg to-general finan-

expenses

Cial problems of the Government . VJith this redudtioh , 

and facing high recurrent costs especially in regard tp 

administrative expensesV staff salaries and maintenance 

, . of heavy equipment, the leadership .of...the.WYS was forced
■ T*' • ■ ' . ■ ■ •

to drastically reduce the number of youth recruited into/

the service. . . .

.Research into thfe planning of the youth service

indicates that the target figure of 10,000 servicemen

recruited-into an organization operating large numbers

dfhe^ equipment■was not derived

from an assessment of the costs of such an organization
0

compared with the youth service's potential resotirces.

^Although the Kenya Government received’financial: 
aid from the United Gtates for the service this aid did not 
meet all the expenses. The agreement for the US aid speci
fied. that the .money/was to be used for the purchase of food
stuffs and supplies and equipment. The Kenya Government 
was to be responsible for the expenditures involved in the 
preparation of field unit and project camp sites and for 
the recurrent expenditures of the project,

^The Kenya Fiscal Year runs from July 1 to June 30 
of the follovring year. Thus Fiscal Year 1964/65 runs from 
July 1, 1964 to June 30, I965. Data on the expenditures 

. of the Kenya Government-for the NYS was taken from the 
following sourcej Republic of Kenya, Estimates of Recturrent 
Expendlt\ire and Revenue of the Government of Kenya (Nairobi t 
Government Printer, I964-67 inclusive).

.>■
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Rather it was. a figure w’hich the governing elite and 

the planners felt coTxld be approximated and, if so, 

would contribute significantly to rolleyin^^ general • 

imemployment probleii and the problem of the youth wing

ers. As it hap^ene^, the costs of the servibe dictated 

that a substahtiaily lower number of youth-could'be 

-absorbed.'- '

Two cost projections were drawn uP in March 1964 

to provide AIDiwith a basis upon which to figure its aid 

■ commitment* (1) estimates-for the development and first 

year operations of. a sample field unit and a sampie pro

ject camp; and (2) estimaties for subsequent recurrent 

expenditures of the field unit and project camps.

These figures were not based upon data provided by a 

detailed feasibility study but were, In the words of

one dndividxial asso® with the-planning of the,

service, '‘generalized in broad estimates." At the time
-

no one knew what sites would be obtained for the service 

and therefore had no substantial Idea of the costs neces

sary to make■them ready for occupation.

Without a feasibility study providing data on a 

wide range of development costs and recurrent expenditures, 

the planners had no basis upon which to project realistic 

. targets, it was experience which demonstrated the actml

1 ■

T-

1 ■ - .

The cost estimates which were included in the plan
are found in the Appendix, pp. 261-72.

4;
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costs of the service and thus how many unemployed yOiath 

the service could support.

The'omission of a feasibility 4tudy- o pro

posed youth service not only had a short run effect of 

causing the sponsors of the youth service to overestimate

'I

a. critical benefit but also may well have led the Govern-^ 

ment to establish a service -which will prove rather, cpstly^^l^: ;

Specifically, a study wasto maintain in ^the long rt^

not carried put to deterra^^ costs to Kenya of the

The three-year, three miirion dollarUS/AID program, 

grant enabled Kenya to establish a rather impressive

youth service, well supplied vrith excess United-States 

equipment ranging from uniforms and blankets to almost

, trucks and ,pieces of heavy equipment.^ , However, 

with the compietipri^^^ three^year time period the

Kenya Government^ over the replacement of all

^s-dppie^ became necessa.ry to dp sp.

tSSmted in sharply rising recurrent ^pendltures.

■500 curs

This has

A''specific example of the rising rec^irrent expendi-' 

tures concomitant with the phasing put of the U.3. aid 

program is the item in the NYS budget for the purchase

In FY 1966/67

budget the amount specified for this item was j620,OQO.

::V

1: of small equipment, uniforms, and furniture.
v;.

■ ':s
-^Most of the cars and trucks were bought new in the 

United States ahd shipped to Kenya. The construction equip
ment was bought at 1^% of cost through the 608 Excess Equip
ment program in Europe and Japan and was sent, to Kenya.

■>.
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The'AID grant paid for additional purchases made in this

that -year• Budget estimate for PY 1967/6% 

the year during ■which the AID grant was phased’out, for 

this same item was ■£6i,6o6. An official in the Ministry 

of Labour expectM -tha,t the amount for this item would 

"probably be much more in PYI968/69 budget*"

A more general: example of-the long,fun cost of the ; 

United States aid program is provided by a comparison be

tween the estimated gross recurrent expenditures for the 

service for PY I966/67 and for•PY I967/68. The PY I966/67 

estimated recurrent figure was £477,180." Estimates for 

PY 1967/68 repurrent expenditure based upon the same num

ber of servicemen (3,500) and with .no new project under

taking waa :£528 j 000.

If the MYS attempted to maintain its current'- 

equipment and supply -levels, it was exp«5cted that.the 

real financial problem would come with the PY I968/69 

■ budget. It would .be this budget that reflected the

t-

j

V|

%

.V •

j

complete*" exhaustion of the backlog of foodstuffs and

Also expected during that yearequipment from AID. 

were the fifst^ expenditures for replacement of

heavy equipment.^ It was expected large increases in

^It had been hoped that these would be replaced by 
^ them to the budgets of the development projects

on which the service worked. This is no'w ;expected to be 
a device for replacing only a p^ of the vehicles be
cause of the limited budgets for these projects. Others 
will have to be replaced thfough direct Treasury appropria-* 
tions to the youth service or simply not replaced at all#

^ 1
'S
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recurrent expenditures from the phasing out of the U.S;. 

aid program which caused the projections that the N]fS 

leadership would further delay any large increases In 

the total number of youth In the service for an IM^ 

nite period beginning In 1967.

• The Planning of Specific Programs 

The Importance of Planning for Specific Programs
r

A plan snbh aa tha one drawn ^^p for the

Youth Service project Is for the purpose of providing

Ideally, the planners havean Initial guide to actlont 

studied various alternatives to achieving the d.eslred
\'i'

I 1

goals and have selected one.which seems to be the best.

' In any eyent the plan which is drawn up outlines the 

expected general form of the project, indicating its 

specific eiements a its goals.

The next step In the sequence of planning and 

plan Implementation is the detailed planning of the 

speclfic^alojnwts mentioned In a general plan. It. is 

these which form the substance of a project. They are 

the means to attaining the overall objectives. However, 

It is often found that'ideas which seem sound and fruit

ful when originally Introduced in the general plan prove
■

to be quite complex when the attempt is made to translate

■:c

them Into operating elements of a project. A not unuspal

occurance is that this fact is uncovered only through the

process of trial and error.

',1'
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In the case of the youth service three programs 

form the substance of the. project: (1) the work project

(2) vocational training prograiQi abd (3) academic 

training program. Their combined purpose is to enable
S':-''-

the youth service to contribute immediately to the.econ

omic development of Kenya and at the same bime aid ih ‘ 

solving the unemployment problem by providing the yputh 

with the opportunity to obtain skills which will help 

them obtain employment after leaving the service.

'^programv

The Lack of Planning for Suecific Programs
■ in the NYS Planning Process

The Government of Kenya was under_much pressure 

from the youth wing and the unemployed in general to 

operationalize the various publicly announced employment

programs of 1964.

SeobnomicScircumStanCes existing in Kenya at the time

the call for swift action, 

following the acceptance .of the general plan by the deci

sion makers, Geoffry Griffin, the director designate, and 

one of the NYS planners, with the aid of a few Kenyan and 

expatriate assistants, was called upon to undertake the 

task of establishing the basic framework for operation

alizing the youiih service.

The political and

Immediately

h

y-

ir,

^heir declared task was to 

reach or approximate the targets set- forth in the plan,
.V

which hindsight has proved to be totally unrealistic.

Prom March until mid-August,. 1964, the time at

'■;4
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Which the first unit of the NYS, the Nairobi Training

Unit, was officially opened, the leadership of the 

service devoted itself to obtaining and-developing the 

•: h^^^^ and Initial field unit sites for. the service,

filling staff requirements, ordering supplies and equip- 

=ment for the men,;;;and: esta^^ and implementing a '

recruitment system. These and other essential tasks 

were necessary simply, to prepare the service to induct 

youth and to prcnride for their basic needs. Given these

tasks, little time was available for detailed planning

As a resi:atof the specific programs of the seirvice.

numerous delays were encoxmtered in operationalizing

As Will be seen,-^ s5me of these delays .
the programs.

(iirectl^y^-affected the relationship between the NYS and

many pf tbeserviced

j; The kffeet of Lack of Planning for Specific Programs

Delay in the Work Project Program

The work project program was included as a com-
. . _. .

. ponent of the youth service in order to enable the ser

vicemen to contribute their energies to the development 

of the country. However, the youth service did not 

initiate any work projects until January 19^5» From 

January to June 19^5 it engaged in a few small scale work 

projects in the national parks and built a minor access

4

.v.

'P'

■P;

■Pi.
pp.

. ■ ■ ■ . . . . . . . . . . . .

•^See below, pp.
v;;

4'
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road to’a park for the city of- Nairobi,. ’ It was nob 

until the second half of I965 that the service began 

work on develbpment p^ had been

envisaged by the planners. The delay in impleraehting 

the work project' program was in part the resilLt of the 

inability of; the yp^ to obtain

work projects. A primary contributing factor to this 

inability to bbtAin inadeoLuate prepai*atpry

work in the planhins of the work project program.

Two decisions which had a-direct influence upon 

the work project program were made ’during the planning

First, prior to the consolidation of the plan's 

of the Ministry of Labour and of the Ministry of Agri-
I . '

cuiture, hhe decisipn was mad to place the youth ser

vice; under the' control o the Ministry of Labour. This 

'dehiaion was made in view of the employment crisis with

process.

/•

the NY3 seen as one of several programs to relieve un

employment

-

As the decision concerned'the work project 

program, it meant that the youth service was placed 

under a ministry which X'^as not directly responsible for 

resource development. Consequently, work projects had

to be sought from other ministries charged with respon

sibility for such projects. Had the youth service been 

placed under the control of the Ministry of Agriculturp 

or the Ministry of Works, for example, the problem of 

obtaining work projects would not likely have arisen.

■ s.' ■

%■
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A second factor affecting the work project program 

was the decision to finance the work from the development 

budgets of the ministries which had responsibility for the 

respective projects. The planners believed that the

yo\rbh seinrice would meet its operating costs for work 

projects including the replacement of heavy vehicles by

Nocharjging these costs to the ministry concerned* 

provision was made for .financing work .projects from 

youth service sources either in the cost estimates, or 

in the budget of the youth service.

No attempt'was made during the planning process 

to specifically determine vrhOther other ministries would 

cooperat e in the•work pro j ect program. 

procedure iestablished which would guarantee the youth 

service the: Opportmdty^vt engage on 'work projects.

unanticipated delays due to refusals by 

department provide the youth

service with funded projects were met by Griffin and

Neither was any

As .

Fallon in tdeir attempts to obtain work projects.

At various times between May and October 1964 

Griffin and Fallon held discussions with representatives

of the Departments of National Parks, Land and Settiement, 

Veterinary, Agriculture, and Forestry as well as repre^ 

sentatives of the Ministry of V/orks. These discussions 

did not result in the funding of any work projects. Afliong 

the specific reasons provided by those interviewed by

■:4'
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this' writer for the lack of success in the attempt to

obtain work projects are the followingt 

1) The Ministry of Agriouit-mre, j^iph 

number of possible projects in its plan, rapidly lost 

interest in the" service once it was placed u^

it iuickly found other mearis W^^^^^

'V

Ministry of Labour.

carrying out the suggested projects.
4;

2) Most of the representatives of the departments 

contacted stated that it was the policy of their 

departments io build ‘up their own equipmeiit and man

power re^®^®*® utilize these on development

■ projects or 'bo have a work organization of proven 

• ability such as bhe Ministry of Works carry cut the 

work.

3) There seemed to be a general apprehension among the

about having youth wingers

Inyolyed in the wpr^ their departments. For example,

the Director of National Parks told Griffin and Fallon

that'he could not afford to have "tindlsclplined youth

wingers" in the parks disrupting both the game and the 
1

visitors.

1. ■

/V

44'

iThis uneasiness about youth wingers was a widely 
held attitude. In early I965 the director of the service, 
Griffin, through personal contacts with the manager of the 
Agricultural Society of Kenya (ASK), obtained for the service 
the job of having servicemen act as gate keepers, arena 
stewards, and general attendants for the Nairobi Show. (The 

' Nairobi Show is the primary yearly agricultural exhibition 
sponsored by the ASK.) When it was first announced that

4

4^

'H:-4'
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The-only work projects which Griffin and Fallon could 

obtain were a few which the various departments wanted v

they did not ha-ve funds#

every the financial position of the youth seirvlce pre

cludedits undeftakirig any projects which had to be 

financed from its own budget.

'■ Faced with a dearth of projects, the leadership, of

•*

How-

\

the youth setyice and officials in the Ministry of Labour

in October 1964 aturned to theflinistry of Finance, 

meeting was held attended by Griffin, officials of the

Ministry of Labour’, and of the Ministry of Finance to- 

explpre methods of obtaining work for the service. The 

result of this and subsequent meetings was that the’ 

Ministry of K made development funds totalling

over and, above the regular

’ development budget, available to the National.Parks 

; department for deyelopment projects with the condition 

that the work be done by the NYS.^ This enabled the youth I

P

.S’
youth servicemen would seive in this capacity, the staff' 
of the show we^e <iescribed as "throwing up their hands in 
horrorV and as predicting that petty theft would lead to 

fivif till and that a generally
rowdy crowd of youth-wingers would cause enormous problems 
for the show. The generally good Job done by the service
men at the 1965 and then the I966 Nairobi Show changed the 
attitudes of many toward the service.

^It is interesting to note that this was done while 

the Director of National Parks who had been opposed to the _ ’
youth service participating on park projects was on home 
leave. Upon his return to Kenya he was faiyorably impressed

ahd requested that the
service continue to carry out proje'cts in the parks.

'VyA-;-
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service to engage on a number of small work projects from 

January to June I965. The satisfactory manner in which 

these Jobs were completed, combined with the establishment

:r'

V;

of a regtilar procedure for selecting yotith sfivica 

projects discussed immediately belovf meant that di^^ 

latter half of I965 the NYS could begin full-scale oi>era- - 

tioh of its ^rk project'program.

The regular procedTore for obtaining wrork projects 

which was adopted in early I965 niade use of the Ministry ‘ 

of Finance’s role in allocating money for the development 

budgets of various ministries. Representatives of the 

Ministries of Finance and Planhing, In consultation with

Ti-

we

the President’s Office, review the list of proposed 

development proJe^ for the coming fiscal year. They

select a number of projects which they feel the youth

handle and, after consultation with

for the

projects, submit these to the yoUth service leadership.

These are^’then reviewed by the leadership to determine 

whether or not the service can undertake the projects.

If' sufficient youth service manpower and equipment ^is 

available, the youth service leadership accepts the projects. 

The service is then designated by t^e Ministry of Finance

'h^

K.

■•’T •'

as the agency for providing the labor and equipment to
1

carry out the specific development project.

A .

■The youth service pays the cost of food, clothing, 
and housing of the youth on the various work projects as 
well as providing most of the construction equipment. The

if •i.
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Had a study been undertaken during the planning 

process of the youth service to determine the feasibility 

of the proposed plan for the work project program, the 

resistance of other ministries to the youth service would 

have been revealed. Steps coiiLd have then been taken to 

rjssplye the difficultlsjes before the youth service t>eciam^^ 

operational and began recruiting youth. In any eyeht, 

the problem was not uncovered during the planning process.

The result was the delay of almost a jrear In bperatlonallzl^ 

the work project program.

Delay in the Vocatlpnal Training Program

The vocational training program is as important to 

the success of the yputh service as the work project pijogram. 

It was realized by the governing elite and the planners
f-V

tliat spine form quo” relationship was necessary

As a requirement of joiningin the youth service programs, 

the NVS, youth were asked to contribute initially one and
%

later two years of their lives to the development of the 

country. In return for this service, they would be offered 

vocational training which wpuld help them obtain permanent 

skilled employment after eompletlon of their service. Thus 

in one sense the vocational training was an incentive for 

motivating youth io work on natipn building projects. In 

another sense, however, it was a requisite which the NIS 

had to provide to meet the demands of unemployed youth

r

;;;

cost of operating the- equipment as well as jpther expenses 
involved in the projects are charged to the development 
budgets of the various ministries concerned.
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Wingers *

The vocational training program did not commence . 

until August’ 2, 1966, well-over two years after the plan 

- for the youth service had been finalized and almost two 

years after the first yoxii^h had^ :As will

he seep, the lack of a yopational training program was a
1/*... \.

primary cause of unrest in the service during 1965•

There were two main reasons for the delay in startins 

a vocational gaining program. One, which will he^ 

discussed in a subsequent' section of this chapter, was 

the dependence of the service on foreign sources for 

hiaman and material resom’cesi needed for the program.

The second was the almost total lack of planning and 

preparatipn i*qr a vocatioiml training program undertaken 

by the planners And of the service.

specialist was sent to

Ker^a by the Internationa for Volunteer

Services, the. organization to Which the youth service 

leadership “and the Kenya Governnient had turned to obtain 

vocational training instructors. He was supplied to the 

youth service on a temporary six weeks basis to help plan

o .

7-

2

3

'■■h-

Isee below, pp. 192-9<». 

^See below , pp. lfc9-80.

is used due
to the .fact that many of the same youth service personnel 
were deeply involved in both the planning and the admlnls 
tration of the service. /i;

;\K
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irarious training programs# Vfhen he arrived he was confronted .. 

.with a situation in which he'vxas able to formulate only a 

general vocational training program. that little

had been done-l;o develop bacicground information regarciing,,. 

the focus and level of vocational training to be given >

and regardingjthe qualifications of the youth who woiild ;

Similarly he fotind that no 

preparations had been.made to prepare facilities, to house 

In his initial report to ISVS headquarters

participat e inSthe program.

the programP 

he stated:

It is thus, apparent that decisions cpncerning the trade- 
or technical training to be given are not' supported by 
knoxfn requirements buti rather based upon general assump-

p There ;are no technical instructions and judgments p. 
tors ayail.able, desks, chairs, blackboards, or training 
aids, p VP V M now; expected late September,
middle of October and early Novemberp NTS has not 
prepared facilities during present period for the 

. installation and use of maoHihery-which, has been 
procuredt Construction of facilities will further 
delay the self-building program and specialized 

^ ' training (-if wait until equipment is received) p^

The ISVS training specialist devoted most of his 

six week stay in Kenya to assisting in the development of 

a basic training program as well as helping to establish ,the

: V V N^

a vocational.training program proved to be largely

His attempts to develop a plan: for

.'r

abortive. The leadership was able to^^preseht him bh^^ 

isqme general guidelines, i.e., that the servicemen would 

devote approximately two-bhifds of their time to work

^Pirst Report of ISVS Specialist to Keava National 
Youth Service,■ A. repprt to the International Secretariat for 
Volunteer Services, August 2?, 1964, (typewritten^

.•v.v
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4
projects with the remainder devoted to education, recreation,

and vocational training. The vocational training was to

^ b combinatiph of on-the-job training at the work projects

balanced with. classroom iristruction and w^^ training:

given at /the fibid u^ locations. Based lipon these guide--

linesanddata concerning the educational level and work

background of the first recruits which the training

specialist ■was''able to obtain from personal interviews, ;a

general vppatiorial training program was drawn up. However,

due to the lack of facilities, equipment, and instructors

and the:uncertainty about field unit arid project camp

locations,, this plan proved at best a gerieral guide from

which could be developed more detailed plans. In his final

report the training specialist statedI

The estabiishment of a training program which can be 
continued during work projects at Isolated locations 
and without fixed training equipment and. facilities

It will require
t^^ assistance of training specialists in on-the- job 
training, programmed iristruction and advanced technology 
of training. For this reason I strongly recommend that 

. the ISVS provide from the USA a team to plan., and imple- 
ment“-such a program through one servicemen cycle with 
the stipuiatlon that this team cpjicurrently train the

supervision and conduct, of the
/. program.

The immediate manning of the expatriate training 
officer spaces (the technicians and volunteers requested
bilaterally by the Government of Kenya) by ISVS is a
matter of the-greatest urgency. Failure to move effec
tively arid promptly- in this area will' probably be the 
critical factor in the success or failure of the whole
propxam. No organization of this magnitude can be
effective without an adequate well trained staff. The

4
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leadership- Is outstawdlhg but at present seriously
•4

Following the departure of the ISVS training 

specialist no further planning' fpr, a vocMtlpnal 

program was carried out# As a resilLt, when the few ISVS. 

volunteers who h;a:d been re as vocational tfal^

instructors finally arrived in the spring and sunper of 

1965f there was po structured program ayaiiable withih 

which they could utilize their talents nor were thefe
3 • *' ■ ■

tools or facilities w-lth wbich to work^^ Instead of 

working as vocational•training instructors, they were 

committed piecemeal to various field units and project 

camps to assist in any manner they- could.

As was demonstrated by the failure of the first
' . . 2

effort to establish a vocational training program and 

the subsequent effort in I965/66, developing such.a

extensive research, planning, and organi

zation by planners and administrators both before and 

after the arrival of the training team. Such preparation
. . . . . . i.^

is necessary in order to provide sufficient data and 

program goals necessary for the team to develop a detailed 

program which will meet the needs of the organization.

handicapped by lack of staff

3.

V

spinal Report of ISVS Specialist on Six irfeek 
Assignment to Kenya National Youth Service. A fepbft to 
the International Secretariat for Volunteer Services, 
(undated), typewritten.

^As mentioned previously. Inadequate preparatory 

work was only one reason for the failure of this attempt, 
to.develop a vocational training rrogram. A seOond reason 
was the inability of ISVS to provide the personnel to 
operate the program.

;V.
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Such- supportive work was not accomplished by tha^ 

service personnel during 1964•
■V

■■SDeiay-"ln'-';the;;::Academlb:^ OPrbgrsim'^ ..-S-:'"* ' " '

academic program was Included as a specifIc 

component of the NYS to achieve two general purposes.

The first was to supplement the effort of the vocational 

training program to provide the youth with job skills.

Specifically, the academic program would Upgrade their V

Its second purpose was to.reading and writing skills. 

broaden the yo.uthrf knowledge of their country, its hist

ory and government, through the inclusion of civics 

courses. Although academic courses were offered by 

early■I965f a unified academic program meeting the de

mands of the youth arid possessing a clearly defined

place In the routine of the service had not been imple-

Driring the last. three monthsmented by the end of I966. 

of 1966 no academic courses at all were offered In the.

youth service.

A® primary cause of .the problems with the academic 

program was.inadequate preparatory work. This resulted 

In a trial and error method of operation. In retrospeot, 

planning and operating an academic program for individuals

who in the United

States would be classified as hard core xmemployed re

quired a great deal of specialized knowledge, experience 

and planning. These factors were not present in the

--rf

-.v;-
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case of the academic program of the youth service. .

What would have been helpful but was not done, for 

example, was an examination of the experience of 

similar organizations in other countries to see how 

they approached the problem of Instituting an academic

program.

There were three specific problems in the 

academic program during the first two years which . 

hindered development of an effective program. The 

effects of each of these problems could have been 

reduced if more affective preparatory work had been 

undertaken into how to structure and operate the pro

gram. In the first place theprogram was not integrated 

into the dally routine of the seryicemen in a fashion 

that facilitated the educational experience. The 

original guidelines for the NXS programs specified an 

^ approximate time: ratio of^ 2 j i--time spent on work pro

jects to time spent on vocational training, education 

and recreation. As there waa little or no vocational 

training during the first two years, the actual ratio 

was closer to 3*1—work projects to education and 

recreation. Initially a decentralized academic program 

was established at each field unit. The servioemen 

were given fourteen days of education and then were 

sent to the work camps for one and one-half months

'•4^:

At the close of that period they returned for another

'4
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two weeks of. education. Experience proved this to be 

an unsatisfactory method;' ' It was found that whatever 

had been taught during a two-week period was forgotten 

by many servicemen .'during the one and one-half, m 

at the pro l^Gt; camps.; ;

To rectify tiiis situatid&, the .decision was made : . 

in mid-1966 to centralize all education at the WairbbL^^^^^^^ 

Training Unit. This was made simultaneously with other - 

decisions centralizing all basic training at Gilgil Field 

Unit and, .all vocational training at the Mombasa Field 

Unit. The new plan provided for groups of servicemen - 

■ to spend from one to two .months at the Nairobi Training 

Unit taking various courses and then to spend six months 

on work ijrol^ projected that later the inter-,

vals between^ p^^ of education would be reduced to

four months. V/he^her or not this new plan has proven to be 

effectiye in providing the servicemen with a sufficient 

block of time to learn is not known.. Immediately before 

the new plan was to be implemented a need arose for addi

tional manpower on ’work projects. The result was that 

the academic program was suspended and during the final

months of 1966 no formal education codrses were proyidede
' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■'

The second problem was the lack of a goal for the 

academic program which was meaningful to the servicemen. , 

The planners had envisaged the academic program as a

.■V.
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supplement to vocational, .training and as a method of 

providing some general education for the youth. How

ever, experience quickly demonstrated that "educatlpn . 

for education’s sake" did not motivate the servicemen. 

Expatriates associated with the academic progra.m and 

some of the African teachers related that most of the

servicemen view education only in terms of exams to pass

Without these, thereand certificates to be received, 

is little motivation for the servicemen to study arid

to learn.

in an attempt to provide a mean!ngfuL;and useful

goal the youth se3?vioe leadership sought to have ser

vicemen stand for the KPE^ and upon passing the exam to

The attempt to connect edu-obtain a KPE Certificate, 

cation in the NIS to the regular school examination

At first, the Ministry of Educationproved unsuccessful.

1‘efhsed to allow ser^ take the exam owing to

the belief on the. part of officials in that Ministry
::

/

that academic standards and practices In the NYS deviated 

substantially from those set by the Ministry. Subse

quently the Minlstfy relented but the internal adminis

trative problems for the NYS of identifying those s^^^ 

vicemen who were qualified to take-the exam and of 

transporting them on a given date to test centers proved 

to be too difficult to surmount. After an initial effort

*

7i:
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nation.
The KPE is the Kenya Primary School leaving examl-
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to get the servicemen to the centers, the entire attempt ; 

to have servicemen take the exam was a,bandoned» Education 

in the NYS remains primarily "education for education’s 

sake'* with the accompanying motivational prohlenia.

The third problem, one also contributing to. the 

lack of motivatlori of the that of relating

course material to the experience of the servicemOn^^ ^ 

Initially the NYS leadership turned to the Ministry ^ 

Education. As ^^w^^ previously mentioned, this Ministry 

was not particularly supportive of the academic effort

of the youth service. It did, however, supply the NYS
•«

with extracts from its primary school syllabi for three" 

levels of primary work. These levels corresponded roxighly 

to Stan%r^e.:ii,/iv,^ The material-did not prove

sufficient to develop an academic program. Given the 

geherAl lack Of ihtere# shown by the Ministry, reliance 

for cih’riculum development and selection of course materials 

was then placed upon expatriate, but not necessarily 

"educational" personnel, and especially on a few Continen

tal Europeans recruited through ISVS. These men had 

little familiarity with the British style educational 

system or with the type of educational materdals utilized

t

i

*•%

1

V

...i

in Kenya. Instead of consulting with education experts
■ ' ■ ' . '

in Kenya who were familiar with local conditions, they
'.r?'

.^.Primary education in Kenya is composed of seven 
levels. Standard I throxigh Standard VII"which correspond 
roughly to the grade system in the United States.

:
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set about planning the curriculum and obtaining material 

they felt would be useful. One example of the, result of 

this endeavor was the purchase of civics textbooks written 

in l^igeria. The material in these textbooks had

relevance for Easb Africa or for the servicemen who could 

not relate their experience to the material presented In

the books.

The experience .of the youth service with the aca^ 

demic program during 1965 ahd early I966 serves to illus

trate, as does the experience of the work project and 

vocational training programs, the need for preparatory

Establishing anwork prior to program implementation, 

academic program for hard core unemployed and integrating

it in a m#ahlrtpTa fashion with other aspects of the ser

vice was a task which required special planning and 

background work. This was not carried out. for the academic 

program of the NTS wA^ development of the

program on a trial and error basis. In mid-1966 the 

failure of'the program caused the leadership to seek its 

complete overhaul.
>:■'i

.S'

Administrative and Procedural Difficulties
in Obtaining Resources■,y,

The initial plan' of the Ministry of Labour prepared 

by Griffin in la-6e I963 was based upon the premise that 

Kenya would utilize its own resources to create the 

service. Emphasis was placed upon utilizing existing 

resources so as not to incur new demands upon Kenya*s

■S:'
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limited finances. For example, extensive use was to.be 

made of the existing physical plant of the Kenya Youth 

Centers. Similarly, instructors for vocational training 

could be drawn from the Youth Centers. The work of the 

servlcb was to be oriehte^^ toward community development 

pro jects of a-lfid)or; intehsive, hand tool nature.

The introduction of American experienbe to^^^^^t^^ 

planning process and the possibility of sizable amounts 

of American aid brought eb»out a radica shift in thinking 

toward the proposed service. An organization was now 

envisaged Which would carry out large scale work jirojects 

utilizing heavy constructloni equipment and which would 

provide vocational training on a much more intensive and

:•

I

'higher technics*! level than that provided by the Youth...

Centers. Concomitant with this shift in thinking con- 

cerning the nature of the;NYS was a change in the source 

of resources. Rather than rely solely upon Kenyan re- 

sources, the planners, sought to base the youth service 

to as great:»an extent as possible on resources provided 

by external sources. Supplies and equipment ranging
■fvb-

:!■

from clothing and bedding to heavy construction equip

ment were to be purchased from American sources and paid 

for by the AID grant
.'V

Forty-three technical instructors 

and volunteers were sought from the Internatlbnal Secre-

tariat for Volunteer Services, an international technical

4-
Administrative and training advisersassistance agency.

'..:V
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were requested from Britain and Israel'. -

While the decision to rely upon.external sources 

'for the r of the NYS may hsnre 1)6611 heheficial to

the financial position of Kenya, at least in the short 

run, and may have offered the possibility of establishing 

a much more cpmpreherisive youth organization than that 

envisaged in the Ministry=of Labour's plan, it meant that 

the youth service was dependent on foreign agencies for

This increased the likelihood that

<

critical resbui'ces. 

problems of delay would arise in the attempt to implement

the NYS plan.

In a. recent book oni technical’assistancef Sidney 

Sufrin notes the significance of administrative and pro- 

cedurai^difficulties in-impiem assist^oe

agreements on projects in developing countries.

^ timing and form of technical
■ assistance have a great bearing on the effective

ness of -a program. Failure often revolves arounds 
(ly d^ over priorities and strategies,
(2,) recruitment and utilization of personnel, (3) 
delays in commodity aid, and (4) budget-related 
procedtires. Red-tape delays in getting approvals 
etc., are peculiar neither to the United States 
nor the host administration. These factors become 
repetitive and tend to appear in some' form with 
great frequency in all administrations.! '

Substantial delays were encountered in the process

of ti^hsiating signed aid agreements into resources

available in Kenya^ f^ use by the service. The delays

affected the implementation of ..the vocational training ^

^Sidney C. Sufrin, Technical Assistance-Theory 
and Guidelines (Syracusej Syracuse Uhlverslty Press, I966), 
PP. ^7-8. "".
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. and the work project programs as well as slowing down- 

the rate of recruitment in the early days of the service. 

The delays in the foreign aid program werfe largely admin-

istrative and procedural, affecting the recruitjment of 

technical assistdrice personnel and the procurement and . 

shipment of needed commodities.

This section of Chapter Five examines the dififi-^ 

culties experienced by the NTS leadership in attempting 

to obtain resom;*cee as a contributing factor to the delays 

in implementing the NTS pro jeo-t.

r

Technical Assistance Personnel

The Initial Attempt to Obtain
Technical Assistance Personnel

...

diven the relatively small number of availsible 

qMlif ied training^^i^^^ in Kenya and g:iven the

decision-not to utilize the instructors who were asso

ciated vrith the Youth Centers, it was necessary to-ob

tain vocational training Instructors from foreign 

sources. The youth service leadership was also inter

ested in obtaining personnel to supplement the efforts 

of Kenyan teachers in the academic program.. As neither 

the Kenyan nor the American Government was interested 

in having the American personnel physically involved in 

the youth service, these positions had to be filled from ’

',1

nbn-AJnerican sources.

At the time of the formation of the Kenya National
.•V
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Youth Service the Kenya Government did not possess a

central agency to coordinate requests from its various 

ministries or departments for technical as^istan^ per- 

It was the responsibility of each department orsonhel*

organization to obtain them without assistance through

AlbeitrWaterston notes that thisits own endeavors, 

is not an unusual occurrence. He states that in'transi

tional societies responsibility*

. . , for engaging foreign personnel or acquiring techni
cal assistance furnished by foreign governments and 
international volunteer or other agencies iS frequently 
left with -each operating ministry, department or 
agency in a recipient country. These organizations 
tend to bohslder themselves best able to ascertain and 
arrange for the procuremegit of their own technical 
assistance needs. This is sometimes true; often it 
is not;. Even if true, it is nonetheless desir^:;able 
the requests for foreign technical skills in a 

...,_^_..__^rnment-which is importing a substantial amount'
of these skills be reviewed’and'ob-oM^ some. .
point.1

The lack-of a specialized organization for obtaining tech

nical assistance personnel meant that the administrators 

responsible for implementing the HYS program, numbering 

not more-than fifteen.in the early months of 1964, and 

with little experience in obtaining foreign technical 

personnel, were responsible for recuuiting such resources.

As reviewed below the initial attempt by the NYS leader

ship to recruit needed technical personnel was unsuccess

ful. Technical personnel were requested .from the

*

4;

International Secretariat for Volunteer Services, an

^Waterston, op. cit p. 396.
■J,
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organization which, by itself, was unable to fulfill the 

- agreement. ■ It was later discovered that'the request to 

this organization was only the first of a pro

cedural steps which the NYS administrators woiild have to 

take if they were to obtain the personnel resoinrces 

required. The did not h^e the personnel 

financial resources to take the necessary steps and tp 

follow up its initial request.

Shortly after the announcement that there was to 

be a youth »seryice in Kenya, the youth service leadership 

'Was approached by a representative of ISVS. isvs Jfas 

created in 1962 with a stated j)urpose of working "for 

and with'governments that wish to. establish, expand or 

exchange such programs." TWas organization was established 

also to provide a means of coordinating requests for 

technical assistance personnel from developing countries 

with countries which are in a position to supply and 

financially support such personnel. Its operating expenses 

are financed’"primarily by the United States Goverrment and 

a number of. northern European countries which have or 

are developing programs for volunteer service abroad.

The Secretariat- is located in Washington, D.G. In 

early 196^ ISVS was just beginning to funotion as a 

working organization and its staff was particularly 

Interested in involving the organization in a number

'if'

■i

^The International.Secretariat for Volunteer Services.
Informational Brochure (Washington: ISVS, 1965)v;:V'
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of projects in developing countries. In this way th.ey 

hoped to establish a reputation for ISVS which would serve 

as the basis for futxire development.,

: There was,^ a difference of bpinlon between

the stafi* ISVS in mshingtbn and the ^overnm^s of

■■:"v

most of the member countries as to the interpretation

As listed in the ISVS brochuresof the functions of ISVS. 

the functions of ISVS are three: (1) documentatibn--

collecting statistics and publishing iiiaterial ooncerhihg; 

volunteer programs; (2) sponsoring conferences and work- ^ 

shops on volunteer programs; and (3) technical assistance. 

The difference of opinion arose over varying interpretations 

of the role of the ISVS headquarters staff in Vfeshington 

in*carrying qitfettte third function. This was Interpreted 

originally by that staff as giving them the power to 

commit ISVS to providing technical assistance experts 

to cquhtries reqiiesting assistance. However, most of 

the member governments were unwilling to give this power 

to the headquarters staff in Washington. A.s these govern- 

ments were providing the personnel and the financial 

support for the volunteers, they wanted to retain the 

right to negotiate the actual aid agreements bilaterally 

with the country requesting aid. The role of ISVS and 

its staff, in the. viexv of these governments, was ilmlted 

to information gathering and clearing house services 

Its role in technical assistance efforts was to be' limited

^Ibidv
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to•informing the member governments of the programs in .

developing countries which required technical assistance 

personnel. The crucial difference was the interpretatibh 

of the degree of. pa-rticlpation of the ISVS staff in the • 

actual process of obtaining the personnel. This prbblem 

of conflicting interpretation has now been solved In 

favor of the position of the member counti*ies. One 

event which led to the.resolution of this impass was the 

role which the staff of ISVS attempted to play in obtaining 

vocational training Instructors and other volunteers for 

the Kenya National Youth Service.

Following a series of discussions inyolying repre-

sentatlves of isys, the youth service,and the Ministry of 

an agreement was reached which led to a formal 

request oh June 30, 196^1' by the ’ Government of Kenya to 

ISVS for forty-three technioal assistance personnel. It 

was the youth service leadership's understanding that 

with this agreement and request, ISVS would not only 

assume resp'onslbility for recruiting but would also assume 

responsibility for arrangements for their financial ' 

support, transportation, and related matters. However, 

as noted above, ISVS did not have either the*authprity 

or the financial resources to make such commitments.. It 

, could only transmit information concerning the needs of 

the youth service to its member governments, 

then have to engage in bilateral discussions with these

•f
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governments expressing Interest in the project to determine 

if the governments would provide volunteers and xmder 

what conditions

During the summer and early fall 196^1 t^el 

ship of the NTS operated:

woulS provide the forty-three technical assistance per-
' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■■ ■ ■

A more thorough investigation by those engaged 

in obtaining foreign technical personnel might have led 

to an awareness that the request to ISVS was only the fiyst 

step in obtaining personnel and that this first step in

sorinelt

no ^y assured the youth service that such ypltmteers

The facts seem to indicate thatwould be.forthepming.

the I3VS staff who approached the youth service were 

overly bijtimtatic In their presentation of what ISVS w^s 

able to do. This led to specific verbal commitments 

w^ not ® power to fulfill.^

By early fail I96Wit had become apparent to the 

NYS leadership that ISVS by Itself was not able to' fulfill

^As indicated in thl,s paragraph the failure of the 

initial NYS effort to recruit technical personnel can be 
viewed as caused by inadequate preparatory work, 
certainly was one cause of the failure. However, adminis
trative and procedtiral difficulties also caused th| failiire. ^ 
There was the administrative difficulty in Kenya that an 
agency for obtaining technical assistance personnel was 
not present thus placing responsibility for acquiring the 
resources in the hands of men with little or no knowledge 
of how to proceed. There were also procedural difficulties 
encountered with ISVS of first having to contact ISVS and 
then having to carry out bilateral negotiations with its 

. member countries.

This

.-S'-'
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the agreement, and that the NYS leadership would have to

:a}he:'r:dnitia;l:contact ISVS member governments bilaterally 

response of the governments to the request for personnel

:•

from the NYS. which had been channeled through ISVS had

If technical personnel were to behot been promising, 

obtained from these gQveimments a concerted recruitment

However v,;;/::campaign ^would have to be undertaken by the NYS.- 

the NYS had neither the personnel iior the financial re-

availabie to overtake such an effort ir Through

out the fall of IM^ they had to continue to rfly upon 

the efforts Of ISVS headquarters staff persohhel to 

interest the member governments.

The efforts of ISVS staff to recruit personnel 

did have one tangible result. In October 196t one Dane 

arrived in Kenya and was designated as the welfare and 

liaison officer for ISVS personnel. He was sent to 

Europe in December 1964—a trip financed by AID—as a

sources

youth service representative in an effort to Interest 

European governments, and private technical assistance

As a result of hisorganizations in the youth service.

efforts Denmark agreed to>provide an additional six to

eight volunteers, Sweden two, and the Friedrich Ptert , 

Foundation, a private West German technical assistance 

organization associated with the German Socialist Party--■;

five. Bilateral negotiations between each of these and 

the Government of.Kenya confirmed the commitments Thei

■X
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Danes and Swedes arrived indlvid\ially or in pairs 'between

Th«s ¥^sl; i Gernuans arrived in late ,; 

These individuation were committed piecemeal

March and Jtme 1965. 

summer 1965.
tb the vairlous f ield- uiiitn ^ the service and sealed in

such capacities' as farm managers and vehicle;mechanics.^ 

The direct resul'b of the fsiilur^ of thin effort 

to recruit necessary technical assistance personnel aiti ,.

I-

in a reasonable period\:Of 'time was a delay in the yoca-- 

tional training program.. Gi-ven the previously mehtlbhed 

lack of detailed planning for the program and given the 

lack of vocational training instructors,, all hope of 

establishing a training program in 1964 and .early 1965 

.was abandoned.- As noted below, a totally new effort 'bo 

obtain vocational training instructors and to establish 

a program was undertaken in-early I965. This effort was 

a-iso hampered by administrative and procedural diffici^ties.

The Second.Effort to Cbtain
Technical Assistance .Personnel ■>

In'iJanuary I965 the effort to recruit technical 

assistance personnel for a vocational training program 

through ISVS was recognized by the NYS leadership and by 

AID for what it was—a failure. Combined with this was 

the fact that a detailed plan for a vocational training. .

Iwithoub a previously planned vocational training 
program within which they pbiild work and without any coor
dination among the volun'teers who did arrive, there was 
little else the youth service leadership could do witli them.

r'
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program which any instructors recruited could operate did 

not exist. Owing to the need 'to establish a vocational 

training program it was decided that a new effort must 

be undertaken. In mid-January 1965 a member of. the 

American mission to Kenya proposed to the Kenya Ministry 

of Labour that the Geneva'based World Organization for 

Rehabilitation through Training (World ORT),be consid^ 

as an alternative organization for establishing a voca-^^^^^^ 

tional training program for the youth Servtcojpiid for 

providing training personnel.

World ORT is a Jewish organization established in 

the late. 1800Vs for the purpose of rehabilitating and 

traihing Jewish refugees. Recently the organization has 

expanded the scope of. its activities to include establish- 

ihg yocatiOt#! traini^ a non-sectarian basis

in developing areas of the world. World.ORT had previously 

carried out a vocational trainlhg program for AID in West 

Africa. AID’S successful relationship with World ORT in

that'venture*^ induced the United States mission in Kenya

to propose that World ORT take over the vocational traln-
■. . . . . . . .

Ing program.

After obtaining the permission of the Re^a Govern

ment to follow up on the proposal, US/AID brought the di

rector of World ORT to. Kenya for an examination, of the 

NYS and to explore the possibilities of World ORT develop

ing a vocational training program for the service. A

'W-
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meeting held on February 25, I965 and attended by 

representatives of the youth service, the Ministry of

Labour, and US/AID, and by the director of '-^orld ORT 

resulted In a decision to have a World ORT team develop

This

■f

arid impieineht a v6cia:tl.p^l trali^lng program, 

agreement was subject to the formal approval of the 

Government of Kenya and World ORT headq.uarters ^iid to 

the financing of almost.the entire training program 

by US/AID.

in Kenya was July 1965* 

difficulties outlined below were subsequently encountered .

The target d.ate fbr the arrival of the team 

However, a series of procedural
'■k

with'the result that the f^T^ ORT team did riot arrive

The initial stage;of the vocational•until June I966, 

trainingSprpgram did riot begin until August 2, 19^6.

- ^ the following procedural diffi

culties caused a del^P of almost one year In the providing 

of a World ORT vppatiPhAl trai^ teami

(1) Owing to the established formal procedures'of the 

Government of Kenya, which included sending the 

proposed request to a number of ministries for 

their consideration and approval, the formal re

quest of the Government of Kenya to World ORT was
e

not sent until April 20, 1965. This request was

■4

i .?•

.ii..

y.'-;

necessary before subsequent action could be taken. 

The AID/GOK agreement for funding the World ORT 

contract, which had previously been drawn:up, was

y.'--
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signed a week later on.April 2?, 1965*

(2) A:>prolonged period of negotiations of approxi

mately six months was required /before a contra.ct 

was signed "between the Government of Kenya and 

World Ofi*P. One of the reasons for this delay^ 

was the fadt/that World ^^^0^ legal offices are 

in Washington, D.C. and its headquarters in^^ /

Geneva, Switzerland. Documents concerning nego

tiations had to pass among three distant points: 

Nalrohl, Washington and Geneva. A second, reason 

included disputes over amenities and privileges 

to be provided.team members by the Kenya Govern

ment. One such dispute concerned the length of 

timb the team- members would be allowed fqr import

ing such duty free goods as automobiles. Settling

^ ^ them into the contracts

took a considera"ble amount of time. , ■

(3) V/orld ORT did not xindertake to recruit a team

until after the contract was sighed although they 

had been urged to do so by AID. -Thechief of party . 

was not recruited until November 1965* other

five members of the team werenot signed to contract 

.until January and April 1966.-

The designated head of the ORT team for the yout-h 

service arrived in Kenya in-March I966. By the end of Mj 

he had completed the detailed planning of a vocational /

■/6
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training program for the NYS. Operationalization of the 

■ program was- delayed ’until August I966 as a result of a

On August. 2, 1966, morelack of tools and equipment, 

than a year beyond the original target^date set^^

begirinihg a World ORT^rto vocational trainirig program, 

a program was affieially instituted. The delay had been , 

caused almost entirely by procedxiral difficulties in. 

the formal signing of agreements and in translating 

those agreements into resources available in Kenya.

• Commodity Aid ■ ;;;

The US/AID grant to‘Kenya for the youth service
■i. .

was ’’tied aid, ” that is, the money had to be used to 
purchase Amerioan equipment.^ Exceptions to this could 

and were madej but only in "emergency" situations. Most 

of the money was .utilized to buy American goods either 

directly from the United States or as military surplus 

from 608 Excess Centers in Germany, Spain, and Japan.

, ' The procedural difficulties encountered in the ordering 

and delivery of these goods caused delays in the develop-

ment of the youth service.

The 608 Excess Program Has tot^ positive and 

negative features. It does enable developing coimtries 

to obtain a wide variety of s^^rplus military equipment.

^For a discussion of the positive and negative 
. features of tied aid see I.M.D. Little and J.H. Clifford 
International Aid (Londonj George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 
1965) PP. 16^-7^.
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excluding weaponry, at the standard rate, of 15 per cent 

of post plus shipping; ’ This equipment ranges from such 

items as new but surplus boots, new or w and

hand tools to heavy construction equipment, “fhe^^ 

however, a number of ne^ features including the 

follbwing four procedural ones.

First, in order to obtain the desired equipmeht 

it is necessary that the recipient send an agent to the 

centers to study the oOndition and availability of equip)- 

ment. This is a costly, pp’ocedure both in terms of finane-

f

ing. the agent‘s trip and interms of time spenfc in the

However,* there would seem to be noquest for.equipment, 

alternative, Sinces

(1) It is almost impossible for the operators of the 

608 Exc Prog?^® to know in advance what equip-

The Excess Centers are

‘dependent for goods uppn the decisions of the 

U.S, military as to what equipment is to be . 

deemed surplus. Ordering from catalogs is risky 

and often results in placing orders for aqialpment 

that is -not available and may not be available 

for some time.

(2) Ordering from catalogs without knowing that the 

equipment is available often results.in persohnel 

at 608 Centers placing substitutes in the order 

which the recipient does not want. Purchasing

t'
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agents for the youth service discovered that the 

attitude at the centers was "since it‘s free, send 

what we have and they*11 he happyi"

(3) A large number of organizations in many develop

ing cpuhtries utilize this program. ThM results

;x-::

in a high degree^.of competition for. equipment as

An organization which is

i->•

it becomes available, 

fortunate enough to have a representative at ohe

of the 6p8 Centers^w^ desired goods become 

available is more likely to obtain that equipment 

than those ordering by inail.^

Secondly,, meohanical ^uipment such as that xxsed 

for road construction, once- ordered, must be reconditioned. 

Thb reconditioning is carried out by local firms in Frank-

and delays of many months

are not uncommon.

■/

In the third place, the equipment must be crated 

and shipped to the recipient country.

with the reconditioning of the equipment, can be a time 

consuming one.

This procedure, as

t''
Finally, NYS purchasing agents were not allowed

.... .y '

to, place orders for equipment while they were.^^^a^

^The necessity for sending agents to the Excess 
Centers was discovered by the NYS through trial and error. 
Originally the ordering was done from catalogs and by mail. 
After a number of disappointments, the NYS adopted the 
practice of sending an agent. The first trip was tinder- 
taken in September 1965»

.
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608 Gentersj. Under procedures established by AID and 

the Government of Kenya the agents were only empowered 

to have a ''forty-day freeze for Kelnya" tag placed on 

equipment which they felt the NfS required, 

return to KenyA and cohsu3it with AID and NYS of^ibl^is 

before filling out the proper order forms and subinittlng

.  them throiigh &.ID. to the 6D8 Excess Centers. ^Thia^^ P^

dure further added to the time necessary to obtain common 

dity aid.

They pad to

Delays in Obtaining needed copnpdities from 608 

Excess had a direct effect upon the initial rate of

recruitment of youth into the service and upon the im-

The NYS began recruit-plementation of specific programs, 

ing youth in August 196^ concomitant with the opening of

■ the Nairobi Tr^^ Unit. Recruitment in the period from

held to a few htindred youth

as the service awaited the receipt of clothing and bedding 

which had been ordered in the early summer. During Octo

ber recruitment was suspended entirely owing to a lack of 

These supplies arrived in quantity in late 

October and November. By January the NYS had sufficient 

supplies to begin recruiting youth at the rate of brie 

hxmdred per week

■V'.

uniforms.

Early delays in ij^eiving heavy construction

ecLUipment resulted in a lag in youth service participation

. An initial shipment of fourteenon development projects i;

■1-'

■/V
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pieces of construction equipment, ordered in June 1964., 

arrived in Nairobi in January 1965- ..-It was this equip

ment which the NYS vras able to utilize in its work in 

the National Parks during 1965* A second shipment 

ordered in Jahtpary 196^ ar in June with. other

shipments arriving at intervals of a few weeks to a

li^^oiigh the NYS had ^eeh1
■few months thereafter 

designated as the work force on two major road projeCts 

in May I965, it was not 8^
(
one until August 1965 and bn the other until September 

1965, owing to a lack of sufficient heavy equipment.

A final example occurred with the effort to 

obtain equipment for the vocational training program. 

For alMst iwo^^^^^y^ not exist a detailed

plan for a vocational training program nor were there

'V

personnel connected with the service who knew what

As a result NYS and AIDequipment would be required, 

personnel who ordered equipment from 608 Excess C.enters 

had no guides, as to what vocational training equipment 

would be needed. They were placed in the positlonoof 

having to order equipment they thought, but did not

.■'r

s,;..h

know, might be useful. Consequently, when the World 

ORT .team arrived in Kenya the NYS already possessed

1 ’
■‘■The average, time between ordering apd receiving 

goods from 6O8 Excess Centers during the first three 
years was about one year with some orders taking up to 
eighteen months to be filled and delivered.

.■>:
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such large pieces of equipment as lathes and sheet metal 

cutters. That equipment might have been useful in the - 

future but was of little utility in the bailc ^ 

courses planned by the GRT team and needed by the service- 

What T^as required.^ b not available were s;^fident 

hand tools and similar relativdy^ simple equipment vital 

to the program.

One of-the first tasks of the chie^ 

the GRT t e^af ivi h^ ih Ker^ was to draw up a ;

listr of required equipment.■ In early May 1966 the equip

ment was ordered from 608 Excess.

v

men.

•r

Although by June the 

program had been strhcfured an^ the Instructors were ready

to begin operating the-program, they lacked sufficient 

equipment.T the start of the program was further

delayed. As there was no indication when the equipment 

qrdors^ vTQuid be fllledy AID, allotted an emergency fund of 

:|lvP00 to bi:y equli^ locally and the program was finally 

operationalized an August 2, I966. However, as late as ; 

November I966 there was no Indication as to when the 

tools ordered from 6O8 Excess Centers would b^available. 

The ORT team had sufficient equipment to operate the 

program as planned until February 1967 when almost twice 

as many servicemen as previously were due to begin train

ing. If the equipment had,not arrived by that tlrae> 

drastic reductions in the scope of the program were
-

,r.

.v;
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anticipated.

* -K* ^ * •«► ^

The purpose of this chapter has been to examine 

the process of plan implementation to identify the major 

factors which cbhtrihuted to^^^^^d in the development

of the youth service project. One major contributing 

factor identified was inadequate preparatory work in 

planning the yOiith iservice. Important results stemming 

largely from the inadequate preparatory work were over

estimation of the immediate benefits of the seryice,
V • i'.v. .

'.underestimation of bhe cost of the service to Kenya, and 

time consuming-delays in operationalizing the specific 

programs 61 Ibe youth service. A second factor identified 

was the administrative and procedural difficulties which 

: were eddb^^isP®'! dn^^# through foreign aid the

- ; res^^ the youth service. These diffi

culties were also a contributing factor to the delays 

experienced -hy the NYS leadership in implementing the 

youth service project. Using the data presented in this 

chapter on the problems of' delay in implementing the, plan 

for the youth service, Chapter Six assesses the .extent .

*,•

♦

^Additional equipment could not be bought locally 
because AID had allocated money for purchase of vocational 
training equipment on the basis of obtaining it from 608 
Excess at 15 per cent of cost. To b^ly equipment in Kenya 

" at full price would mean that the money allotment would 
quickly, be used and the desired quantities of tools could 
not be purchased.-

■I',
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to -Which the service was able, diiring the period 1964 

to 1966, to approximate the objectives for which.it was 

est’^blished.
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GHAPTER SIX V

THE KSMIA NATIONAL YOUTH SEHVICE 
, 19^5-^6

■>'

■sc.'

There were at .least six obleotives set for. the 

NYS at the time it was plahn^

(1) To put unemployed you^ people into an environment 
that will inculcate good citizenship and provide 
an opportunity to■contribute to thp social and 
economic development of the country}

(2) To promote national unity by bringing together 
young persons from all areas of Kenya for training 
and work in projects of national importance}

(3) fo help alleviate unemployment and hardship among 
young persons by providing employment, education 
and training to prepare them for future productive

of their seiyice}

(4) To, contribute to the economy of the country by 
helping to conserve, rehabilitate and develop 
Kenya’s natural resources}

(5) To-proyide an immediate means whereby the demands 
of at least a portion of the members of the youth 
wing could be met} and

(6) To provide the governing elite with one means of 
obtaining a degree of control over a potentially 
disruptive group in society.jl

This chapter analyzes the NYS leadership’s attempts'

;•

:.r-

^3^'J

-■

■'t

.-V'- ■t

during I965 and 1966 to achieve these various objectives.

For the,purposes of analysis thes six objectives have been

grouped under three headings. The first deals with the

J.

•^See above, pp. l01;-04.
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Its focus is on the attempt, by the Govern^nt ' - 

and the NYS leadership to utilize the NYS as a means piir ^ 

meeting the demands of the youth wingers and of obtaining, 

through a policy of inclusion, a degree of control over 

The' second section deals with the role of tlte^

The focus in this

servibemerii

them.

in relieving the unemployment problem* 

section is on the youth service as a means of enabling^-^^^^^-
;

unemployed youth, regardless of background or political 

affiliation/ tO; 6^ job skills and employment* The 

final section is concerned with the role of the NYS in

the struggle for nation building anci socio-economic pro

gress in Kenya.,, The focus here is placed on the service 

as a means of contributing to the economic development 

of the Couritry and of fostering national unity.

The Servicemen

The Redruitm Political Activists

The yputh sei^ in part to meet

the demands of' unemployed KANU youth wing members for 

some form of reward for the services they had rendered 

during the independence struggle. The youth applied 

Intense pressure on the Government and on Parliament 

With the res\fLt that the elite deemed it necessary that 

something be done lest the youth become a serious

political liability to^them and an asset to various
'

political groups maneuvering for power both within and

'■'■'•I
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outside of KANU. By establishing the youth service'with 

its proposed programs of vocational training, education 

and work projects the Government hoped to meet the needs of 

the youth and to attain a measure of control over them.

However, the KANU Government was confronted by 

other problems. in early 196^1- the stability of . the new 

government and, indeed, of the country was in doUbt. For 

instance the strong force of tribalism was present and had

•V:

been manifest in the struggle between KANU and KADU in thes 

pre-independence period. ;Furthermore there were political

A Govern-factions within ICADTO cbmpeting with each other, 

ment sponsored national youth service which would recruit 

only KANU youth wing members or only one’faction within

the KANU Jputh:W^ have'risked further disunity.

The Government thus faced the dilemma of how ta satisfy 

the demands of' the politically poweffxil I^NU youth wing 

'aM at the same time to use the NYS to foster national 

unity. n-

;-:y f

To cop^e with this'jdilepna the Government adopted a 

recruitment system utilizing the members of the lower House
.y'i"’-; ‘

v;.;

of the Kenya Parliament as recruiting agents whereby each 

MP was expected to. select a number of youth from his dis-

A1 though the t otal-

number each' MP could recruit varied with each call-up.

;"V. ;■'j-

trict each time, the. NYS sought recruits,
■:;4

depending on how many the service could take, each MP 

had an equal number of vacancies to fill.

4'-
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. ^ - y The recri^tment sjrstern was. s of the effort

to attain the objectives of the NYS in a number of different 

First of ail, it was easily put i^o operation ai^

Secondly, recruitment on the

ways.

was relatively inexpensive.

basis dfy^ each district and by each MP meant

that . the varioiis tribesv - political parties, and factions’ 

within each party were rej^esented on a reasonsd)ly equi

table basis which contributed directly to.the image of 

the youth, service as a national organization. In the 

third place it enabled the youth service to secure the 

support of the HP's and through them local party leaders 

and branches of the youth.wing. It established a patron

age system whereby the MP’s in consultation with party 

and youth wing leaders coiild provide youths in their 

districts with a reward for past services. Given the 

rtrib^ and•political suspiclahs and rivalries at the timey 

any other recruitment system could have led to criticism 

: by and by the KADU opposition over such

matters as •tribalism and favoritism in recruitment. No 

:doubt the recruitment system during^ the early days of the 

operation of the NYS contributed considerably to the almost 

total support it received from Parliament.. ■

The initial recruitment system resulted, in a high 

proportion of trie servicemen being members of either the 

KANU or KADU youth wing or possessing other political

r
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affillationSi The MPs recruited largely on the basis-of 

a political pay-off or fbr th*^ purpose of removing from : 

the ranks of petitioners young political activists who 

had been harrassing the MPs and local party offici^^ 

Reliable sources in the NYS indicated that many of the 

MPs selected individuals who were causing them the most 

trouble and sent them to the youth service, 

many MPs ignored the guide^nes for recruitment set down

These guidelines specified that the ‘

.rwi,,•

In addition .>

by the service.

recruits be between the_ ages of sixteen and thirtyi un

married and free from communicable diseases* 

selected by the MPs were married and over thirty years of -

Many recruits

age. As noted below, the youth service encountered a 

number of problems with the youth recruited by the MPs.

Unrest Among the Servicemen 

There is little doubt that most of the Kenyans who''- 

i ;3pined the NYS between August 1 and June I965 did so

under the impression that it*would be a steppingstone to

Once in the service and with thepermanent employment.
* '*•

dispovery that it was primarily composed of drill and man-
. 2

ual labor at low pay with no guarantee of employment,

^Given the extremely sensitive nature of this issue, 
official NYS data on the backgrounds of the servicemen cbuid 
not be obtained. The assertion on the background of the youth 
is basedupon extensive intei^iews with personnel associated
with the seivibe* '.A

?The Director of the NYS related to this writer how 
_o"n the occasion of the first intake of recruits in August 
1964, he personally addressed them and emphasized that there

y
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and no vbca^jional training, many of the servicemen became

disgruntled. They demonstrated their dissent in two ways.

First, they quickly leained'to charirtbl complaints 

to their MPs who, in turn, voiced these complaints and 

criticisms in Parliament., The complaints of the service-, 

men as voiced’in Parliameht were not only d-irpcted at i^e 

hard work and Iox'T pay but also at the iack of vocational

trainirig, for it was argued that their se2:vioe in the^^^ 

would not aid 0ie^ in finding future employ-

. ment. The following examples are typical of ren^rks made 

by KANU backbenchers during late I965 and early I966.

(1) One MP, lyir. Barasa, referred to the fact that when 

the NYS had been Introduced the MP*s and youth had 

been told that the youth would receive industrial 

training so that they could obtain employment after 

service. The results of‘his bqhversatiOhs with ' 

seryicemen led him to the conclusion that the 

training in the NYS consisted of woodcutting a.nd

He wanted to know what was being 

done to institute the promised training.

(2) On J^niaary 28, I966, another HP, Mr. Arap Too, 

quoted a disgruntled serviceman as stating the 

following*

bush clearing.
- .j .

• 1

:';v

■1'

was no Job guarantee from the NYS. This was stressed tp all 
” recruits upon enterlhg the service.

^Kenya Parliament, House of Representatives,
Debates. September 21, I965.
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•Well, I was taken to this National Youth Service.
I have rendered my services, but I have been given 
a chit which says.that this gentleman'has been in 
our.National Youth Service, he has been building 
bridges, he has been doing this and that; but Sir, 
dbes-this help us at all? Sir, even the farmers 
in this country cannot employ people who have 
been building bridges.‘^

(3) On the same d.ay ;Mrr Ariyien issued a warhih® to his 

fellow MP*s and the Government. He stated that, un

less the NYS was able to do something for the youth

.i'

;

it was going to create more problems than it wa,a

SOlVihg;^

So I want to say that in order to stop any problems 
which may arisen youths when they are left
in tTie Constituencies or in Nairobi here, are not 
fools, they have been impolitics for mai^ years 
and know how to campaign against KANU and ItADU 
and are pollticiahs.You have been with them and 
know. The member may find when he goes home that 
these youths have mobilized the masses. When you 
go there to address a public meeting you will be
stoned^ 2

Mr. Speaker, Sir, the Youth Service when it 
was started was to deal with projects^of^ nation 
buildi^ but when publicity of t:hia,-^rvice was 
given to the country, it was glv^in such a way 
that it almost induced the yout^of this country 
to go to a service which they did not understand. 
I^en these youths entered the National Youth 
Service, they were not told within certain terms 
that 'you are not coming here for pay' or 
are not coming here to further your knowledge, 
you are coming to uproot trees and to live.under 
’conditions which are more difficult than what

.v;v

5-v-

^Ibid.. 

2lbid.

January 28, I966.
;■
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you are used to#’ in fact, If they had been told 
that, some of those who left the 'Jobs they were 
doing would not have left these jobs. They would 
Mve liked to continue with the jobs they were 
doing, at, let us say, the rate of Shs. 40 per 
month, instead.of going to get Shs. 20 per month 
and dissatisfaction.1

' A second channel for the expressibh of diss^

■ faction was through the use of violent action.' - One siich

incident occurred at the Gilgil Field Unit on October 15»

1965 when a group of sixty servicemen demanding their

release from the service surrounded the camp Qpmmandant’s

office. Insults were shouted at the Permanent' Secretary
. ' » . .

to the Ministry of Labour who was visiting the camp and 

stones were thrown at the police who were brought in to 

quell the disturbance. Incidents such as this were not 

uncommon durin^^ and resulted in serious problems of

discipline for the leadership as well as some unfortunate 

publicity. .

*

vlith the realization that serious delays were

going to be encountered in establishing the vocational 

training program under the....auspices of V/orld ORT and given

the growing seriousness of. the problem with servicemen 

dissatisfied over the lack of vocational trainlngi the 

ms leadership attempted to Institute a crash vocational 

training program in the late months of 1965* 

ately it too proved to be abortive. The few ISVS'personhel

But uufortun-

.i

^Ibid.. February 10, I966. 

2eas, December 15, 1965*

9 1
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Jrom the field to run the program had no over

all plan to guide their efforts and little authority to 

take the necessary planhlhg and implementatibn steps. 

There was also a serious shortage of eq.uipment. 'In the

x>j-eiding course,-for example, there was only one".

for a course attended by twenty-one servicemen. Finally, 

the sei^icemeh designated tb undergo training ^ in this^^ ; 

crash program were” by and^ the most vocal of the . .

dissidents and often proved unmanageable. Paced with 

these problems, the attempt at a crash program was 

not successful and was q.uickly phased out.

brought in

V

A Changing Clientele’

By April 1965 it had become apparent to the NYS 

leadership that the service, given the problems of pro- 

grdm development noted in Chapter Five, was encountering 

seriphs difficulty in managing the politically-oriented, 

actiylst youth recruited by the HP’s. In July 1965; con

comitant with the previously mentioned sharp reduction 

in the numbers of youth recruited per month, a new 

recruitment system was introduced. Primary responsi

bility for recruiting youth was taken out of the hands 

of HP’s and given in part to civil_servants at the 

diStribtiletei and in part ;tb the NYS leadership itself.

\

2

ISee above, pp. l4'3-4^.

^As might be expected many-of the HP's did not 
support this change in responsibility for recruitment.

• It removed from their hands a source of patronage. This
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Under the-nevr system, which is currently employed, 

opportuhltTes for induction into the NYS are publicized 

^ "the district adijiini strati on.

iThe youths fill out applications which are sent te the

>vi;

'i
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The next step is pre-District Cori&isaioneiia
■ selection in which can^dates are considered by a board

consisting of district officials acting with the advice 

of local party leaders. Those selected by the boards 

are then considered by a regular NIS recruiting team 

which travels throughout the ^country.; -Bach district 

is allocated an e^^l- of vacancies, during each

call-up period. 1

The change in the recruitment system was dictated 

To continue to recruit the type of youthby neGessity.

was one of three main causes of.a motion introduced by 
disgruntled MP's and debated in February I966 to disband 

^ ^ ^ it with military service
• for all youth. A second cause was the growing urihappiness 
on the part of political activists with the NYS which was 
not meeting their expectations. In seeking a change in 
their situation they put pressure on the MP’s who recruited 
them. A flnal'-cause of the motion to disband the service 
was the growing unrest among the backbenchers in the House 
which'preceded the formation of the Kenya Peoples Union. 
However, neither all support for this motion nor for a 
motion presented in January I966 expressing concern pyer 
alleged Irregularities in the service and discrimination 
in selection of youths for permanent employment came 
from HP's who were to .join KPU. The motion to disband the 
NYS was Introduced by a KANU MP who did not subsequently 
cross the floor. This indicated that there were causes 
for the motion other than simply an early attempt by 
dissidents who would later join KPU to embarrass the 
Government. Neither motion was passed by the House.

V*
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inducted prior to July I965 would have been to risk
In its rudimentary :v^destroying the entire organization 

state of development and given the delays in program

t;

implementation, the youth service simply could npp 

meet the demands of older, politically ■active youth who 

were seeking rewards in terms of permanent employment 

or, at a minimtun, vocational training.

Accompanying the change in the recruitment system 

was an important shift of emphasis in the type of youth 

recruited. Previously emphasis in recruitment had

. »

been placed upon,taking political activists who were 

seeking rewards for services rendered. Goncomitant with 

the change In the recruiting system, emphasis on who was, 

recruited sh;ifted to unemployed youth in "general and un- 

'employed y^ a much younger age. Some

political activists' vzere still recruited but these were 

m^ before induction and had to meet

the requirements of age and be unmarried and unemployed.

Throughout 1965 most of,the servicemen still fell

in the political activist category and the service contin-

However, as theseued to have disciplinary problems.

youths either quit the service or were discharged after 

completing their term of service, a differeht type of 

youth began to predominate. The youth recruited under 

the new system were younger and of a more manageable age, 

as well as unmarried and unemployed. The average age of

■■ V
p-
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Ithe servicemen drdpped from twenty-five in the period 

• prior to July I965 to twenty by the end of I966. :]>Ia;ny
;V;'.

, of them had never been connected with political parties

Finally, as- illustrated ^ip
V

or with the youth wings,

Table 2, they tended to be better'educated.

. : - "M:LE 2

LEVEL OF SDUGATldWA.L ATTAINMSMT OF' NYS HECHUTTS^

New, Recruitment SyetemOld ^ RecrPi tmenf : Sys t emLevel

A

M-M

33 M 

l4'Q*0%

B
1

I5.0;g

46.0^

c

D

18.3^E .

100.0,^-'potal lOfeOf

. ®'Key to educational levels is as follows:
A-^-illiterate 
BrL.-Standards I to III 
G—Standards- IV to V 
D—.Standards VI to VIII
E—KPE Certificate and attendance at secondary 

school
^The increase, in the percen^ge of illiterates 

. under the new system is accounted for by the fact t^^t 
large numbers of Somali-speaking youths from tpeNorth
eastern Province were recruited into the NYS after July 
1965, Almost all .of.these youths are illiterate. The 
special effort to recruit Somalis .is part of a general 
Government effort to demonstrate to the Soraali-speaklng 
people that the Kenya Government is actively working to

. better their lives. Since independence the Northeastern
Province had been the scene of a guerrilla war carried 
out by Somali-speaking people in Kenya who wanted their 

. land to be included as part of Somalia rather than as part

Source: Kenya National Youth Service
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Assessment ■

The attempt by the Government to utilize the 

NY3 as a means for meeting the demands of the youth 

for obtaining a measure of control Ov^^ 

them had proved to be both a success and a failure:

’ diirihg the period 1965^66. It was a success in the

that during the critical post-independence per

iod it did pfpvide the government with a means of 

temporary control over some of the youth wingers,

NYS absorbed a number of the most vocal political acti

vists and, at least for a period of time, removed them

:i 'vr V'

sense

The

as a threat to the stability of the government and of •

in that it was unable,'It wa's :a'failurethe country.

for reasohs'npted i to meet the demands

»

of the youth wingers for job training. Due to this 

and to the almos on manual labor at

h low pay, the^i of youth became dis

illusioned vrith the service. Subsequent unrest forced 

the IIYS to change its recruitment system with the re

sult that the numbers of political activists was-reduced. 

During the period 19.64 to I966 the NYS was unable to 

provide for the long range futinre of the political acti

vists. . Owing to this fact and to the change in the 

type of youth recruited, the extent to which the NYS 

helped the Government obtain control over the youth 

wingers was much less ;^an anticipated

'y.

y;.
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The change In the recruitment system brought into 

the service younger personnel much more amenable to dis- 

Together with the initiation bf large scale■cijplihe^

work piPi3®o^® 1^ 0.ate I965 and the initiation pf vbca-
tionaitrathihg in lata I9O6, the change in recruitment

■ proved to be d key facto? ih changing the outlook of the ■ 

youth service leadership during I966 from one of pessi-

■ mtsm tp one ofnguarded optimism.

The RPia of the NYS in Relieving Ohemplo:me^^

The attempt of the. Kenya Government tp help

relieve the unemployment problem by means of the National

In the first instance the
■i

iouth Service had three goals, 

recruitment of ■unemployed youth into the service served

the inmediate need of removing the youth from the ranks

The s econd goal and the•one deemedof the unemployed, 

most important was a combination of vocational training

and academic programs, designed to -provide the youth with

skills which would enhance the likelihood of their ob-

Pinally, the leadershiptaining subsequent, employments

of the NYS sought to .obtain employment for the youth 

after service although no guarantee of employment was

;.L::■'y.

provided.

Numbers of Youth Recruited 

In Chapter Five it was stated that the governing

_ elit.e_and_the__plannera-of the.-NYS hoped.that -bhe- NYS would

•/
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be able to absorb 10,000 unemployed by mid-1965 and 

maintain that level thereafter. Owing to the unfore

seen high recurrent costs of the NYS and the limited 

financial resources, which the., Kenya Government could

''■t '■

make available for NYS expenses, this figm?^ war

Between mid^August 196^ and Becemher 1966 'approximated.

a total of 6,870 youths were recruited into the service.

The maximum number in the NYS at any. one time during . 

that period was 3t500» reached in late I966. In Decem

ber of 1965 the original goal of 10,000 youths was re

vised downward to 7,000. Whether or not this Jcigtire 

would be approximated was dependent upon the financial 

resources Of the service. As of late I966 the leader

ship did not anticipate attaining this figure in the 

foreseeable future. The NYS has made a contribution 

to the immediate relief of unemployment but this con- 

trihtrtiOn has been less than was anticipated*

The experience of the NYS through 1966 indicates 

that, with its^^high recurrent costs, it is not the ideal 

vehicle for making a significant contribution to the 
Itmmedla:tO; r unemployed. Ths^ there ijs a

need for immediate employment projects in Kenya ia ap- 

parent. However, given the large numhers of ,vine|iployed,

'..i;

:V'

'ii:

•‘•One instance of the kind of situation the 
recruiting team faces is the following, which occurred in 
Nairobi during I966. The recruiting team sought to 
recruit fifty youths from Nairobi. On the day of

«
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(233,100 registered as work-seekers in earl3r-l■96i^)r^' ^

the intake of 6,870 over a two and one half year period
J:;'

must'be regarded as a minimal contribution to solving

It would seem that if the NYS is to provethe problem,

of continuing iisefulhiBSS to Kenya it will have to be in

■ the areas bf ti’ainipg amall numbers of yoting Africans 

to occupy positions as skilled and semi-skilled workers 

and craftsmen and of contributing to the nation building 

through its woik- |>ro3ects program*

Job draining for the Servicemen 

The plan of the youth service called for estab- 

lishing a vocational training program, supplemented by 

-7 - —an academic-progtam, for the purpose of providing the 

youth with an opportunity to acquire job skills. The 

vocational training program, for reasons previously 

noted, was not implemented until Avigust I966 while the

academic program had to be completely revised in the 

closing months of 1966 after the NYS leadership had

As a result, through
■'I

experienced a number 'Of problems.

the end of I966, tangible results in terms of service

men who has completed the envisaged vocational training 

and academic programs in the seirvlce had not been bbtained.

recruitment between 300 and 400 unemployed youths who had 
filled out applications were competing for the. fifty 
openings. Similar situations have been encountered by 
the recruiting team in other ar'eas of Kenya.

1
-See above, pp. 70-7I.
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- The vocational training, program which the i-^orld 

ORT team designed and which was Initiated In August 1966 

Involved providing each serviceman In the program with- 

• three eleven-week- courses with each course separ^t#^ 

eleven weeks of field training. This field training, in 

theory, would ehable the servicemen to put Into practice

the knowledge obtained In the classroom and workshop. 

The progression of the vocational training program 

des 1 gned as felldt?s s one hundred servicemen would be

At the -

-;V;

was

0

Involved In the Initial introductory course, 

close of this course the group would return to fidld

imltsand another group would begin the introductory

Following the completion of the second eleven- 

week period, the first group would return for their 

intermediate course, the second group would be assigned

course.

: t ^ third group would

By the third eleven-begin the introductory course.

week period there would be two hundred sei*vicemen in- ■

volved at the vocational training center and by the 

fifth period three-hundred—one hundred for each of the 

three courses. It was hoped that eventually facilities 

would be established for training 500 to 1,000 service-

men at any. one time.

The,specific-objective of the vocational training 

program was to provide th:e'servicemen with the knowledge 

and skill necessary to pass- the Kenya Grade Test II.

6'-- ■sr-
V'
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Grade Test II is one of three exams estahlished by the 

Ministry of Labour for the purpose of grading individuals 

who seek employment as craftsmen. Succ^ssfi^ pdasage of 

any of the three examinations, Grade Test II b^ 

intebmediate"^^^ e the individual to receive a ,

• Government certificate showing that he possesses job

skills at the indicated level. : Possesaioh of a certificata^ 

proving one’s qmlifications greatly enhanbes the llkeli- 

■ hood that the holder will obtain employment as a crafts- 

man. ' This is especially true if one- holds a certificate 

demonstrating that he has passed Grade TeSt 1^ 'tiiie.^ 

demanding, or to a lesser extent, Grade Test II. Grade 

Test III is the basic’ exam, qualifying one primarily for 

semi-skilled Ifpr^^

As of late I966 the first group of servicemen 

'■ 1 had oomM^ in mechanics, carpentry, ■

or masonry and had,gone to various-field units for 

eleven weeks of field training. A second group had • 

begun the basic course. To a great extent the success 

of the program-was dependent upon whether the World.

ORT team received the tools and other required equip

ment in. sufficient quantities to support the projected 

increases in numbers of servicemen to be t:rained.
■

Vf
^The Kenya Government Grade Test II for a fitter, 

for example, tests the use of precision instruments, ele
mentary techniques for heat testing of metals and knowledge 
of different methods of lubrication.

■4^
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The revised academic program ■was designed to he 

: primarily, althotigh not entirely, supportive of the voca-

: tional training program.^

to be oriented

:•

The sclence and math courses 

as much as pbsslbie,^ to. providing

background knowledge for use in vocational trairiing. 

language cbiirse would be for the purpose of upgrading the •

The

servicemen’s knowledge of 'English, the language utilized 

in the ybcdtional trainihgCprogram.

gram could hot be used for the purpose of enabling the 

servicemen to pass the KPE, it was hoped that by inte-

As the academic pro-«

grating the work to vocational training, the academic 

program would proved to be of more relevance to the ser

vicemen t^n it had been previously.

■ The! re'yised academic program proposed to divide 

- the servlcemeh into five divisions as follows!

A—illiterates only 
B—Standards I, and II 
C--Standards II, TV, and V •
D—Standards VI and VII 
E—Post-KPE. ^ •

Courses were designated as being offered at each level

~ ‘ ^‘The primary exception is the civics course which
was to acquaint the youth with a knowledge of his country 
and was thus part of the Stress upon the nation and national 
unity found: in t^

^Npte that these;five divisions are not Identical 

• . to the educational levels shown in TABLE 2, which merely 
. describes the distribution of recruits' by educational at

tainment. . The data-here is given as it was used for the 
academic program as of late I966. The levels here Include 
Standard. ITT; iiri division »'C'‘ :arid eliminate Standard VIII."

I

v».
■M'
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in science, math, civics, and langixages with .ihe exception

Thethat science was not taught at the first two levels. 

■• 'general content of the courses was as follow'sr ^

Science: .*

Stress v;as to be placed on introducing the seryice- 
men to basic physical laws such as the 
Of the lever and causes of shorts in electpical
systems^.,'''-'"':''' V ■

Mathematics:
A progressive course:giving approved forms of ^ — 
mathematics as set forth in the- KPE requirements.

Civics: . '
Primary stress.was to be placed on exercises and 
^sdri;ptiV:e""^matWi®i'^t^hserning'Kenyavspciety.,

——Thi-s~iyggaiftglth:~f orm5---arod--functi-^ - -
couholls and worked up to the national government. 
The youth would pay visits to institutions suCh - 
as courts and local councils. There was also to 
"be a certain amount of fdrmal history and geography 
for the purpose of placing Kenya in its larger 
context.

Language:
English, with Swahili used in the first two levels 
as a supporting language for beginners in English.^

The jPt training effort ofthe WXS was vital to the

If the effort proved asuccess of the whole NYS project, 

success the NYS would be able to claim that it was providing

'an important sei^ice-to Kenya in giving job training to 

Africans who would otherwise he unable to obtain such

training.. If it was not successful then the NYS might 

encounter the, same problems of tmrest and frustration .

felt by servicemen during 19^5 owing to ah inability of 

the service to meet the nneds of its clientele.

v"':;

1■^The description of the content of the educational 
courses was provided by H. E. H. Jensen, i'/elfare and 
Liaison Officer, Kenya National Youth Service.

t
■' ■
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Employmeirt; Af ter^

The third and final aspect of the attempt hy the 

Kenya Government to help relieve the yduth.t^ 

problem by means of the-NYS was the effort by

the find permanent employment for youth '

after service. For the unemployed.youth, this’was the •

, id-timate test- ^ utility of joining, the WYS. If^ 

after spending two years of their lives in the youth 

service doing A;great deal of manuial labor at iow pdy 

($2.80.■ per month plus subsistence), they were ret\irned

,;.;V

o ■

- to the—ranks of the unemployed with their future still 

as uncertain as before, then their efforts had been 

wasted and their hopes frustrated. If this‘situation

was the norm, one could postulate that the, establishment 

■ of the service may have created more problems than it

• solved.

the almost unanimous opinion of the foreign 

advisers to the NYS and of.many of the indigenous leader-. ' 

ship.personnel that the NYS leadership must make a con- 

carted effort to find employment for its servicemen, for 

experience with the servicemen conclusively demonstrated 

that the; youth join the service with the hope of obtaining 

a. job. The ISVS training specialist who worked with the 

NYS during August and September 1964 stated the;:prpblem 

facing the service in the follox'/ing fashion:

At present I see a very real requirement for planning
. . for the post NYS service placement of recruits. Unless

this is done.the seryicemen will return after one year ^

.. I'P-:
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to nothing! If these people pose a problem now,
I predict they will be an even greater problem- 
after they had bden led for a year to expect their 
government to care for their needs.^

^ince the formulation of the original plan for

the, NYS by Griffin under the sponsorship of thb MM

of labour i the: Ke^a Gpyernment^^^^^^a 'the MS 1^

has takeh the ppsltlpn that every^ feasible will be

done to find employment for the youth but that no

tee of eniploymieht can be given. As a youth's term of

service nears an end, his record is evaluated. Those .

aMllty V^ a^^^W

willingness to submit to discipline are plaoed.^ b^^ 

list which is made available to public and private em

ployers'. One of the British advisers is in charge of 

contacting potential employers and informing them that 

recommended servicemen nearing completion of their 

service are seeking employment. Employers Interested 

in hiring servicemen select youth from the list for the 

purpose of job interviews'. If employment is obtained 

by the servicemen through this procedure, they are dis

charged immediately. Those servicemen who are unable 

to obtain employme.nt prior to the completion of their 

service are given a discharge certificate whichf ItIs 

hoped, can aid them in their own efforts to find employ- 

ment.

t.

y'

V
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y.

^Second Report of ISVS Specialist to the Kenya 
National Youth Service. September 11. 1964 (typewritten).
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Three,conditions existing in the period I965-66 

made the finding of permanent employment for the service

men a difficult task. The first condition, one that re

mains a problem in Kenya, was.the small employment market 

in the country. There.were simply not enough wage paying 

■ jobs available for t^ work.. Secondly, many

of the youth which the NYS recruited during the period 

.could be classed as unemployables when they entered the 

service,‘for f iw possess ed job skills. What ever skills 

or other marketable attributes they had to offer pros

pective employers had to come from their experience in 

the NYS. This, couple with the absence of job training 

in the NYS, meant that the NYS leadership was not able 

to offer prospective employers youth who had obtained 

job skills in such areas as carpentry, masonry and var- 

ious sub-fields of general mechanics. They have had to 

rely on the prestige of the NYS, the discipline imparted 

to the youth in the service, support, from the governing 

elite and the general record of. each serviceman during 

his one or two years in the NYS. A few servicemen re

ceived training in vehicle driving and clerical work but 

a vast majority did not receive any job-oriented training.

'>•

4

;

v:

As:of November I966 a total of 2,916 s eryic emen■had 

either completed their term of service or had been discharged

^See above, pp. 70-71*

'K:
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as a condition of accepting outside employment! 

figures list 92? or 32 per cent of those leaving the . 

service, as having obtained employment as a direct 

result of being in the NYS and of NYS leaderslilS = 

efforts in fihdlng ..employment for them. A tbtnl of.

408 had been recruited into the various disciplined 

services of Kenya-.-the armed forces, police, and prisons 

services, 239 Had found, employment in other Government- 

services largely in clerical positions, and 280 hAd 

been hired by private employers—ninety-threb as bus

NYS

conductors and mOst Of the remainder as vehiO10 drivers

1or clerical personnel.

Despite the lack of vocational training, two

factors helped the youth service^leadership find employ-^

First was the pressure placed onment for-many youths, 

employers in the public seOtor by the President’s Office

and second was the strong pressure exerted by Government, 
■■■■. . * 

political parties and trade unions on the private sector

1 ■

■^Research indicated that no attempts had been made 
to determine the attitudes and activities of the servicemen 
who left the NYS without assurance of employment. The offi
cial NYS position was that many of them were able to obtain 
employment on the strength of theirdischarge papers al
though no figures were given. Similarly no foliow-up at
tempt, had been made on the roughly 500 youths who deserted 
the service within two to foiir months of joining. These 
ex-servicemen, with their background of political activism, 
could constitute a particularly acute problem for the gov
ernment. Unless a radical change occurs in the numbers 
employed after service the body of ex-servicemen who are 
unable to obtain employment will continue to increase in 

• size.'

■'rf.
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to hire'more AfricSan employees. Given this situation, 

number of employers who hired servicemen stated that 

they did so on the basis of the discipline the youth 

...hadTrec.eived and on their good work record. This of-'

■;r%

^ ^ f eted, them an increased likelihood of obtaining depend-'

• able employees than if they had hired semi-skilled or 

unskilled employees directly from the labour exchange. 

How long this situation would last was open to questip^ 

An executive pif the Fe Kenya Emplpyers stated

that an ..increasing .number, of secondary- schpdl; l^vers.___ 

were beginning tb take positions formerly filled only 

by KPE holders, school leavers and the semi-skilled.

It was jobs which fell within the capabilities of this 

group that the servicemen were currently filling. He 

felt that in the future, -unless the servicemen are 

able to obtain more training, it wovild become increas

ingly dlf fie u^^ tp find jobs for them.

;>

Assessment

It is too early to draw any final conclusions 

on the success or failure of the NYS in helping to , 

solve the unemployment problem in Kenya. The restlts 

to date have not been impressive. Until late 1966 

there was no vocational training program. The ratio 

of those who have left the service without employment

:5;;■i.

1'

to those who have been able to obtain employment is 

over 2:1. Increased contribution of the NYS to solving
f '■'iX
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the problem depends to a large extent on the success of . 

the vocational training program initiated by the World 

' ORT team diui^ing the latter portion of I966t If this 

program is able to develop the job ’ skills' of ;:thd^^^^ 

men to the point at whiqh they are a'ble to pass ^

• Government Trade Test II, thei WYS will hay.e tak'^n a 

major step toward meeting the needs of the youth. If thl^^ 

program is not successful, the NXS will offer the ydiith 

two years of temporary employment in the form of rather

difficult manual labor on various work projects at low. ::_ _

pay. It is difficult to perceive the NYS becbmihg ah 

organization valued by the youth^under these conditions.

'i'

r

The Role of the MYS in the Struggle for Nation
Building and Socio-Economic Progress

experience of the youth service 

during 1965 and 1966 demonstrates that it has sought to 

contribute to*the struggle for nation building and socio

economic progress in Kenya in two ways. First, it has

. engaged in worfe-x-projects for the purpose!of contributing
1

substantively to the ecohbmic development of Kenya. 

Secondly, its demonstration effect.value has been utilized

by the governing elite in their attempt to develop among 

the people a spirit of nationhood, hard work, and sacrifice.

rf

The Work Projects

Two factors contributed during the formulation of 

the final, plain in March 196^ to the decision to concentrate

;> 'i-'
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the VTork; of the service on large scale development projects. 

(1) Large scale projects would not infringe on community 

development and self-help efforts which could l>e edSily 

carried out by local citizens. (2) Large scale 

would enable the youth service to help pay ita-own way, 

for it was expected that the NYS could charge maihi;enr- 

ance and replacement of equipment to thedevelopment' 

project budgets. This would not be possible if the NY^ 

carried out community development projects owing to the 

minimal funds for such projects..

The problems which the-leadership of the youth

'.'V

service encountered in establishin.s the work project 

program are related in Chapter Five. These problems, 

resulted-hpt^ ih tLclay.,in initiating the program and in

the fact /that initial projects were much smaller in scope
„4. ■■ '

than had/h antfcipated. During most of 1965 the WYS

projects as bush clearing, small . 

dam and road construction in national parks, reforestation, 

and the bullding-of several demonstration houses at a 

housing scheme outside Mombasa.

In late I965 the NYS: commenced work on two large 

scale vj-ork projects. In the area of the South Aberdares 

Forest not far from Nairobi the NYS began constructloh 

a thirty-mile tarmac road.• They also commenced construc

tion of a seventy-miie road linking the towns of Thlka 

and Ky:ui in the Eastern Province. In early I966 a third ■

.4,

on
4;

y.
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project, the building of a road from Archers Post north

east of Mt. Kenya to the Ethiopian border, which was 

'expected to be a four year project, was initiated. During 

1966 these three projects gradually beca,me .the fo of 

the NYS work effort. The smaller scale projects were 

gradually phased out.

Although it is admitted that these road projects 

coifLd be built without the NYS,. utilizing the youth 

.- service provided Kenya with certadn economic savings.

It freed heavy e9uipni®nt of the Ministry of WOrka for use 

- on other development projects and it meant tMt a more 

disciplined and dependable work force was available for 

the pro-j 80%. The normal Ministry of Works, procedure on 

road projeots is to hire local unskilled and semi-skilled 

workers, aa manual l%orers. These men are often undepend- 

a%eV" a%%ring for %rk Intermittently. The NYS, by 

establishing a ba% camp near the road project, has a 

constant supply of men ready as required. In addition- 

■ .the NYS is responsible for the food, lodging, clothing, 

and pay of the servicemen thus cutting down on'the cost 

of the project to the Ministry of Works development, budget.

. However, the extent of the economic contribution ' 

which the service makes to Kenya is questioned by some of 

its advisory and leadership personnel as.well as by Indlvl- 

dxjals in other organizations who have contact with the 

service. Concern is expressed that the youth service

. I
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duplicates and competes with the Ministry of VJorks‘rather 

than providing new services and thus makes little econbmic 

to the country. This concern is on at

.least three factors affectin& the current youth service 

work'program. First , its heavy work equipment is almost 

•‘I- • entirely of the type used in road building pfbjeots.

Secondly, the funding of the service projects comes 

rnaril^ frbm-the'^Mini^ryfbfdevelopment budget.

The work projects of the service are largely those^w^ 

the Ministry of Works would undertake if.the NYS were not 

, assigned to them. Finally,, there is ho additional money 

available to the Ministry of Wprks to carry out new addi

tional development pro j ects with the equipment and manpower 

- freed-by the use'of t^^ NYS. Thus ■utilizing the NYS on 

road projects does not mean that additional development

be carried out. . It does mean that the Ministry 

of Works and the NYS are in competition for projects which 

the^inistry ,of Works would have carried out had the NYS ■ .■ 

not been creat,ed. Based solely on these economic considera- 

tions serious doubt is expressed by some as to whether the

work of the service justifies the financial resources 

invested in the service.

As . of the-end ofv i no plans to expand

the/n of large scale work projects.

; f projects-oh which the service was engaged, plus a f ew re

maining small scale projects, were all that ooiad be

The three road .

V'V.
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handled by the service. .Without a substantial inci*ease in

the numbers of youth in the service, no further major pro- i

'X

Effect of the NYS

- At the close of almost every speech given by 

President kenyatta one hears tht slo'gan "harambee” which 

-means—'‘let—us^wp-rte-tosether.*' This slogan symbolizes the 

ideal spirit which the President woTild like to see imbued 

in all the citizenry as Kenya struggles for nation building 

and socio-economic progress. The achievement of these 

goals will be a difficult task and will require a great 

deal of hard work, sacrifice, and the tinited effort of 

the people--hence, the slogan, "harajnbee. ”

During the years 1965-66'the governing elite and the 

leadership of the WYS sou^t to pro ject in the press and 

in public speeches an. image of tlie JIYS as a nation building 

..organization whose servicemen are working for Kenya in the 

: spirit of"harambee." This endeavor was necessary to

counteract the essentially negative image which many indivi

duals in Kenya held of young political activists. A con

certed public relations effort was undertaken in the press 

: and in p speeches: of the go^e^rning elite to separate

service from the youth wings and to emphasize the 

benefits to Kenya which the service provides. Goncomitaht 

with .the effort to establish the nation building image is 

the effort to use the NYS aa an example of the hard work .

I
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and national unity needed if Kenyans are to develop their 
.1

country. Thus the demonstration effect which is provided 

■ by the youth service and its work is a second and important 

contribution which the service makes to nation building 

in Kenya.

There arh several aspects Of the youth service 

which are stressed in projecting the nation building 

image of the service and which give it its demonstratibn 

effect value. ' . .

(1) A great deal of emphasis is placed upon the fact 

that the youth are voluntarily giving two years 

of their lives to work on development projects

■ for the benefit of their country.

(2) .Similar emphasis is placed on the role of the

service in fostering a sense of national unity

breaking down tradi- 
■ ..'2- 

tional trfbally based hostilities.

\

Isee, for example,' "Youth Reward in Kind not in 
. Cash," EAS, -June,,.l4, 1964; "7,000 Young Kenyans Joining 
the Fight Agains-t the-Three Enemies," EAS, December 12, 
1964; "A Service with Kenya at Heart," EAS. August 20, 
1965; "Tribute Paid to Men of the NYS," Daily Nation. 
August 24, 1966; and Jomo Kenyatta, Harambee. loc. oit.

^There are two NYS policies which have a;direct 
bearing upon this aspect ,of nation building* First, the 
NYS attempts to have -bhe percentage of its servicemen from 
each tribe of Kenya correspond tp the percentage of the 
total population of each tribe. Thus if a tribe makes up 
fourteen per cent of the total population of Kenya, the 
number of youth from that tribe should approximate four
teen per cent of the total number of servicemen. Second, 
upon arrival at the basic training center the new recruits

Hi;
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(3) The NYS has located work projects in all but one 

of Kenya's provinces• The exception is the North

east Province where the guerilla v^af'has been a 

primary factor preventing the establishment of 

; an N^ Having at least one youth

s ervice pro j ect, whether large, or siaall, In each . 

province enables the Government leaders to point 

bo the fesvas which enables youth

"i.

from ail■over Kehya to work on projects which p 

■ benefit bhe various areas of the country. -It 

also/enables people in the "bush^' to see ■ f irst 

hand the NYS in operation, to see this nation
' ■ -i ;. . . . . . ■■ ■■

building organization carrying out work projects 

which will directly benefit their local areas.

Assessment

The NYS leadefs^^^^ was able to implement'a pro

gram ^ servicemen to work on development

projects. In this sense the NYS has. made a contribution

However, the
r.

to the economic'^developmen't of the country, 

unforeseen small size of the 'seiwice has limited the number
P.

of development projects on which the service can partici

pate. As there is little likelihood that the leadership 

will increase the total number of youth in the service 

owing to financial limitations, the actual quantitative -

'V.

are formed into companies made up of youth from different 
tribe's. The servicemen remain in their assigned hetero 
genous companies throughout their service- period.....^.

1
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contribution of the WYS to, economic development will 

^ minimal.

Given the minimal, quantitative contributibn, the 

■demonstration effect of the MS may 

or greater importance to the nation building effort. It 

. is particiilarly difficult to measure the importance of the 

demonstration effect of an organization. However, it is 

possible that national and local political leaders and " 

commimity development and Self-help organizers may be atle 

to utilize tho example of the NYS in their own endeavors 

to mobilize the people of Kenya in the struggle for; nation 

building andvsocio-economic progress. As related above, 

on a national level the governing elite in Kenya has 

already sought to-utilize the M in this regard.

^ Of objectives set for the

NYS by the governing elite and planners in early 1964 the 

NYS leadership was most successful in developing a program 

of work projectSi to achieve the objective of enabling the 

servicemen to contribute to the economic development of 

Kenya. ImplementaWon of this program was delayed owing’ 

to a lack ofU-^reb^led planning and to delays in receiving

■i:.

.-K-; i

pment. However, by mid-1965 the program hadbeen-es--

tablished and the NYS has been .able to engage on certain 

development projects of benefit to Kenya, 

small size in terms of manpower of the service

Owing to the
■ : ■. . ....■ :• . ^ : . .. ■

the actualI---
V'
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number of work projects has been/limitedt

One 9bjective of the NYS vjhich has proved to be ex-

-tremely difficifLt'to. approximate is that of

unemployment problem of the', youtht The actual riUmbers of 

unemployed yOT^hwhi service recruited through I966

was far below earijr expectations. Of the youth who were 

recruited and have completed their service, less than one- 

third found employment as a result of being in the searvice.

.  Serious problem'^ stemming from lack of planning and delays

in obtaining resources caused the implementation of the 

important yooational training program to be delayed almost 

two. years. The' result was that through the end of I966: it 

had made little cpntributidn to relieving the unemployment 

of the youth, . ^

The lack of a vocational training program during 1965 

and early I966 also had serious ramifications for the attempt 

by the governing elite to meet the demands of young politi

cal activists and, by meeting their demands through the NYS, 

to obtain a measure of control over them,

al training, and faced with the prospect of maniial labor at

yJithout vocation-

:■

low pay in the service, the political activists initially

recruited into the service caused a great deal of tuirest. 

The service was ill-prepared to cope with thisiprohlem. 

change in the recruitment system greatly reduced the empha

sis on recruiting of political activists and brought a 

younger, more.jiianageabl-e„.y:outh.-int,o. the. service,. This

A■, v 'V
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accompanied l3^;^he ypcatioml,;training^^ i^ in I966,

solved the immediate problem df unrest in the service.^^^^^^^^^ 

everi the attempt by the governins elite to obtain control

bv^er the politibal activists :by means of the service had

It was successful onlyproved to be largely unsuccessful.

to the ejqtenb t^ and initial recruitment

efforts helped alleviate a political crisis in„.1^.6j^.

At thb ond: of: 1966 the youth service had stabilized 

its size at al30Ut 3,500 servicemen. Its activities seemed’ 

to indicate that it was becoming an organization which would 

enable a limited number of unemployed ydiith to contribute 

two years of their lives to’'their^ country in exchange for 

vocational training. There remained, however, some doubt 

aa to whether: tlie; vocational training program would fulfill 

expectationsPerhaps one of its most important benefits 

. is the demonstration effect. The governing elite cotO-d

6-

• point to the^S symbolic of the effort needed to

They cotld also point to the service as one . ,develop Kenya.

example of their^efforts to solve the youth employment problem.

Vi:;.

Having related the development of the Kenya Nation

al Youth Service during the years 1964-b6 as an action
'''ii

program in a developing country in Chapters Three through 

Six; it is now possible to re-examine the propositions

^ and to set forth the implications of

thlS' study for future research.
.v;

...v.
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■ = CHAPTEa SEVEN

CONGLUSIONS

4.

The Prb.posltlbns Restated

An action-oriented model developed-by Milton 

Esman is presented*in Chapter One of this study• Esman 

formulated this mbdel as a means of helping to improve 

the development capabilities of bureaucracies in transi

tional societies. In order to test the validity, of the 

model Esman presented a series of propositions which he 

stated needed to be tested against empirical data. One . ’ 

'of these p^ concerning the use of action

instrumehts, was selected-for testing in this work.

• The achievement of program objectives under con
ditions which prevail in transitional societies is 
enhanced by ;and .freq.uehtiy depends upon the availr

several action instru- 
maintain two-way

.communicatibh be'tween governing elites and the 
: comrarinity and carry put action programSj. ThisV

proposition-applies both to total development.plans 
• and programs and to individual operating activities.- 

The ■principal instruments available to governing ""
/ elites are polltlcar organization, the administrative 

system, assbcia-tional interest groups and the mass 
- media. ■;

r

One possibie contrary proposition holds that the 
achievement of programmed action is essentially a 
function of the administra,tive system.3^

:

The argument bf.this work, based upon the study
.?

■■■ i

■y-1
*Esman, op. cit., p; 110.
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of one action program in one transitional society, is that 

the proposition, while valid in pointing out the utility 

of the use. of a combination of action. instr-ximents in 

achieving program objectives, needs 'to be refined to stress 

• the greater impOirtance of the administrative system* The 

propositlpn ;is revised in the,following manner.,

The' achievement of program objectives under con
ditions which prevail in transitional societies is 
enhanced by and frequently depends upon the availabil- 
ity and coordinated use of several action instruments*. 
These establish and maintain two-way communication 
between governing elites and the community^^^^^^^ 
out action programs. The principal instruments 
available to governing .elites are political organiza- 
tlon.i the; administratiye system,, associational interest 

' ■ groups apA the media. However, the achievement
of program ob jectives, while pnhanc ed by the use of. 
other actiohrln&tr’timents, is dependent more upon the 
extenb to which the .administrative system is able to 

-transiate the policies established by the political 
system into viable operating programs.

In support of this revision in Esman*s proposition,

prbposltiori relevant to the specific develop-

pf ^he Kenya National Youth Service is offered.

The translation of policy directives of the Kenya 
Government calling for the National Youth Service 
into an operating action program and the achievement 
of program objectives was hindered by

j (a) Inadequate preparatory work prior to implementation . 
of the action program? and

(b) administrative and procedural difficulties In
obtaining required resources from foreign sources.

- rient:;7:
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Achlevin(5 Program Objectives Through the Combined 

Use of Action Instruments: The Case of the NYS

o.;:

;/
!;v

the NYS: A Revle^r .

The governing elite in Kenya in the early peeks of 

1964 was faced with a difficult set of circumstances con

cerning the blight of bhc t^ Keirjra ' in geheral

and of unemployed members of the KANU youth wing'in 

particiYLar. Throughout the latter portion of I963 and in 

January and Pebrtiary pf 196^ leaders and unemployed meniTiers 

of the KANU youth wing pressured the governing eTite'f 

members of parliament and party leaders for the esrab^^ 

raent of an ©.rganization which would^ reward youth Wing 

members for their services to the party by providing for 

their economic futu^ The business and farming community 

was suffering economic loss stemming from the extra-legal 

acts of bands of'youth who sought•to take over farms and 

other establishments. Thus demands had also been expressed 

to the Government from this quarter that something be done 

about the unemployed youth wingers.

A source of pressure on^the governing elite came 

from unemployed Kenyans in Nairobi during January and 

February 1964. The day. of independence had cope and gone 

but their circumstances had.remained unchanged. This 

"post-independence let-down" was expressed in demonstra

tions in Nairobi by large numbers of un®JiipToy®d which the 

Government feared would,lead to a breakdown in order and

:'4:
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Thes e demo nstrationsto increase political lnsta,biiity. 

were viewed by the governing elite as a potential threat

♦
'i

to the stability of the Govjerhment. it was clear.^t^ 

programs to deal with the unemployment problem were 

necessary.

At the same timerthe governing elite, faced with 

growing problems of disunity, sought policies of reobncilia- 

One,important goal was to-reduce or eliminate the 

divisive aspects of tribalism,, of which the most recent 

sign was the bitter struggle for political power between

A second-was to resolve the conflicts with- 

in KANU Itself, conflicts which were exemplified by the 

struggle between Mboya and Odingat

. Finallyj, the governing elite was aware of the 

difficiiLt task which lay ahead for the country in its 

attempt.to achieve the declared goals of nation building 

and socio-econdmic progress. There was a need to re- 

orient the attitudes of the people from one of opposition 

. to and destruc-tdpn of the colonial order to one of construc- 

. tionj of hard;Work and 'sacrifice in the development of .Kenya.

tion.

KANU and KADU.
1

These were the considerations which went into

discussions of the governing elite concerning the crisis ■ 

over Tinemplp^ent and over the^hreat posed by the youth 

•wingers. The question which they confronted was what 

kind of action program or programs^ could be devised which 

would provide maximum benefits given these circumstances

I- ;>■
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and’ what strategy could be developed to achieve the program 

objectives.

A Restatement of WYS Objective^
■4

Ministerial discussions in early 1964 cailed-for . 

the creation of the Kenya National Youth Servibe. Although 

new to Kenya, this type of organization has'been utilized 

in other countries to meet problems similar to'those in 

“ Kenya. Such organizations in 1964, for example, could'be 

found in Ghana, Malawi, and Tanzania. The U.S. Civilian 

Conservation Corps of thal930»s was in-some ways similar 

to the proposed service as are the Gadna and Nahal organiza- 

tions in Israel. Tjiere were, therefore, precedents for 

establishing this type of program to meet unemployment and 

nation building problems.

The guidelines for the proposed youth service set 

forth three general objectives. The first was that the 

youth service sHould be a-truly national organization 

oontrituting to the effort to achieve' the goals of nation 

building and socio-economic progress. The second was that 

- the-youth service should contribute to relieving the 

unemployment problem through absorbing young unemployed 

into the service and providing vocational training to 

enable them to acquire job skills. Finally the semrice 

by inboSporating:unemployed;; youth wingers and meeting their 

providing for their economic future, was to 

enable the Government to obtain a degree of control

*
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the youth wingers who were seen as a potential source of' 

political dissidence.Vy. •

The Usd^^ d

In the theory formulated'by Milton Esmdri there are 

foxLT main action instruments available to a gpybrrilng 

elite which^ when w greatly facilitate

the achievement of program objectives: 1). political organi

zation, especially the mass political party, 2)the adminis

trative system, 3) the mass media, and 4) adspciation^ 

interest ^ groups. ■

- Kenya' s t,§.ministrative ^yst em was giVen, primary 

responsibility for tra.nslating the policy d.irectives of

the governing elite concerning the NY3. into a Viable

operating, program which would achieve the objectives set

However, as discussed below, other actionfor the service.

* ' ihstruments were alsb employed by the governing elite as

to establish the service.

The action instrument of/political organization Was utiiized

as a shield to protect the administrative .system and as 

instrument to aid the administrative system in achieving 

some objectives of the service. Minimal overt use was 

made of the associational interest groups representing 

the youth because of the sensitive political issues involved 

in the program. The mass media was used to publicize the 

service, projecting its nation building'image..

an,
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Political Organization

There was an undeniably sensitive political issue

involved in the decision to establish the NY3. On the one 

hand there was the need of the ICAITO'In ; 

some fashion the demands of the KAJhJ-youth wing^ M 

provision hertnade for imemployed yoiuth-wingers. On the 

other hand there was a need for policies and programs of 

national reconciliation designed to lessen political and 

tribal tensions father than heighten them. For the E^LNIJ 

Government to Sponsor and partially finance with Kenya 

Government funds a service which woxild serve bniy uhem^ 

members of the KANU youth wing of .possibly only one essen

tially tribal factipn of that organization would have been 

tantamount to' inbreasing tensions among competing political 

and tribal groups.

- ^ the elite turned to politir

bhi organization. The political parties of Kenya were

t

employed in the recruitment process through the personages
:y-

of the elected members of parliament as recruiting, agents. 

Until July I965. as noted in Chapter Six, recruiting of 

youth was carried out by MPs after consultation with party 

and youth wing leaders in their respective districts. Use 

of political organization in this fashion aided the 

administrative system in achieving the objectives of the 

service by recruiting youth from a niMber of different 

tribal and political groups

■.>

/
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inclusive rather than exclusive as MPs of KAM and'-KADU 

and from many different tribes recruited youth'-from their 

districts. In addition to helping the wm. achiey^Ia^*^^ 

broadly based clientele, use of political organizabioh : 

also enabled it to absorb unemployed members of'

.—--youth wing. A; mhjbrity^ were members of iKA^«

The leaders of i;thb ;K^ and' some of its"

members were' exerting pressure on- their HPs to induce / 

the'Government to reward the youth. With the crea 

of the youth service the MPs had a means of meej^ 

demands. Many of the youth recruited by the hl^s"before 

July 1965 were members, of the KAMU.jouth wing, t

. Jy. omploying-political organization to recruit , ■

the servicemen, the governing elite was able to utilize 

political orisahization as shield for the service against ' 

criticism, from potentially hostile groups. This shield 

was an extremely Important facfor in protecting the youth 

service during the unsettled ■months of late 196^ and early 

1965. As elected members of the various political parties 

were the-recruiting agents, criticism from the MPs and 

party and youth wing leaders concerning who was recruited 

. -.was largely eliminated. The MPs and party and yonth 

vring leaders found it difficult to criticize the re

cruiting of youth when they themselves were responsible
- .. ■

for this task. As noted in Chapter Six, once responsibility 

for recruitment had been shifted to civil servants, attacks

■•'vv'
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on the youth service, Including a motion in Parliament to 

disband the service, from these sources became quite 

frequent *

■'V;’
•V’

■■■' i-'i;
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Associational Interest Groups}

'The use of certain assqciatipnal interest groups,

. the KANU youth wing and; the smaller, less organized KADU 

youth wing, as an instrumeht ifor achieving the objectives 

of the youth service was kept to a minimum. These groups ; 

were deeply ihvolved in ppiitics and, given the; d:esire bn^^ 

the part of the governing elite to develop the NYS along 

the lines of a national, nation building organization, '

/

connections between the youth service and the youth wings

Indeed,’available evidence indicateswere not publicized. 

that from' the first the governing elite and the leadership

of the service made a distinct effort to separate the 

youth service from the youth wings especially in view of 

the fact that the youth wings had a rather negative image, 

in Kenya. Thus communication between the youth wings and 

the NYS was largely maintained»by Tneans of the MPs as 

intermediaries.

The youth service leadership did actively seek to 

establish communication with and to' obtain, the assistance 

of associational Interest groups, such as' the Federatlpn of 

Kenya Employers who were in a position to aid the NYS in 

achieving its objectives. The assistance of the Federation 

• of Kenya Employers was'sought .in an effort to enlist aid in ■

'fe.
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finding employment for the youth upon termination of service.

The Mass Media

Se tas]£ iof publ^^^ the youth servicevand of . ' 

developing-a positive image of the service in the eyes of 

the general putlic was carried out through the %se .media.: •

. As some of the activity youth wingers during the
' ■' ' , V,„
independence movement had given them, a'' rather negative:^^ ; ^^^ 

reputation in-Kenya, there was-a need, to publicize the^- V ;^ 

NY3, an organizatibh which would be recruiting youth .wing- 

members , as a constructive organization if. it was to, gain , _ 

the confidence of the people and obtain their support.

Thus~a substantial.publicity campaign Was carried out 

through the mass; media projecting the NfS as a nation 

' building lirganization. This campaign,' combined vrith the 

Visible achievements of the NYS'-on work projects seems to 

: have established a for the WYS in the

eyes of 'the public. It will be recalled that, once this 

was accomplished, the governing elite through the mass 

media, sought to use the NYS as an example of the kind of 

effort needed if Kenya was to develop.

'i. ;•

.1
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Assesbmeht

vJhile the use of political organization was 

successful in helping the youth service to obtain the , 

objectives of recruiting members of the KANU youth wing.

and at the same time drawing clientele from a broader 

tribal and. political base than that represented in the
V.;-^.
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ICANU y.outh wifig, the administrative system was unable to 

develop an organization which Could meet the demands of 

the clientele it was designed to receive.. Inadeq;i^:te 

preparatory work as well as administrative and procedural 

■ . difficulties encountered by the,administrators of the

^■'1

:

service had.resuited In lengthy delays in operationalizing 

- the vDcatibnal training program. . Frustrated by the iack'^ ;rf 

of,yooatlonal training and by the prospect of a term in. 

Tithe service composed of manual labor at low pay, the youth .

recruited into the service in late 1964 and earlyl965

became restive. Frbblems ofidiscipline fbr the leader- 

■ ■ shlp^rpse^ well as deteriorating, relationships between

' the service and many EPS. Paced with a choice ofcontln- - 

uing io re activists, or of shifting

, recruiting emphasis to a younger unemployed who might 

^ the youth service situation, the

governing elite and the leadership of the service chose 

Primary responsibility for recruitment was 

shifted from politicians to administrative officials with 

the result that a new type of youth was recruited into the 

service after July 1965*

The change in recruitment policy signified the end 

of a primary effort by the Government.to obtain control

I

• the latter.

VI' .V

over members of the youth wing through recruitment into 

the NYS. Thi,s effort" had been temporarily successful and 

undoubtedly helped alleviate a crisis situation in Kenya
il
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in,1964.' However, circumstances', in 19^5 in the NYS re

sulting from administrative problems were such that a 

co^ntinued attempt to recruit the political activia^ 

would .jeopardize the whole MY3 projectt After July 1965 

the- ob jectives of the ,NY3 increasingly became those -of

ii’-

contributing to -the efforts to achieve the goals '

nation building and socio-economic progress and of relieving

The effort tpi• the general .phdhiem- O unemployment.
' ' ' *

■ achieve the object.ive of dealing with the youth wihgerb ■ 

received less and less attention.
• • 1

The decision to change the recruitment system 

also . r esulted in the near- abandonment of . the , use of

political, orgahizatiori tb..help achieve the program objec

tives' of the: se3nrlce. Control of and responsibility for 

the HYShaabeea placed almost entirely in the hands of

'the administrative supported by the publicity

effort of the governing elite through the mass media. 

--■Indicative of the change is the great increase in the 

criticism of the MY3 by.MPs. Analysis.of the debates 

in the' lower house o.f the Kenya Parliament indicates that

y.

■‘.'i

there was almost no criticism of the NYS..prior to J\ily 

1965* After July I965 the amoimt of criticism grew 

.steadily, culminating in February I966 in a motloh to 

disband the NYS,.

The problems encountered in the administrative

yy;-'

•‘•The ramifications of the abandonment of this 
objective could npt be ascertained during this writer’s 
stay in Kenya.■f
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system stemming from inadequate preparatory viork and 

administrative and procedural difficulties also had a 

hearing upon the achievement of another program oh^ectlve..

. At the end of I966 the contribution which the NYS^^^h^^ 

to relieving the youth uriemplo'yment probiem had been: far 

less than antlcipMt;ed. vI^‘i®9hate preparatory wbrK on 

the project led the governing elite and plahners to expect • 

that the youth service would be able to remove^rom the 

ranks of the unemployed many more youth than it actually^^^ ; V 

did. The unforeseen high reourrent costs of operatihg the ■

service was the prime factor in limiting the'hupDers Of 

youth who could be recruited. The inadequate preparatory.
1 ■■■■■

work and the administrative and procedural difficulties

as fap'torp contributing to delay in developing a vocational 

training ^program were significant not only in the failure 

to: :ac commodate the youth 'wingers but also in a failure- 

to provide job training for any of the servicemen. As of- 

the end of I966 no youth had left the service with job 

- skills obtained through a vocational training program'.

A vocational training effort was operating by that time' 

but there was still uncertainty as to whether it would be
> ’v.

able to meet the needs of the service.

Only in the effort to achieve the program objective 

of having the NYS contribute to nation’ building and socio

economic progress had the administrators of the service 

been able to achieve success. Althoiigh as detailed" in

•V
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Chapter. Five Implementation of the-work project program had 

"been delayed almost one year, by September l9o5 the ser

vice was engaged in the type of large scale-X'rork projects 

. envisaged by the planners and the leadership of the services 

The experience of the Kenya Na-bipnal Youth Service 

provides both an example of the po-t<eritlal u-blllty bf 

employing a variety of action instruments tp achieve ;

program objectives andean'example -of-the critical“role

of the administrative system in the developmerit pipces^^^^^^^^^^

Political organization arid thein transi^ie^T societies, 

mass media in Kenya x-rere employed effectively in the quest

to achieve the program objectives of the NYS.^. 

difficulties were encountered in the at-fcempt by officials 

in the admiriistrative system to translate policy directives 

■ of the governing elite into a viable operating program.

The i^bxilts of these^^^^ were a severe setback

in achieving program objectives and the abandonment of 

the use of political, organization as directly supportive,.

of the :SJYS effort Had the administrative -system been 

able to develop a viable operating program by early 1965 

greater progress would undoubtedly have been made toward 

the achievement of program objectives and the project 

would have, proved to be a good example of the successful 

use of combined action instrxmnents to achieve program 

objectives.

The data presented in this study supports the basic

•>
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tlirust Df the proposition of Milton Esmdn pointing to the 

of a comhined. use of action Instruments . It 

.also supports the refinement made in that proposition ,

the administrative system

as ah'action instrument to achieve the program goals .

. ■ The Specific Obstacles Encountered,
in the NYS Project

• Inadequate Preparatory Work

Chapter One proposed that the attempt by adraihis- 

trators in Kenya to translate policy directives calling 

for the establishment of a youth service into an operating 

program and to achieve the program "‘objectives was hindered, 

in part, by inadequate preparatory work prior to implemen

tation -Of the program. ^ Data presented in this work de

monstrated that the project suffered from the omission of 

feasibility studies and frorm the lack of detailed planning 

of the specific programs of the service. The omission of 

feasibility stiid^^^^^ resdlted in the governing elite 

directing administrators to plan and implement an organi. 

zation whose costs were greatly-underestimated and whose 

benefits, notably in terms of youth who could be taken off 

unemployment rolls through recruitment into the service, 

were substantially overes-timated. The lack of detailed 

^: in delays in implementation of the

specific programs of,.the InTYS x-^lth the most serious delay
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occurring in the vocational training program. These delays 

hindered the achievement of program objectives.

The data on the youth service prbject indicates 

that a major reason for the inadequate preparatory Work 

was the need of politicians for immediate action On policy 

directives. Ihe demands iipon governing elites in 

nations to meet problems and provide services are great ^ 

and this is recognized as a basic problem in development 

administration in transitional societies. A failure tO /^^^ 

act may result in the removal from power of the politicians 

currently in controls There is thus a tendano|', exemplified 

by the case of the youth service, for politicians to press, 

administrators for immediate action. Unfortunately, such 

demands, backed by pressure from politicians, often do not 

allow time for adequate.preparation of action programs. '

A related situation, present in many states of the 

developing world, is th&t of the limited human and physical 

resources available to the administrative system. Given 

the fact of scarce'r.esburces there is a real need to

>V

.W

maximize the benefits of prograras: into which the'resources 

have been invested. The failure of programs to meet the 

problems for which they were designed not only contributes

to a continuation of the problems but also is a resource 

drain that these countries can ill afford.

>■

Thus ■ adeqtiat e '

time for preparatory work such as feasibility studies and;>

the detailed planning of specific programs is necessary
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in the attempt to ensure optimum use of scarce resources. 

Adequate preparatory work, of course, is not a guarantee 

of success for all projects encounter unforeseen iMid

unanticipated circumstances which may delay a program and

Adequate preparatorypossihly contrihute to its failirre. 

work, however,'ca;n reduce the likelihood that major

difficulties will he encountered and can be of tremendous 

value to politicians and administrators ..attempting to find 

solutions to the p^ societies.

However, the urgency of the momient in many cases leads to 

programs being drawn up arkL implemented with Jittle' or no 

attention to feasibility analysis-and the necessary pre- ■ 

paratory vrork with the result that all too often failures 

ocqurvrtiichfmight'hay^ avoided.

in this strady suggests that 

a second reason for the inadequate preparatory work on the 

project was the lack of appreciation on the 

part of administrators and politicians of the value of 

such work. It app^ears the administrators and governing

elite felt that.the problem was so great that the crea^^^^.

tion of a youth service type organization could not but 

help solve "the problem. A feasibility study as to whether 

the youth service envisaged by the planners and governing 

elite was the optimum method of solving the unemplpyrnent 

problem confronting the Government was thought to be a 

waste of time and money. Thus,faced v?lth the urgent need

•v..>
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for action, there was little inclination on the part of 

either administrators or members of the governing elite^ ^ ^ 

to preffs for adequate investigatory work, prior tq^ 

decision on the project#

A number of solutions to the problem of Inadequate 

• preparatory, :wprk. have'been suggested. For example, the 

Interplan Executive Committee proposes the creation of 

special educational seminars involving key administrative

■i.

and political personnel in a given country x^rhich would

Included in
1 .

focus on planning and implementing plans, 

such seminars could be consideration of the value Of

preparatory work and of methods of carrying out such work .

in as short a time as possible. • .

, . In.addit^^ i^faterston suggests that a

sblution lies in the conpitment by governments in transi-

tibnal sbcieties: ’ •

to build. up and maintain a ‘stock’ of well-prepared
projects from which a suitable variety'and number can 
be selected to provide a steady flow of new projects ■ 
to be added tO' those already in process of execution.2

—V ■ , ■ „

The availability of such prepared projects would substan- 

tially overcome the problem of lack-^of time, XArhich is an

.i

important consideration in the establishment of projects 

in transitional societies. ii^aterston suggests .that;
;..i

iv..

■>

■^Bertram Gross, (ed. ), Action Under Planning. 
op. cit.. pp,. 233-5^»

^Waterston,. op.

■vv;
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technical and financial assistance to transitional societies ...

in ‘building up a stock of prepared projects could be an
1

extremely beneficial project for aid giving agencies.

Research is required to find additional methods 

impressing upon politicians and administrators the value 

of preparatory work and to find-m'ethods of undertaking such 

work with a minimum of investment of time and money.

Further studies might-indicate that action instruments of 

political orgahizatipn, the mass media, and associatibnbl 

interest groups can be useful in this area.

Administrative aM Procedural Dif ficulties
in Obtaining ResdWces'

The arg-dment of this study states that administra

tive and procedural difficulties in obtaining resoiarces 

were a; seOoh'i^^^^ “t^be. implementation of the

project and the achievement of its goals. As presented in 

this, vrork administrative and procedural difficiilties 

raising obstacles.to obtaining resources for the NYS

project were found"^bothvin the administrative system of
. . . . . . . . . . . >■■■■■

the Government of Kenya and w^ithin the administration 

of foreign donor agencies.
V

The difficulties within the governmental adminiSf . 

tratlve system in Kenya included the lack of administrative 

machinery^ and personnel specializing in obtaining resources

iv:.

■f

■f-

^Ibid.
'i''
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from abroad and dillatory procedures. The forrn^ resulted 

In the responsibility for obtaining resource^most nota

bly'technical assistance personnel, being placed^i^^^^ 

hands of NYS leadership personnel. Their inexperience-in 

such matters and their inability to; obtain accurate infor- 

mation about potential donor organizations led them to 

agree to obtain required personnel through an orgariizatiph^^’^^^ S

■,.;5

Which, by .itself, did.not.have the power to fulfill the j :

This mistake was a primary cause of the lack :agreement.

of a . VOcatiohai ira.ining program in the NYS f or almost

The dilatory procedures found in'ttte adminis-two years.

trative system of the Kenya Government had their most

.signifleant impact on the MYS project in the request to 

World ORT to provide a vocational training team and in 

the negotiations over.the World ORT contract. Part of

for the considerable delay in bringing 

the World ORT team to Kenya to establish a vocational 

training program was due to"the time ittook for various 

Kenya Government Departments and Ministries to approve' 

aspects of the initial request and subsequent contract.

Administrative and procedural difficulties affecting 

the obtainment of resources for the NYS project were not 

common to the Kenya Government alone. They also were 

encountered in’.the donor agencies involved in the project-- 

AID, World ORT and ISVS. Specific examples cited in .tliis

••
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. work incl^ude the complicated proced^ires necessary to obtain 

equipment from the United States 608 Excess Program, the 

procedural problems stemming from the facb that^ Wqiadi;'^ 

has its administrative headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland 

and its legal offices in Uashlhgton, D.G. and Uorld ORT’s 

insistence 'that-; the; contract be f inalized before'it would 

. recruit technical assistance personnel for the project*

There is little tl^at is nei;^ in a conclusion that a 

primary cause of; delay in action programs in

transitional Sooiletles is administrative and ptoCeddral 

difficulties prevalent in the administrative system of 

the recipient country or donor agency. This work can 

only add. Its voice to^ others which, have preceded it in 

pointing ;,out the :neea. for reform to minimize such diffi- 

: quities*^ However,is, perhaps, important to stress this 

''hubs ■ and boite'' administrativ problem at a time when
.it

much current scholarship is stressihg the political fac

tor in development •administration as a means of increas- • 

ing the development..capabilities oi bureaucracies.

Or

r-
:■■■

ii;
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The Youth Service Scheme in Transitional
SoOieties tV Some GOncludinp; Remarks:-v:.

The Kenya National louth Service studied in this 

work is an example of a type of organization which has

become increasingly, popxilar in Af rica during the i960*s. 

Youth service type organizations are fo^unci, for.example,
■t.

in the Central African Republic, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi,
• . ' . . . . . .

.:yi{'V;
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1
Mali, ..Niger, Senegal, Tanzania, and Zambia. There is

little doubt that there are multiple causes which result'

in the decision of a. governihg- elite in Africa to ini-^

tiate a youth service type organization. In addition to

the evidence already presented relating to the origins of.

the Kenya Nys, the following-'quotatlon taken from a docu-

•ment submitted by "th'e Government' of the Republic of the"^^^^^'

. Congo (Brazzaville),JJo a cOiiference of the Inter-African

■ Labour ■'Institutevis illustrative of this fact .

it is obvious that, morally, the imemployed ' 
youth who needs money to.enjoy the advantages the 
town has to offer is tempted to stiay .from}the 
straiglit and iiaiiw to obtain by stealing
what hq cannot obtain by working.

The social- danger is equally serious. The wage-' 
earner is more or less obliged to share his wages 
with members of his family or race who are unemployed,' 
and thua does^^ the full fruit of his work;
this must mean uneasy circumstahoes for him. At the 
same btine, if^:^^t^ total wage bill is divided nqt simply- 
between the.wage-earners but between them and an in
creasing number of tmemployed, the general standard 
of living, far from rising, will constantly decline.

. From the ecqhom aspect, it is inadmissible that 
an increasingly large mass of potential workers should 
;leave the productive system, to become an .increasingly - 
heavy charge on the cqUhtry. V/hile the villages are 
emptying and -the number of agricultural workers is 
constantly diminishing, the towns are filling with

idle who contribute nothing 
r^} to the;:ecx)nomib life of the country but whom the 

country must nevertheless feed. This growing-dis
equilibrium between the productive and the hounpro
ductive population must be ended and the young 
imempipyed must be reintegrated into productive work

*
I

4 >

Ct

^Por gene.ral information on youth serylces in 

Africa see First African Conference on National Service- 
and Volunteer Programs (probeedihpis). (Nashington. D.C 
Irrternational Secretariat for Volimteer Services, I965).
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as quickly as possible.
Politically, the thousands of unemployed and 

idle young men, dissatisfied with their lot consti
tute an obvious prey for subversive propagand^L,. It 
is easy to persTiade" the wo
does not care about them, is-'doi'fig nothing ,to help . 
them and has abandoned'them t their fate. Political 
agitatlbn^^cah turn the young unemployed into • potent 
tial f’hock troops for all manner of insvirrectionary 
"■movementsvj^.

. It ; is the expectation that the youth ser-vlce will 

. provide a quick, inexpensive ;and multi-faceted soltition ; ^ 

to a number of* immediate and critical economic and poll 

ticai problems stemming from unemployed youth that it 

has received such widespread .adoption. Howreyer, certain 

observers who have had contact with youth Service type 

organizations in Africa and are familiar with the prob-.-. .

' lems with which these organizations are designed to help ■

; solve ha-ve expressed concern about the utility of this 

particular solution. -It is the purpose of this concluding 

of the dissertation to present some of these 

caye£rt;s, to examine them against the data available on 

.the Kenya NYS, and to -specify certain aspects of youth 

service organizations on which further research woiild'be 

V :us ef ul.

-I

s

^"Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa . 
Document; Emploi (62) 2 (c)," submitted to the-CCTA by the 
Government of the Congo (Brazzaville), quoted by P*A‘L. 
Chukwumah, Director, Inter-Africah Labour Institute, in

Symposium oh Unemployed Youth. Inter- 
African Labour Institute Publication No 89 (London; 
CCTA/CSA Publications Bureau, 1962)vPP* 12-13.
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Youth Service Schemes and Political Activists 

Drt Peter Kuenstler has hypothesized that the 

objective of many youth services of inGbrpdratii^^^^^^^ 

numbers of political activists is incompatible with other 

objectives of the services such as turning out y^^ with 

job skills and having the youth voluntarily giving of 

their time and energies for nation building projects> y 

. Dr. Kuenstler has served in the capacity of yoUth-■adviser 

to the United Nations, and at the time .interviewed ha€ 

j.ust returned from Zambia. The Zambian Youth Service 

leadership encountered serious problems of discipline 

and motivatioii with the political activists recruited 

into the seirvioe. During 1966 it underwent a. radical 

revision of its program and objectives including 

changing the type of personnel recruited, much in the 

pihme i'aahibn as occih^red in Kenya. Based on his observa- 

Kuenstler concluded that the attitude of the

;1;

*

^Interview, Dr. Peter Kuenstler, Pebrxaary 12,
1967. The political implications of-the youth services 
in Africa have not received much publicity and to date 
available data on the political aspects is minimal. Doc- 
xmented evidence available to this writer demonstrates 
that at least four youth services, those of Kenya, Ghana, 
Malawi,, and Zambia, have been initiated to meet the de
mands of political activists. In addition to this work on 
Kenya NYS see Peter Hodge, “The Ghana Workers! Brigades 
A Project for Unemployed Youth," op. oit.. and Youth in 
Malawi (Department of Information, Government of Malawi, 
1965)• Information on the Zambian Youth Service was ob
tained from an interview with Dr* Kuenstler and'from 
field reports from ISVS representatives on that youth 
service available at ISVS headquarters, Washington, D.C.
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political activists, mosi; of whom were interested in . 

receiving rewards in the form of good jobs .for which 

-they were not qualified, was a prime cause of ‘the.

enqqimtered by that service. The political 

activists were hot interested in voluntary work programs 

on-development projects and did not seem amenable to any 

ti^ini^ PhcstS’ias the Zambian Youth Service had to offer.^ 

The data presented in this work on the Kenya NY3

neither conclusively supports nor rejects Dr. Kuenstlerisi 

The Kenya'youth service.did encounter ser-hypothesis.

ious difficulties with the political activists to the

extent that recruiting of political activists had to be ,. 

de-emphasized. However, the data indicates that a pri

mary factor was the lack of vocational training programs 

which would give the youths the kind of skills that wotild

An alternativehelp them in their quest for employment. 

hypothesis, based upon this work oh the Kenya NYS,. to

offered by Dr. Kuenstler is that the problem en-.

countered by youth^services in deali^ng with political 

activists is one of planning and administering youth 

service programs. If a youth service can be planned and 

Implemented so th^ a "quid pro quo" .

: •^Detailed information on the Zambian Youth Service 
training programs was not available. There were indica
tions that the service had been hastily implemented and 
the leadership was inexperiehced which may suggest that 
the training programs had not been well planned to meet 
the demands of the youth. ’ Report of ISVS Observer to the 
Zambian Youth Service. Report to the InternationalSecre- 
tariat for-Voltinteer Services, Harch 4|: 1966
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3&b training, in return for voluntary worka,i‘rangenent?
,

on nation building projects—the youth service type

organization might become an effective device for. meet

ing the demands of political activists and for obtaining 

a means of control over them^ Additional research on 

• yont.^ service projects In Africa is :teq.id befoie any 

conclusion can be drawn on this matter.

A second subject for future- research with impli-^ . 

cations . for _ the utility^ Of the youth sei^ice approach in 

dealing with political activists and, perhaps, with youth 

in general in transitional societies Is an exploration 

of the strengths and weaknesses of the two alternative 

strategies of youth services suggested in this study of 

the Kenya youth service. One alternative is the American- 

Srltish model which stresses vocational training and

•>

hatipn building projects while seeking to keep the ser

vices as apolitical as possible. The other is the Israeli 

model .which -places primary importance on an ideological 

component, seeking*to instill in the youth a sense of 

their role in the nation building struggle, and on Inte-
r.’

grating the services into the political organizatioh of

the country. In this strategy, vocational training and , 

work on nation building projects are secondary to the 

ideological and political elements. It is inteS?estlhg 

to note that the Zambian Government, whose youth service 

originally relied upon British and Northern European

Vi.;
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advisers and the Ghanaian Government whose Ghana Workers* , 

Brigade was initially advised by British personnel both 

turned to the Israelis to reorganize the services^o^ 

difficulties with their original programs and with the 

servicemen had been encountered.^ However, the E^hya 

youth service did hot reiu^ assistance when

difficulty deyelpped wi^h^^^^^ as originally

planned. Research which compares the: experience of youth 

services which have adopted one strategy or another is ^ 

necessary to determine whether the Israeli model more ' 

closely meets the needs of transitional sobieties of 

Africa or whether local conditions are paramount in deter

mining the success or failure of any given project no 

matter on which strategy it is based.

Youth Service Soberness Costs 

One of the major reasons for the popularity of 

tho youth service schemes in Africa is the contention 

that they are a relatively inexpensive method of helping 

to solve the youth employment problem. This contention 

is based on at.least two factors associated with the youth 

service schemes. The first is the aid which most:services

I

are able to obtain during Initial development* This aid 

substantially reduces the Initial costs of Implemehting 

The second is the work programs which arethe project

seen as providing an' economic justification for the public 

investment in the youth service Observations have,

j-:
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however, been made which stiggest that in reality both of 

these factors may add to, rather than subtract from the 

costs of the services thus negating the contention that 

the approach is an inexpensive solution to the youth 

employment problem.

One cshreat about th® oosts of .the youth service

schemes has been offered by Bernard Dumont. He states

that one reason why these schemes are thought to be a

low cost method of mBetlng the unemployment problem is

that many of the resources they require are initially '
<■

obtained free or at a minimum cost. These resOdrces 

either come from internal sources such as the armed

■>

1

/forces or a public works ministry or from external

This situation enables thesourees: in the; form of aid.

governmeht tO^^^i^ a new program at a minimal cost.
, ■■■,. ■, • '

1^^ to be "one time only" support

and as the initial resources have to be replaced, and as

the costs of replacement have to be borne by. the service, ■

the costs of the service to the government mounts in a
'• ■ 1

rapid and unforeseen fashion. -

Dumont suggests that if a youth service scheme is 

to be implemented it should be done on the basis of avoid-

I'

ij';

X'.

'X;'

'C

ing the creation of a spectacular but in the long run 

costly organization. This would involve keeping the

^Bernard DumontT' "Clvique Service Africain," 
Cooperation et Developpement. No. 5 (March/April,. I965), 
(translated copy provided by Peter Kuenstler).
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work projects of the organization to the cominunity de

velopment and self-help level which would minimize mech

anization, making maximum use of local materials and 

designing a youth service so.that participants would

remain in their local areas thus reducing the trfnsport^-

A. service of this type woMt ion ;and maiiit eharic e cost s *. 

enable the money invested to be spent on recruiting a^

training more youths rather than being spent on M^intep--^^^^^^ 

and replacenieht of heavy equipment and extensiveance
1

facilities•

'■mile the first two and otie-half yeaps pf operation • 

of an organization is too short a peripd of time to draw

final cpnclusions, the experience of the Kenya NYS related . ■ _

The US/AID' in this work'supp^^^ Diimont 's obseorvation*

assistdhce NYS to obtain many resources at

However, by 1966 the leadership of the 

weli as offiaials in bhe Ministry of Labour 

and of Finance were becoming aware that they faced a 

difficult problem in-irying to finance the replacement of. 

those resources given the limited financial resources in

As early as I965

the costs of maintenance of the heavy equipment had 

contributed to unforeseen high recurrent costs.

mihi^l cbsps.

jCT

Kenya available to the youth service.

During

1965 and 1966 the NYS was atile to keep<*4ts total

^Ibid. I,
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expenditure increases to acceptable levels but only by 

severely reducing the total numbers of youth recruited. 

.The reduction ran counter to a main objective of the 

NYS, that of providing immediate relief to the young 

unemployed of Kenya.

.•i/A-:;'

An assessment of the role and cohtribiit^n of the 

work project programs of the various youth services has\

Firm conclu-proved to be an extremely .difficult task.

sions which prove or disprove the contention that the 

work projects provide an economic justification for the 

investment of public money in the schemes have not as yet 

appeared in the literature on youth se.rvices. Observations- 

have been made which express some doubt about the contri-
■ i

bution of the work projects and suggest that they may 

• add tblthe total costs to the governments of operating

Two examplesof these observations a. -youth services, 

presented below.

viArchibald Callaway offers the proposition that the ' 

cost of the work project may actually be increased by 

having the youth service type organizations provide the 

labor. He notes that the labor-intensive projects of

t.

the services are often those which could be done by esta

blished public works organizations. These organizations
: a:;-

with their mechanization and experienced personnel caa
1'

1AA prime reason for this and one which confronted 
. this researcher in Kenya is the lack of available statisti
cal data on the work projects.-

■A
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carry out these projects more cheaply and in less time 

than the youth services who utilize inexperienced per-

sbnnei. bn sttiotiyecoripmic groui^s Callaway believes 

that utilization of the youth services on development 

projects is an additional cost'rather than a saving to 

the; governments concerned.

A second observation is provided by E. Costa.

He establishes an ‘economic criterion for determining 

■on what projects the youth services, could engage which . 

might prove to be economically beneficial. This cri

terion is that the project, when finished, would "lead

to a foreseeable production surplus and, over the long
2

term, create a large number of jobs." Included in the 

type of work w^^ this criterion are land

development such as reforestation, soil protection,

or small scale irrigation

works ! small-scale industries vrhich can produce articles 

consumption! a^ ' nfra-structure development 

such as the;building of major and minor roads, 

primary condition which must be met, and which he feels

The

.^Archibald Callaway, "Unemployment Among'African 
School Leavers." Education and Nation Buildl:^. eds. L. Gray 
Cowan, James O'Connell and David G. Scanlon (New Yorki Pred- 
orick A.; Praeger, I965) P* 25^! and Archibald Callaway, 
"African School Leavers and Their Employment Problem," Com
munity Devell^pment Journal. I, No. 3, 19^6, p. 1?.

^E. Costa, "Practical Organisation-of Manpower. Mo-; , 

bilisation Schemes in Developing. Countries," International 
Labour Review. XCIII, No. 3, 1966, p. 251.'
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often is not , is that preliminary:, investigation he carried 

out into economic and technical aspects to determine the 

fe’asihility of such schemes, the economic benefits to^^ ■

area and the country vis-a-vis-the costs and hotr the pro

ject fits in-fco the long range planning for de-velopmeht. • 

Failures inthe past to carry out these preliminary sur- 

veys. ii^e resulted in costly setbacks for the schemes •

While noting, that, with proper planning; the're do. 

appear to be work projecbs which the youth services can 

carry out that would be_economically beneficial, Costa 

expresses serious doubt that the^chemes can achieve their 

aim of economic development. This is due to’the basic.- .. 

financial problem present in most transitional societies.

He states: •

•f

4

;

Lack of money is the pr^e weakness-of manpower 
mdbiilsa-tibn schemes, and the resulting str^gency^ 
rules but any- real: prospect of achieving their aim 
of economic development. In fact, the great coSt of 
facili-bies, equipment, materials, transpor-b., staffing, 
food and (often) pay, as well as the. research entailed 
by the schemes, is a heavy burden on the budgets of 
the departments handling them.2

i'Jhile the data presented on the work project

program.of the Kenya youth service does not conclusively

prove or disprove the contention that the work project

program/of the yoiith service provides an economic

Ibid.^ pp. 251-52V 

^Ibid.. p. 260.
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justification for the government investment, it tends 

to support those who question the economic value of the 

work project programs. In Ghapter it is noted t^ 

the work project program did provide certain economic
.,v,.

saving to the Ministry of Works and did help to defray 

some of the Gperatihg expenses of the service. However, 

the equipmentof the service largely duplicates that of 

the Ministry of Works, and, the pro jects which it carried 

out were those wilich would ordinarily be carried 6\it by 

that ministry. They were funded from the development 

budget of the Ministry of V^orks. Owing to the limited 

finances of Ker^a the Ministry of Works could not under

take any additional development projects. By I966 the 

Kenya youth -seryice had become a "second ministry of 

workSi ir duplicating its machinery and/ competing with it

for the'same financial resburebs and projects. It is 

difficiilt to see how the creation of the youth service 

on strictly economic grounds is beneficial to Kenya.

Calculating--the costs of the youth service 

schemes to the country and of the economic benefits of 

work projects are subjects on which much research needs 

to be undertaken. Indeed such research would seem to be 

a critical necessity for governments which are contem

plating establishing a youth service or expanding ah 

existing one. However, it must be remembered that yout^

services are not established primarily to make an economic y
.r::-
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Some have "been used as a means of oopingcontribution.

With political activists while almost all of them have

been implemented to meet the employment problem. Apy 

calculation of the costs and benefits of a youth service 

must include a consideration of the extent to which it

pohtribubes to solvin of these problems.

The Youth Senyip^ t Post-
Service Employment'

Perhaps the mpstlimportant aspect of the youth

service soheiae is the extent to which it is a method of

There is little■ solving the youth employment problem, 

doubt that creation of a service provides at least the .

temporary relief from unemployment for those recruited

into the scryice. The primary pay-off in solving the 

problem isin the temporary relief of 

Uhetraplo^ in enabling youth to obtain permanent

v^raployment. The critical question is whether the time

spent in the youth service leads to permanent employment

for the servicemen.
•_

Archibald Gallav^ay is particularly critical of 

the utility of yout.h service schemes in dealing with the 

long range youth employment problem although he admits 

that the schemes have not been in existence long enough 

to make final-judgments. He views the youth service 

ajpproach with its emphasis on public works as a short

term measure which may alleviate immediate pressures

>■;

■I
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but in a few years’ time may serve only to aggravate the ;

, - :unemp3ioyment problem. J: " ' v v :

projects; tend to: band young people together 
as if they were homogerious^^ m possessing equal 
abilities and gaining equal; rewards. From the point ;

and of 'the;.individual, policies
. toward ralsihg;employment for school leayersmust^ ^

' be regarded' as iOng-termr There are no shortyterm 
■ solutions. The youths want an outlet for "t’-helr 
ambition's, opportunities for self-improyemeht, recog
nition of the diversity of their talents. Clearly, 
policies that do not purposefully relate short-term, . 
experience to the expected employment scene later 
run counter to these individual goals.2

For Callaway the long term solution to the youth

employment problem lies in the process of. economic deyelopr-

ment. As the rate of economic growth.Increases, so will

-the numberof employment .opportunities. As a method of

dealing with the immediate problem, of ̂ contributing to

Economic■development and of providing the youth with the

V and opportunity for permanent employment, Callaway

offers an alternative to the youth service schemes through

programs designed to channel the youths into agriculture.

Howeveri considering the'increasing rejection of tradition-

al patterns of agriculture on the part of African youth.

3

1

^Callaway,tUnemployment Among African School 
. Leavers," op. cit.. p. 251. ’

^Callaway, "African School-Leavers and their 
Employment. Problem." op. cit.. 16.P*

■:r
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he emphasizes that the effort to get the youths hack to the 

land must he carefully planned in the direction of training 

in mbddrh farming, methods. To accomplish this on.the . - 

broadest possible scalej -Galiaway prefers channeling gov

ernment ..resources into'low-cost, on-the-job agricultural 

training based on the self-help plan rather than into , 

the youth service scheraes;.

' The: pianhers^:^^ o sought to meet t^he: ^

kind of .criticism offered by 'Callaway through the voca- : 

tional training program. For reasons previously examined 

this program proved extremely difficult to implement.

This leads to the ■ •conclusion that planning and implementing 

a vocational training program in a youth service scheme 

:for the unskilled is an extremely complex and difficult 

task, substantially moT® ‘^.Ifficult than may be recognized 

by policy-makers when revievring alternative programs to 

meet the unemployment problem. Given the lack of voca- 

^ the experience of the Kenya MY3 as a

means of aiding the"^'youth to find permanent employment 

tends to support Callaway’s warning. The activities of 

the servicemen on 'work projects were largely in the area 

of dam'building, bush clearing and manual labor on road 

prbjectsr Only a few were sible to obtain training in 

vehicle operation or clerical work. As a result their 

experience in the youth semrice did not significantly ^

■y/.

i

<.W-

^Ibid., p. 20.
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develop their job skills. Only 3,2 per cent of those 

’ ; leaving the service are-Icnbwn. to^ obtained employment,

' ^ in jobs in the disciplined services of >

Kenya or in the relativelyunskiiled positions of bus 

conductors• ' The fate of the remainder is'unknown :as no 

; follou’-up bn them has; hden undertaken.

Another caveat and this one based on" the writer®s. j 

own research, concerns .the small number of. employment 

possibilities in the skilled trades and in the industrial 

sector of most African countries. .Most of these economies

have not developed to the point at which large numbers of 

jobs in these areas are becoming avai3.able. Had the Kenya . 

youth service been able to develop a vocational -training 

program and bee^^^ provide the servicemen with job

; Skills,^^ u^ service they would still have

been- f^ with the problem that they would be competing 

tor a felati^ small number of jobs. Thus, although

possess..job skilly, many wotild still be unable 

'■ to find the, kind of "employment they want. This observa

tion tends to support Callaway’s proposal that the sector 

of the. African econbmiehw^ is most able to absorb

•-

■-!

•youth is the agricultural sector. Serious cohsideration 

needs to be given to whether it would be more realistic, 

given the existence of youth service schemes, -to establish 

training programs: geared to ; imparting modern ag^'icultural

■f'

■ -V .'.'U.
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techniques rather than trade and industrial skills.
^v'-'

•K- * -R- -R- * *

; As to }thd;:develqplng world have,

attained independence, their governments have 

fronted with a nirnber of seriousj often critical' problems. 

Schemes^-new, borrowed, or :r^ —are devised to cope

with these problems. One such situation concerns tb^

. -widespread adoption of the youth service scheme to deal^ 

with problems of youth unemployment and potentially dis

sident young political activists. This study; of bhe

.  Kenya Nabionai Youth Service has attempted t® show that

although the youth service scheme does offer the possi

bility of providing a solution to the problems, implementing 

subh Schem^es-'and obtaining the desired benefits -is'a complex 

and difficult process. Indeed, the evidence presented in 

1 of others suggests that the

schemes to date do not provide the compre- 

..hensive solutions to the problems that the nation builders 

and their, advisers have anticipated. Further research 

into, youth service schemes is necessary to determine 

_ whether such organizations do provide sufficient benefits 

to warrant their continued use, whether they can be better 

designed and implemented to solve the problems of yoUth, 

or whether alternative schemes need to be sought by the 

new governments

:'-v
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PLAN FOR A mTidmL YOUTH SERVieE FOR KENYA

I. OBJEGTIVBS : ^ ^

The objectives used In formuTating this plan are as
followS':. : ■

1. That the Orgahisation shall be truly natippAli. .
drawing together the youth of allracial and 
tribal•groups. . ■

■*v "

2., That it shall Inculcate patriotism, and^ provide a 
real opportunity of serving the country.

3. That, it shall malce use of leadership abilities of 
young persons who have played a prominent part in 
political activities (such as Youth Ning activities) 
during the period leading up to Independence.

That it shall afford some relief to the present 
chronic;unemployment, and hardship among youngt 
persons'in Kenya, and prepare young men for

police, settle
ment on irrigation schemes, handicrafts, .etc\, 
and any other development organisation.

5. Tha\ units of the'Organisation shall be capable 
of making a genuine economic contributipn to the 
building up of the country, e.g. to help conserve, 
rehabilitate and develop Kenya's natural resources 
in such activities as the construction and Improve
ment of access roads, dams, water supplies, irri^ 
gation cannals, bush and tsetse control, reforest 
tion, restoration of abandoned farms, range fire . 
control, and to assist with land surveys, housing 
developments, and other projects of national Ihterest 
and benefit.

6. That the plan shall be based on actual needs as they 
.exist in Kenya, and not be merely a copy of some
other, country's scheme.

«:
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■' 1. The Or^rilsation shaiiVcome
Ministry f

’ • of Labour and Sociftl'Services. ; A National |L?ad- __
quarters is being established in Nairobi which 
will have responsibility for.the co-ordination 
and control of all Branches.and Units, and for 

" ensuring ti^t policy directives from the Gbvefnr- 
ment'are properly implemented, throughout the 
Ojrganizatioh.; . . .' ' * '

'2. The operation of the units and camps, including the 
appointment and supervising of the officers posted 
to them, and project approval, shall be uhdef^^^^^t^^^

.. jiicisdicfioh of ' the Ministry of Labour ■ and Social
Services. Jurisdiction over the principal project 
work for^w^^ camp has been established will
be under the Ministry responsible;- -v

Project Work

/

Ministry having jurisdietion

1) Agriculture, Irrigation . Ministry of Agriculture. 
_  and Range Resource develop

ment; other Agricultural 
projects.

2) National Park and Game

Reforest^ion and For- 
, ' est Development;

- 3) Housing projeqts, access 
fqads, dqyeilopm^^ etc.

clearing and pfe- 
^ ; ^; paration on ^Settlement

schemes and restoration 
of abandoned farms.

Ministry of Natural 
Resources.

.f

Ministry of Works and 
Communications.

Ministry of Settlement

3* A Headquarters Directorate of the Kenya National 
.Youth Service is being established. The responsi- " 
bilities of the Directorate shall include.

1) Co-orHi^tlbn aM q^ecufeion of polibies o Kenya 
Government on the National Youth Service.

2) Establishment of camps, and the allocation-of
Central Government funds for their operation 
and development44:W;;: "

3) Development of:training prbgrammes for the various :
camps.
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Inspection of the camps to ensure conformance 
with policies laid down by Government for the 
Nationar Youth _Service.

The National Youth Service shall be headed 
National Youth Leader, assisted by a Director. ::

III. qttat.tftgations and structure ■.

1. Male: 4oiti2 enS: jof• :.:Konya,. potess 'than s^xt;:ee,n::"years„■.
■ of age, nor more th§ih thirty, shall be eligit>le -

enlistment. Enlistment shall be for a miM 
one year. Not more than two re-enlistmehts shall 
be granted. Candidates for enlistment must be 
free from Communicable diseases and meet prescribed 
physical requirements. Each enlistee shall be 
required to sign a form of agreement to 
orders of the Camp Commandant and abide by, t^^^^ 
jregulatibns of the National Youth ServicS’*

2. Allowances
Each recruit shall be entitled to free food,; medical
treatmentijuniforms, bedding and a nominal payment
of shs. of which shsi should
be held in a Savings Account, and be paid to the 
recruit at the termination his service.

IV. ETT^T.n TINTTS AND PROJECT CAMPS

' 1. Field Units-
be established in- each Region

; a^

:l)fbe Field Units shall have the following functions-

a) aeception of all recruits, their classification 
and initial training;

b) The Inculcation of discipline, during the 
■ first stage of the recruits*-training. Over
the first 6 weeks to’2 months, the men will bej- . ‘

(i) Medically examined;
(ii) Organized into sections;
(ill) Taught to march and drill;
(iv) Be brought into good physical condition 

by adequate feeding and exercise;
(v) Prepared for assignment to project camps;

c) The*selection of junior leaders from among the 
men to assist the staff in the operation and., 
discipline of the Unit;

;-4
■i;
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d) The startirig of the educational programme.
(Over the full year's- service the object will • 
be to totally eradicate illiteracy);

e) The inculcation of good work habits by using
the vicinity bf the

.Unit itself;

T ): In brief, the objec ' of the Field
receive the recruits, who may be undisciplined, ■ 
disinclined to work, and possibly in poor 
physical shape,’and, within -two months* time 
translate them into a keen and well coordin
ated body ofmen in all ways ready to make an« 
efficient - contribution to national development.

2). There shall be an initial intake of I50 men into 
each Field Unit, of whom dt is expected thp;'^10 
men will prove fit to move to Prdjebt Cainpd 

. following basic training, while the remaining 
40 will contin^ in the Field Unit,
workihg on local projects, arid in special training 
schemes within the Unit itself. The second intake 
of 150 men Will enter the Unit and commence their 
trainirig before their predecessors are transferred 
to Froject:Camps* In this way standards of smart
ness and discipline} can be handed on through 

it is expected that -

a) A Field Unit will contain approximately 500 
men at any one time When it has built up to 
fall strength;

b) Each Unit will pass 600 - 1,000 men to
Camps annually, the rate being 

governed by the. rieeds of the latter.

0 ■

"k

2. Project Camps
Project camps will take a complement of approximately 
250 young men and will be established in the vicinity • 
of work -projects selected as being of national 
importance and benefit... At a later stagej with the 
expansion of the Service, it will be possible fo^r 
similar camps to serve purely Regiorial projects, 
with Regional financial participation. Work projects 
must be properly planned and approved for 4^^ 
soundness to ensure efficiency of work.

Into each project camp will come intakes from the ? 
Field Units, thus achieving within the camp a mix
ture of young men with varying regional and tribal 
backgrounds intermingling on a truly National

■I.. ;v
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basis• The first intake to arrive will initiate 
the building of the camp, making the ftillest 
possible use of local materialst

j:

•■V.

In the Project Camps the recruits shallrbe s^ 
jected to a vigorous training programme to develop' 
their abilities and talents to- the maximim, while 
performing vrork on important-develppment projects* '

V. Staffing of Field Units and Project Gamps.

4

y-

■ 1. Field Unit or Project Gamp Commandants shall have , 
overall authority and responsibility for the 
^successful operation of the Unit or'Camp in accord
ance with the procedure and regulations prescribed.
by- the Director of the National i^outh Servicet

2. Training Oi^fioere shall be responsible for the ? 
classifioatioh of recruits by ability, and Interest 
and.for the development .and execution of training, 

'programmes:.'

3* Section Commanders.
• There shall begone Section Commander for each 100 • 

recruits I; who ehall be responsible to the Commandant 
for'the discipline, welfare and work performance of 
his. men. Uithin each section, junior leaders shall 
be appointed from among the recruits.

4. -Foremeh CPrOjeOt Camps)
- For each 50 recruits there shall be one Foreman, w.ho 

shall be responsible for the work performance"and 
discipline of his men While they are engaged on 
project work. Foremen will possess a degree of 
technical knowledge appropriate to the projeot 
being undertaken, and will be nominated to. the 

, Directorate by^^the Ministry having jurls.dictlon over 
the project.

5. (a) Accounts Clerk and (b) Storekeeper.
These administrative personnel will perform.their. 
duties in accordance with directions provided by 
the Accounting and Stores Section of the Ministry 
of Labour and Social Serviced.

6. Hospital Assistant
Shall be responsible for examining the recruits on 
admission and for the maintenance of their healthi 
includlngtbe inspection of food and camp sanita-' • 
tion conditions. The provision of drugs.and 
equipment and the supervision of the hospital

"

y.
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assistant shall he under the direction of the 
Ministry of Health.

7. Artisans. Cooks, Truck Dri:vers and. Mechanics, etc

1) Chief Cook ■ , v 'V
Responsible for organizing and directing food 
preparation*'and serving, and the tralnihg of 
.selected trainees,in the. art of cooking.

-g-); Artisans and-sikilded-MPersonnel . -- -. ' ;. ■. . .
■ Such as stone .masons,^ brick layers, • carpenters,

tailors and shoe repairmen will be employed as { 
required-and vjill train selected recrwits .v ^

. 3 ) Lorry. Landroverand' Tractor Drivers and HeCkanics
i In addition to-their executive duties, these

personnel: will train limited: numbers of recruits: ' 
in their own'skills.

VI. ORGANISATIOH OF RECRUITS

Bach Field Unit and Gamps will be organized along 
military lines, not for the purpos^ of military . . 
training, but to develop and maintain discipline.
For this reason the enlistees will, be assigned to 
sections' of approximately 100 each. The Section . 
Commander will have trainee assistants in charge of 
squads. ' - .1 '

vIi.;gemeral .. ■ ■ '

•'^"'1.:^'Sites
:'Each Field Unit and Projject Camp site should be 
large enough to contaih its buildings, a playing 
field, and a small farm for growing vegetables. , 
Unauthorised p.ersons shall not be permitted within 
the site boundari.es and recruits shall not be 
permitted outside the boundaries except when 
authorised and while on work details or on leave.. 
Project Camp sites shall be centrally located 
to the work projects. Temporary spike camps may 
be established to reduce travel to subsidary 
projects.

2. Work. Training and Recreation.
In general, and once basic training has been com
pleted, trainees will spend, not.less than 30 hours 
a week on actual work projects; the remainder of 
their time being given to educational classes., 
recreation, etc. \\?here possible, facilities shall

i'r-
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be provided for-training mechanics, welders, 
plumbers, leather arid,metal workers, etc. Con
siderable attention must be paid to sports pro- ■ 
grammeis. Competition between Units and Camps 
will.be encoura,ged. ' ' .

3* Uniforms
Each recruit shall be,provided with S, parade,Uni- 
'form, and with working dress suited to the climate 
in vrhich his Unit or Camp is located. The alesign 
of'the uniform, and- insignia, -shall be prescribed 
by the Directorate.

4. Heligion
Offers of co-operatipri have been received from the 

- Churches' and it is hoped that "theae will respO-t ■ 
in coverage being given to the spiri'bual needs of- 

■ ■ the'men.;-

5* Students and Young Workers«
At a'dater stage, provision will be made'for the 
creation of special branches, of the Natiorial douth 
Service, whereby such youths may^wear a forb of 
uniform and*participate in general activities on 
a leisure-time basis., ■

VIII. GOAL .

. 1. By April 30th. 1964 - .Nairobi Area Field Unit opened
With^-first^^^^^c^^^ of 150 recruits.

'2. 3y August :31st. 1964'

i.;) Seven Field Units operating (1 in each region, 
plus one in the Nairobi area) = 2,300 recruits.

2) Two Project ■•Gamps established with first contin- . 
gent: of 200 recruits. ■

3) 'Total recruits = 2,500

3« By January 1st. 1965 •

1) Seven Field Units in full operation with 3»,500
recruits. '

2) 'Ten Project Camps in operation - 2,500-men.

3) Total recruits = 6,000 

4. By July 1st. 1965

1) Seven Field-Units -‘3»500 recruits

2) Twenty-five Project Camps 

••3) Total-.=r.l0,000

' .<1

'
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Note: The speed of attaining the goal vrill be largely • 

,governedby:-

1) The availability of suitably trained and experienced :
staff, including Gamp Commandants, and such 
specialists as engineering, medical, accounts and 
stores personnel. It may be necessary to seek to 
have such staff seconded IminediateTy from other 
pai%s;'of/-G - .

2) . The time taken by Regional Government.s to examine
their fihahciai c^^ Field Units, their
.acceptance of the proposals, their choice of staff .

■ - and sites, ’etc. •

3) Possible delays in obtaining overseas staff as , 
advisors, and in la'iidihg vehicles a.nd other heavy ^ 
eqUipnierit.:;:;:^ '

DETAILED GOST ESTIMATES FOR FIELD UNIT - 
AND ONE PROJECT GAMP

, FIELD UNIT -r *^00 RECRITITS

Recurrent ■First Year
No.■ No.

personal EMOLUMENTS

1,200 
1,000 
1,200 
1,200 

300 '

11,200 
• i-, 000 
1,200 
1,200.

1Commandant 
Training Officer 
Section Commanders 
Instructors 
Medical Assistant 
Accounts Clerk 
Storeman 
Chief Cook 
Drivers
Recruits 25/- perm. 
Incentive pay

11
5• 5 ,
5,5
1300.1

3201• 320 
■ ■ 312 

. 300 ■

1
31211
30011
300 . 

7,500
23P02

5007,500500i'-:'

700700
i;

14,23251814,232;;-,-,5i8.v'''-4I.'

■!r

EQUIPMENT - PROJECT

Lorries
Van
Handtools • 
Miscellaneous

2,000
1 ^00

300 
' 300

600

500
500

:V
3,700^1-

v;': 'L'
■'i:
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BecurrentJgi^st'-vYlear:
No.No.:

EQUIPI^ENT - Gamp

Kitchen equipment 
& -Utensils 

Lighting Plant _ 
Training Aids & 

material^: . ■
Purniture - (includes.

sleeping mats.etc) 
Bedding M imifprms

i,%0G: 300

1,000 300

1,800
3i_500

200 H.

2.600

3.^007.i700
T>'-

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES

10,000
1.000'

1,000 
1.000
2,.000

Building materials 
Pro j ect mat erials.

11,000

%

POOD & PUEL

Pood (I/50 per day) 
,Pnel-.

13,700 13,700
350 350

14,050 14,050

a

OPSRATING EXPENSES,

Vehicles ■&- tractors 
Power, water &

conservancy 
Office expenses- 
Miscellaneous

1,500 1,500

750 750
300 300

1. 500 1. 500■ ii
hT7

s 4,050 4, 050
i':'

GRAM) TOTAL
■s.'

5^,732 38,332
3"

..
-.‘J

iiV:; 4

4
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Flrst~'Year Recurrent
No v ^ ^ - "M-N6}W

' EERSdwAL VEMOtUMENTS

1,2Q0
li(K)b
:^80

1,800

11,200
IVQOO

1.Sommandant 
Training Officer 

; Section Gdnmandesrs 
■'Foreman^; ■ 
instructors 
Jiedlcai Assistaiit 
Accounts Cleric : 
Storeman •
Artisans & skilled

Chief Gook'
. .Drivers .
Re.ciuits 25/- p.m. 
Incentive pay

V,-'-

11
480 2 -2

i,800: 54- 480480 ■22
3M11 300-
3M13201
312312 11

1,80044 1,800
30013001
30023002 .* ••

250 3.2503.250250
350350

269 ; 11,892269 11,892

EQUIPMEI^ - PROJECT

4,2003Lorries
-Tractors wheel ■ 

w/acoessories 
Land rover 
Hand tools 
Engineering & ’

surveying equipment 
Machine tools 
Miscellaneous

3.0002
1 900

2003OG

50200
400 50

200300

5009.500i- 7:

•EQUIPMENT

Kitchen equipment. & 
utensils 

Lighting Plant 
Training Aids & 

materials
Furniture (includes 

sleeping mats, etc) 
Evading & uniforms

CAMP
.f7

800 200
3/5P0
;500 200

:7'''

. 200 
1,000

900 • 
li800/0

O'ii'.
/O'

ivSboo7,600,•0

0

■0

v::."

0..
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miTsMeM: Recurrent
Mo.'J.

i'

, MATERIALS & 'supplies: •

Building materials 
Pnoject materials

600v'^-'

5,000
3.000 3.000

3,6008.1000
.'O'

POOD AND' .FUEL

Food .Cl/50 per day) ■ 
-Fuel ,

i.'.' i
■ i

6^8506,850
350350

7,20.0 7,200

OPEPATIMG EXPENSES
-!

J

3,500•3,500Vehicles &' tractors 
Power, water’s 

■ conservancy 
Office expenses 
^!2iscellaneous

'A.

300 300
150. 150

1.0501.050

5,0005,000
■,5-

-> •

5.9,192'GRAND TOTAL:' 29,792

Mote:^1'

The ProQect Camp'estimate., includes almost 3 times 
more equipment-than.the.Field Unit estimate as well as 
provision, for a lig^ht ’. plant and increased amounts for 
■project materials*^ ■■ It is estimated -bhat Appropriation 
in-Aid for project work, accomplished should approximate 
or exceed 50^^ of the anhua.1 recurrent cost .of pro ject 
camp operations.' .1.'«■

•
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■ KfAJIONAL YOUTH ■Sm'IGE - OF^i.

AGREEMEfe 0^0 BE ^RSM) ALOI3D TO THE REGRUIO^
ON: ENMSTMEI^ .. Am TO BE SIGNED BY HIE. ;;

■'v'

'‘I
being admitted to the National Youth Service of Kenya, do 

' herebyS-: ■■,vrv'y\:
..r-

(i)' Reaffirm my complete loyaltsr' ..fed Rrime^
■ ' N of Kenyat " .

(ii) Undertake to- serve for a period of ’ one year '
■ in the National Youth Service of Kenya, - ^
dufeih0which;tinie I will give unquestioning • 
-obedience to the orders of the Governiaent

. as 7transmitt ed to me bhrough-miyffisuperiofe^ . -~-
officers in the Service. I will work with 
all my strength at the.Nafeioh-building '

■ activities given to me; I wtll take full 
advantage of every opportunity given me 
to increase my own skills and education, 
and I will at all times behave in accordance 
with the law, ..and with the dignity of the , 
Service to which I am now admitted.

Tf

J-9—.day of.Signdd At this

_#

Signature of Recruit-

X• ;

Slgnifebre and rank of Attesting Officer*-
0

7‘. mm .7-;'

-
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